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REVIEWED
THE HORA C408 'MINIATURE' TRANSCEIVER

FREE -PHONE ORDER UNE

bg riftip

0500 73.73-88
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 4QS

ISO 9002

REGISTERED FIRM

Open Mon -Sat 9.00AM - 5.30PM

Peter Waters G30JV / GOPEP

Part Exchange Welcome
Download our latest second
hand list from our web site

of Service to
V-,./imN/a.
A UK
Amateurs

This is our 25th Year of retailing Ham Radio equipment

From

HORA

f.,....111

09.95!
Full CTCSS: 20 memories: 1.6MHz repeater
shift: Priority channel. Scanning: Dual watch: Dual
mode squelch: PTT lock: 1 2.5/2 5kHz steps.
2 30mW output - all from just 2 x AA cells

SGC-2020 ORP HF Transceiver

£599
0 20 Watts SSB and CW with full break-in Can run
from 12 volts or internal pack Delivery expected at the

t". AR -146 2m 50W

'NM Mr -

ADI

100W HF All bands - Receive 100kHz - 30MHz
Filters for SSB 3.5, 2.7, 2.4. 2, 1.7kHz
Filters for CW 1kHz, 500Hz. 200Hz, 100Hz
Band Scope, DSP filter. Memory keyer, log book.
VSWR meter, Smith Chart, pre -amp, 20dB attenua
tor, plus many software controlled functions.

HORA C.150

2m FM Handheld

q,95

' Largest in Europe
'176 Colour Pages
1000 Photographs
1400 Products

Nov..

44.

;sea as the fore

mos:

130. 170MHz Rx

and almost every item illustrated. For the cost of a mag-

1750Hz Tone

20 Memones
Scanning
Battery Save
5W (Ext 12V)

azine you can get the best
everDude

£2.95 o

1 postage

Hunter

Keypad Entry

os,Frequency
10MHz - 3GHz
Ni-cad Pack
AC Charger
BNC Antenna

Full Instructions

0995
Add £2.50 Post & Ins.

Check your base or handheld transceiver, or
hunt out frequencies of nearby transmitters or
handhelds. The "hold" button lets you lock on
and store the frequency.

2m 70cm

Includes
6 x AA cell case
Antenna
Instruction Book
12 Month's Why.

Counter

WATsON

W-MM1 Multimode Modem

£69.95

Packet. AMTOR,
CW. SSTV, Fax. RTTY

NAVTEX. SYNOP
' Transmit and receive
Powered from RS -232 port

£249

CTCSS encode/decode
' Full DTMF + 1750Hz tone
Alphanumeric memories
' Full duplex
CTCSS tone reader
29 programmable features
' AM airband receiver
Rx up to 990MHz
Alf -cads and charger

LCD Readout

Features;

gutde

-

PW says: 'an incredibly well
pnced radio - amazingly sensitive - audio - worked very
well with 12.5kHz channel
spacing - An Absolute
Cracker-

12 5kHz Steps

25

with every page in full colour

AT600 Dual Bander

Low

oment guide this

edition iS completely new

iz.\:tin

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
40 Memories plus call channel
7 Programmable steps
Channel or frequency display
The best sensitivity in the business
Keypad mic and mounting kit
CTCSS Encode and Decode'

A011.1

Can you
believe your
eyes?

' Technical Specification
' News Snippets

CI)

:

c'

1998 Catalogue

FREE frequency

A chance to purchase this top
range 70cms mobile at a silly price' 35 Watts output. 41
memories and CTCSS encoder gives you all you need
to enjoy mobile or base station operation 12 5kHz.
25kHz steps are featured together with a clear LCD

1

Main Features

end of March

WATsON

sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk

TM -451E 70cms Mobile

FREE Postage

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

Racto
Radio Comm4N5bong
Full Catalogue. r,

E-mail

KENWOOD

A complete PC
controlled remote
HF rig - In stock

CTCSS

gat

FAX

0500 73 73 88
01702 206835
01702 206835
01702 204965
01702 205843

Enquiries

by

-

Kachina 505DSP HF Transceiver

70cms

CD

Orders:

unmatched by our competitors! UK's TRUE Number One Dealer

Handheld
Full

cubllo

Read the latest Hot News on our Web

any of our competitors. We shall be offering some unique deals - also

C-408

01111

New Web Site;- http://www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk

ADi

AT -201 2m FM Handy

02 £149
' 40 Channels

SW on t2V
' Illuminated keypad
'

Full CTCSS
1750Hz tone

Phone Extended
Warranty
For
Details NOW Available

UK's Top Dealer for YAESU. KENWOOD & ICOM

'

OTMF

' Channel Reasout or

'Frequency Readout
' Set to Set Cloning
' Uses AA cells

VtES

EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

VIES

cIbOM

YA

JJ

1C-706 Mk II 1.8

146MHz

E995

1.8MHz

to
4q2MHz

£59.95

Plus
FREE

70MHz Transceive Base Mic

h._

100W 1.8 - 50MHz ' 50W 2m,70cm SSB - CW - FM - AM CTCSS Alphanumeric ' 0. 1Hz steps Packet
ready 1200 & 9600 DSP filtering Dual display ' squelch ' IF shift ' Notch filter Power control Tx monitor '
Electronic keyer ' 12.5 / 25kHz switched FM filtering Switchable pre -amp Size 260 x 86 x 270mm ' weight 7kg

;

DSP Module Seperetely
The IC -706 Mk II transceiver as the best compact hf
mobile bar none. It out performs and out specifies any
other model. The only choice left is which dealer you buy
it from, We offer you an unbeatable price and an unbeatable back-up service plus optional extended 5 year warranty for an extra F98,

1C -17E Dual Band handy
- zm a Arcm Hanoy
70 Memories
' Full CTCSS
' Tone scan function
Up to 4W out
8 tuning steps

1_,ovidYAu iritiorJ

110- 10 Day Approval
YAESU
£1269

FT -920 1.8 - 54MHz

DTMF

24 Month's Warranty

YAESU

Auto power saver
' 600maH 7.2v ni-cad
' AC charger and helical

Cl RQ5

FT-1000MPDC (AC £1995)

£199.95

e. I VW

£139.95
DJ-C1E
2m FM

1,C/4.V
Aft-Fitf-11
Message memory Dual in -band rx ' EDSP filter' RF processor' RF
preamp ' Electronic keyer' IF shift width Collins filters' omprehen
sive menu system RS -232 interface and more - send for details

.

IC OM 1C-746 1.8 144MHz

Credit card size with full CTCSS 300mW
20 memories - AM Air
Fleylew February RadCom

' 1.8 30MHz 100W ' SSB - CW - FM - AM ' Rx 100khz - 30MHz

' 1.8 - 54MHz 100W DSP filter ' MOSFET PA ' Internal ATU
Auto notch Twin VFOs ' Auto glow display Shuttle jog Digital
voice memory Electronic keyer RS -232C converter ' Quick
memory bank lots more phone or e-mail for colour leaflet

EPhone!

YA

Normally
£46444

DJ -C4

£99.95

70cm FM

Normally

46044

£369

Slip it into your pocket for rally
use or the local repeater.
Earpiece and AC charge,

FT -8100 Dual Bander Mobile

See page 52 of Feb RadCom

WOOD
THG-71E Dual band

ter

IF pass band tuning.

Dual Band 2m.'70cm

YAESU

100W 1.8 - 146MHz ' SSB - CW -FM AM 'Electronic keyer
Gen. coy receiver ' Spectrum scope DSP noise filter Notch fil-

£229

FT -50R 2m170cms Handy

Dekvery from stock.

Wideband fix (AM Artband)
FM Broadcast receive
CTCSS & 1750Hz
' 112 Alphanumeric Memories
Dual Watch - Military rated
5W from 12v DC input
Ni-cads and AC Charger

Com New IC -2100 2M Mobile £269
w try Swttched 12 5kHz & 25kHz Filters

AA A

kid fix &whin

This is a very sold rig that is proving one of
the most popular dual band handhelds

ICOM
TheIC-2100 Mobile transceiver from ICOM features switched
filtering, 55 Watts with 113 memories. And all this at a very
competitive puce. In stock NOW

200 memories
Alphanumeric Display
Full CTCSS
' DTMF
' Up to 6W out
Wideband Receive
Illuminated Keypad
' PC Compatible
' Windows Programming

YAESU

PCR-1000 HF - UHF Receiver VX-1R Dual band

£349

tie* DSP Mooule Italable £59a

flvvainsgm. /Air'
/Fraortv

loom 1C -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

A(imiw
(rf.T '41
2m & 70cm
50W / 30W
' Detachable head

ready
180 Memory channels
CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

' 12,cnet

New TM -G707

£349

Rechargeable

ICOM

For Starter Kit

6m

Alkaline Cells
Rechargeable Alkaline
1.5V cells
No memory effects
' Charge mid cycle is OK
5 year charge shelf life
' 3 x capacity of ni-cads
' Very low cost
In stock now, Note. you must use the special charger
supplied with Starter Kit
Starter Kit: Comprise 4 x AA cells and dedicated AC
wall charger

£13.99 + £2 p&p

' 180 Memories
Detachable front head

144 8 430MHz 50/35W
' AM / FM Fix
Rx 118-174:300-524.800-1000MHz
WKSemail:

' CTCSS 8 1750Hz Tone

sales ewsplc.demon.co.uk

Our best selling dual bander
and one we would be happy
to own.

4 x AA cells (ready charged)
8 x AA cells (ready charged
4 x AAA cells (uses standard charger)

£5.99 t£1 00 post)
£10.99 (Et 50 post)
£6.25 (£1 00 post)

IC-T8E Dual Band hand

2m N/-1-7,' -61

70cms

All in one
small package.
5W output (130
' 25 / 12.5kHz ready
' Wideband 13x

Nickel Hydnde bait
' Wide FM broadcast
AM for airband
' Rapid scanning
'Alphanumeric

UK's largest Catalogue £3.95 inc. post

:he BeM Its FH.teF on the Waft

MFJ
H amiTddio

Accessories

wrSSS wpru.
Aur

r

,

MFJ-418

£799.95

600 W linear 7 5dB Gain
Like a 3 element Monobanderl
Uses low cost 811A tubes
Built-in rugged AC Supply
Instant by-pass switch
PA V/A meter + Grid meter
Over rated vanable capacitors
Fan cooled for long life

Displays words. letters and numbers
3 to 35WPM with natural CW note
Various modes including Farnsworth
Enormous vocabulary of words
' Actually sends OSOs as well!
' individual characters or groups
Headphone socket: Power from PP3
' Sends text just like an actual test.
' A tutor that displays what it sends

"It's an Amazing Idea!"

1.8 - 30MHz 3kW ATU 049,95

Nothing Compares £79.95

Tiff§ Vtrfillatlb)

1.8-30MHz 300W ATU

160 - 10 Metres

C'.)'.1-fulcv

t

Migr

Ameritron AL -8 1X

UK's Top -Selling Linear

£179.95

1.8 30MHz with roller coaster
' Cross needle VSWR & PEP
"7- network with 4.1 balun
' Long wire, coax and balanced feed
By-pass and Antenna select switch
' 270 x 375 x 115mm

9. Thrill i-Virsily,)arl

1.8 -170MHz

£229.95

MFJ-259

There's nothing else like it!
Connect to aerial or coax and adjust it in seconds.
Turns hours into minutes and ideas into antennas'
Give your antenna system a complete check out.
Over 500 sold so far! A great piece of kit
1.8MHz - 170MHz ' Digital Readout

300 Watts PEP 750W CW
1.8 3CAt4Hz 'nth ease'
Wire, coat or balanced line

£139.95

CW 50. 100,200.500Hz filter
Suits all data modes
Full adjustable pass band & filter

Hear those weak signals - Get rid of the ORM - works better than any
internal rig DSP - 16 memories - totally programmable

1.8 - 54MHz 300 Watts
Built-in 300W Load
Wire - balanced or coax
Roller Coaster Inductor
Active PEP meter (PP9 Batt)
4 -way Antenna Switch
Cross Needle metering

copy of the complete 48 page MFJ
UK catalogue with
discount vouchers
Your chance to see
the huge range
plus save money
on normal prices
and its completely
FREE'

=

.

inCligt0G3 An)

FREE 48 Page i.atalogues
With Discount Vouchers
Just phone. write
4;7
or e-mail for your

DSP Data Audio Filter
MFJ-781

rim

_F

MFJ-9406 LIP

Resonance VSWR
' Impedance ' AA batteries or
12v external

Baton included for best match

30 '300W power meter - PEP PUS
Antenna selector by-pass etc

MFJ-949
11111

J

t75
Same as MFJ-948 above but with internal
dummy load.

£149.95

New QRN Noise Fitter

6M SW Transceiver

MFwarranty

\letl°r1

JO/ Complete a Ready to Go'

Vectronics 2.5kW Load

warning.

DL -2500

=

Phases out noise at the antenna socket
' Kills local ORN - lets signals through
No more electrical interference!
Rf sensed for transceiver use (150W)
' Up to 20dB noise reduction
Recovers signals below the noise'
Adjust to suit local problems pi A
Kill that thermostat problem L 14;,y0

V®gt©NriM VC=STM
1 8MHz 30MHz 300W ATU
Balanced. coax, long wire
PEP Average and VSWR
3 -way antenna selector
Built-in dummy load
Thru position Size 257 x 85 x 197mm

,.

Auto ATU Matcher

£129.95
£59.95

Data Decoder
Ilitero

MFJ-462B
Lets your Auto
ATU match any
coax aerial .
Auto -Tuner Extender
Connect between transceiver and antenna no more problems with G5RVs and all those
difficult antennas - 160 to 10 metres

£189.95

MFJ USA wish it to be known that only stock imported by Waters & Stanton PLC and supplied to
approved dealers carries the official UK warranty.
All future MFJ stock will carry the official UK warranty cards (which have to be
returned to us). If your item does not have this card, phone us for guidance. If a
product is purchased that does not come through the official channel, you could
find yourself at the mercy of a dealer who has no service information. is supplying old versions or non European models. has no access to factory parts or the
backing of the UK service team' THE CHOICE IS OBVIOUS!!

MFJ-1026

E24935

Illteriell
Decodes CW, FfTTY. ASCII. AMTOR FEC

" LCD 2 x 16 characters
8000 character RAM
' Key input for CW practice
' Epson compatible printer port
Requires 12V at 300mA DC

£179.95

2.5kW

177117) 50 Ohm Load

500W Continuous (.50°. cycle)

DC 150MHz
' Fan cooled (AC adaptor included)

200W Low Pass Filter

1 8 - 30MHz 200W PEP
50 Ohms impedance
50dB V 50MHz 0 5dB at 30MHz
SO -239 connectors

Waters & Stanton PLC
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 4QS
Orders FREEPHONE 0500 73 73 88
Technical 01702 206835
E-mail sales@wsplc.demon.co.uk
Web http://www.waters-and-stanton.co.uk
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RADIO BASICS
loin Rob G3XFD as he shows
you how to add an r.f. amplifier
to your 'crystal radio'.

18

IN WAR & PEACE
John Worthington GW3C01
remembers the old 'secret agent'

EDITORIAL OFFICES
Practical Wireless
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Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

48

low power transceiver project.

55

rigs.
Editor

20 NEW RIG ON THE BLOCK

Rob Mannion G3XFD

THE GDP -430 HAND-HELD
UHF TRANSCEIVER - PART 2
Geoff Pike GIOGDP describes
the constructional stages of his

CARRYING ON THE
PRACTICAL WAY
Join George Dobbs G3RJV as he
'flies the flag' for open wire
feeders.

The latest offering from Alinco is
the budget priced DX -77, read
Rob G3XFD's review to see why
he thinks it has a lot to offer.

Technical Projects Sub -Editor
NG ("Tex") Swann GI TEX

News & Production Editor

LO

Donna Vincent G7 TZB

Editorial Assistant

v

z MATCH TUT*

Zoe Crabb

e

IT (01202) 659910
ca-

(Out -of -hours service by answering machine:

FAX: (01202) 659950

ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT

64

ADVERT SALES & PRODUCTION

(General Enquiries to Broadstone Office)

25

A CENTURY OF AMATEUR
RADIO EQUIPMENT
Phil Cadman G41CP traces the
the evolution of Amateur Radio
equipment over the last century

30

'REAL' RADIO IN MINIATURE

Chris Steadman MBIM (Sales)

Carol Trevarton (Production)
Steve Hunt (Art Editor)
Paul Blachford (Design)

Peter Eldrett (Advert Typesetting(

STRIPBOARDMAGIC
COMPETITION
Your chance to win a copy of
StripboardMagic the Veroboarrl
layout design programme.

Dick Pascoe GOBPS discovers
that the HORA C408 is :ruts, a

if (01202) 659920

'real radio' in miniature!

(9.30am - 3.30pm)

33

FAX: (01202) 659950

ANTENNAS IN ACTION
Antenna masts and poles at the
ready! Tex G1TEX presents eight
pages of action packed antenna
hints and tips.

ADVERTISING MANAGER

Roger Hall G4TNT
PO Box 948, London SW6 2DS

44

if 0171-731 6222
FAX: 0171-384 1031

LY%BDX - A GREAT RADIO
HOLIDAY!

Mobile: (0585) 851385

John

Podvoiskis
GONPVLY1G1

BOOKS & SUBSCRIPTIONS

recalls his
Lithuanian
trip that
turned into a
'great radio

Michael Hurst
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(01202) 659930
(Out -of -hours service by answering machine)
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FAX: (01202) 659950
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Pads Internet address is:

@pwpub.demon.co.uk You can send mail
to anyone at PW, just insert their name at
the beginning of the address, e.g.

rob@pwpub.demon.co.uk
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1111 -70TH
100 Watt HF Transceiver
plus 100 Watts on 6 mtrs
TX all HF + 6rntr
RX - general coverage
150kHz - 30 -MHz

50MHz 54MHz
SSB, CW, AM. FM and digital modes

100 memories
Detachable faceplate and remote
mounting kit available
Speech processor standard
Narrow filters fitted as standard
100W output on HF & 6mtrs
Selectable 4 stage RF gain
20dB to +10dB
Superb TX audio and RX
Excellent RX sensitivity
Full break in on CW
All mode squelch

r

Scan facilities
CTCSS encoder

Noise blanker
Quick offset for DX pile ups
IF shift control
Separate HF & 6M antenna sockets

Award winning
NF Performance

The DX70 TH packs a hefty 100W punch on all Ham bands 1.8 - 50MHz. It is backed by a
superb receiver with narrow filters fitted as standard. Make no mistake - this is a real DX
operators transceiver ideal for use at home, in the car, or for that portable DXpedition.
General coverage receive is included and wideband transmit facilities for export customers.
,The detachable front panel allows remote mounting and additional security.
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18 PLP

EDX-1 HF Antenna Tuner

EDX-2

The EDX-1 is a coaxial
tuner with built in Power
and SWR meters. The ATU

Automatic Random Wire Antenna Tuner

is rated at 120W and
covers 16410 meters

Quickly matches random
wire antennas, mobile
whips, verticals, inverted
Ls. Wired for DX70 - but
can be used with most
HF Transceivers.

including WARC bands.

'6159.95
rar

1St"
Mx'

1.6MHz - 30MHz
200W PEP

X-77

HFM-1

Covers all HF Amateur Bands

HF stainless steel mobile anlenna

General coverage receive t150kHz - 30MH/Fir
100 memories
100W, SSB, CW & FM. 40W AM
Built in speech compressor
Computer control with optional ERW
Full QSK in CW modes
QRM/QRN reduction with IF shift.
RF attenuator and optional CW fit
Two VFOs + memory operation
Basic model upgradeable to (T)
EJ33U Electronic keyer
EJ34U CTCSS

nro o

complete with spring base.
oo..11011/

ALMS

1E1101 WI

we

Covers: 3.5 - 30MHz (when
used with EDX-2 auto ATU)
Length: 2.7 metres

_
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EJ35U CW filter
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C59.95
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1U1-77(1) Standard

01.77 (T) with options

la75.00

(£775.00

,ti

Send
in SAE 4 x
1st Class Stamp --

DR -430 UHF Mobile

-.4aWfor latest collection

of Alinco leaflets, 111

A rugged easy to use 70cm
mobile transceiver with optional
extended receive coverage

our catalogue &
magazine

400 490MHz

(DISTISIDUTION DIVISION)

NM-

189 London Rd.
North End, Portsmouth.
Hampshire. P02 9AE

UK Distributors for Alinco products
tel: 01705 662145
fax: 01705 690626
189 LONDON ROAD NORTH END PORTSMOUTH HANTS P02 9AE

e-mail:

info@nevoclo co uk

,

tskx-

ALINCO OFFER

71A::

35W RF output
CTCSS encoder
20 memories expandable to 100
Frequency or channel display

NMI I:11

1
_

weitsite: http//www nevado.co uk

--

Dual Band Handheld

MIME

A brilliant twin blutTri7rectrum
channel display
handheld that does
Optional extended receive
everything including
including Airband
spectrum display of
108.173.995MHz
adjacent channels.
400-511.995MHz
The RX has a

800.999.990MHz
Full VHF/UHF Duplex
Over air cloning
Cross band repeat
Up to 5W RF output

superb front end
that does not suffer
with breakthrough
like some other
handhelds. It has

100 memories

CTCSS/DTMF built

in as standard.

NEW lOWER PRICE

CAII MON!

SET

The DR14 0 is simple to operate, easy to
program and dependable
in use. The clean design, large controls and display show that
Mix° are listening to what operators are saying. The DR140
combines solid construction and easy maintenance with popular
features and advanced functions.

-11111111wpae_
Optional receive to cover
Airband, PMR 8 Marine
I EI-135.995MHz (AM)
I 36- I 73 995MHz (FM)
1

51 memories

2 Metre Handheld
A new slim line 2 meter
handheld that's easy to use
and hos on enormous clear

The DIR610E dual band transceiver
equipped with Alinco's Advanced
Channel Scope utilises a 'Real Time
Monitor' on 11 different frequencies
simultaneously giving you quick
visual scanning capability and the
potential for making numerous
contacts.

display,

Up to 5W output (with
9.6V NiCod pack)
40 memories channels

r

Cloning capable

411110 go op

lib 411. 411110:41r
giii41116. ese....4.7

120 memories
VHF 50W/UHF 35W max
Channel Scope
Full duplex k CTCSS encoder

-

Time out timer T16 9 .9
I. r,

(Irst

:14

II It

p

VHF 108 - 174MHz
UHF 420 - 470MHz

5,

DR -605E Dual Band Mobile
Easy to use twin band mobile TX that delivers both high
power and performance with user friendly features

50W (2m) 35W (70cms)
100 memories
Full Duplex
CTCSS encoder fitted

Up to 5W RF output

charger

7

AM Airband RX
Optional extended receive Inc airband

A powerful super slim 2mtr
handheld with a huge
easy to read display.

CTCSS tone encoder fitted
Battery save function
Scan function
Time out timer setting

'I

95

low Cost 2mtr Handheld

40 memory channels
Includes NiCods and

Alpha numeric display
50W FM output
Electronic squelch
c/w DTMF mic

1'45. Oa

Di. 190E

(with opt. EBP-36N battery
pack)

C Time out timer

DR -1 SO 2 Metre Mobile

A full featured 50W 144MHz FM mobile radio that's
crammed full of extras.
The DR -150 takes mobile radios into the
21st century!

Optional extended receive AM/FM
135-950MHz with gaps
Channel Scope
CTCSS encoder
100 memory channels
On air cloning

DJ.191E

CTCSS encoder
DTMF fitted
Battery save facility
Scan functions

COW (MID 0* 140

_

.11106TH
6mtr FM Mobile 50 - 54MHz
With the new 6 metre repeaters now up and running, ttd
is the ideal radio for the Band.
With an optimised receive front end. CTCSS encode and
easy to use controls you will be amazed at the range
achievable.

is nu.
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MULTICOMM 2000
* FINANCE AVAILABLE *
LARGE SHOWROOM * BEST PRICES

YAESU

ALINCO
AUTHORISED DEALER

SPECIAL OFFERS

YAESU FT -847
HF/50/144/430M Hz 100W output

ALINCO DX -70TH
HF + 6 mtr 100W continuous

ICOM IC -756
!corn's flagship HF + 6 mtr CASH PRICE
£1469.00 or 36 mths @ £47.98

CASH PRICE £1695.00 or 36 mths

£55.36

ICOM

PHONE FOR LOWEST UK PRICE
or 36 mths @ £21.85

9S

1.i.
ICOM IC -746
"New" model HF + 6 + 2 mtr CASH
PRICE £1559.00 or 36 mths @ £50.02

YAESU Fr-l000mP
Plus free mic CASH PRICE £1999.00
or 36 mths @ £65.29

ALINCO DR-M06TH
25W 6 mtr mobile incl. CTCSS CASH
PRICE £249.95 or 36 mths @ £8.16

HANDHEEDS
1269:00
DJ-G5EY Dual hand hih wide Rx
DJ -191E
2 mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr 1269:95

YAESU FT -920
Including FM unit + AM filter CASH

ICOM IC -706 MkII
Our most popular transceiver CASH
PRICE £885.00 or 36 mths @ £28.90

TUNERS

PRICE £1249.00 or 36 mths @ £40.80

EDX-1
EDX-2

Manual ATU for DX -70
120W auto ATU

1169:95
1289:95

MOB ILES
YAESU FT-900AT
Special offer CASH PRICE £775.00
or 36 mths @ £25.31

DR -140E
DR -150E
DR -430E
DR -605E
DR -610E

2 mtr, 50W mobile FM Tx
1.249:95
2 mtr, 5OW mobile deluxe
1279:95
70cms, 35W mobile FM Tx -1269:95
1.399:95
Dual hand mobile Tx
Dual band super deluxe

ICOM IC -207H
Dual band high power mobile CASH
PRICE £299.00 or 36 mths @ £9.77

1:494:ttO

ICOM IC-TSE
YAESU VX-1R
Micro dual band hand-held and
scanner CASH PRICE £245.00
or 36 mths @ £8.00

WE NOW OFFER FINANCING
10% DEPOSIT
on our entire selection of

"NEW OR USED" EQUIPMENT

2/6/70 tri-band
handheld

CASH PRICE £345.00
or 36 mths @ £11.07

up to 36 months to pay

"ALL MAKES"

LOOKING FOR A RECEIVER?
The JRC NRD-535D is the

AOR AR 8000

CASH PRICE
£289.00 or 36
mths @ £9.44

ultimate shortwave receiver
covering the complete shortwave
spectrum all mode.

JRC NRD-535G

MVT-9000

CASH PRICE

SPECIAL CASH PRICE

£319.00
or 36 mths
@ £10.42

£999.00
or 36 mths @ £32.63

AOR AR 7030

CASH PRICE
£679.00
or 36 mths
@ £22.18

AOR AR 5000
CASH PRICE
£1279.00 or
36 mths @ £41.77
6

MIS

IMP
DRAKE

ICOM

SW -2

IC -R8500

CASH PRICE

CASH PRICE

£449.00

£1249.00

or 36 mths @
£14.66

or 36 mths @
£40.80

YUPITERU

REARCAT
9000XLT
CASH PRICE
£249.00
or 36 mths @

£8.13

MVT-7100

CASH PRICE
£199.00
or 36 mths
@ £10.42
*** ****** ***
VT -225

CASH PRICE
£220.00
or 36 mths
@ £7.19
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SALES HOTLINE 01480 406770

Ada

* USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTED
* GUARANTEED TOP PRICES PAID

MFJ

IMPORTED DIRECT
FROM THE USA

ulL
BEST UK
PRICES
OPEN' \I. 1101 RS
Monday - Priday 9.101-5.1111pm

Saturday 9.00-2110pm.
Closed Sundays.

411

MFJ-941E

A\IITRON AL-8110EX

MFJ-259

300W HF ATU
including 4:1 Balun
£79.00

800Watt
Linear
£699.00

Antenna analyser
1.8 - 170MHz
£159.00

WORLD-WIDE DELIVERY

MFJ-264
I.5kW dummy load
£45.00

Our efficient couriers ensure a
guaranteed next day delivery in
the UK and a 48 -hour worldwide
service if required.

1.irr

7.0. 0 .10 0
MFJ-862

MFJ-989C

VHF/UHF SWR
power meter

3kW 1IF ATU
£275.00

f-14.110

MFJ-901B
Brilliant "budget"

MFJ-959B
Receiver antenna

HF ATU

pre -amp

£55.00

£69.00

\\ A.

We urgently require your
treasured set. We buy outright
for cash. Alternatively, use you
old equipment as a deposit on
finance for a new or used set.

FINANCE

U

661111

wane OM*

RIP

MFJ-949E

\II.1-93I

300W HF ATU +
dummy load
£99.00

Artificial RE
ground
£65.00

^

^

FJ-969C
300W HF + 6 ATU
ti 139.00

-NO

40.0 0 0
MFJ-948B

MFJ-945E

300W HF ATU
£85.00

HF + 6 mtr, 300W ATU
£69.00

MFJ-934
Antenna tuner &
artificial ground
£145.00

0
4 I 141 Pi

MFJ-418
"New" CW tutor
£55.00

if

roducts car
a full 12

VHF or UHF ATUs
£65.00

MI) uarr
are

Icom PCR-1000
CASH PRICE £345.00
or 36 mths @ £10.61

I sLD EQUIP \ II \T
We probably have the largest
range of used equipment in the
country.
Most of our used equipment
carries a full 12 -month warrant}
and can be purchased on finance
required).

MFJ-921 or 924
MFJ-903/906
6 mtr
MFJ-903 £44.00
MFJ-906 £69.00

kll'ESSORIES
Here at Multicomm 2000 we
also have a large selection of
books, antennas. 'incurs. etc.
If we don't have it in stock we
can order it!

_
MFJ-784B
Fully featured DSP filter
£179.00

We now can Mier you a
competitive finance package
with only 10% deposit.
Multicomm 2000 is a licensed
credit broker. Wrinen quotation,
are available upon request.

Magnetic Loop Antennas
Supplied with controllers
MFJ-1786 (10-30MHz)
CASH PRICE £259.00
or 36 mths @ £8.46
MFJ-1788 (7-21MHz)

CASH PRICE £299.00
or 36 mths a £9.77

LARGE SHOWROOM
We have a large, modem,

showroom crammed full of no,
and used equipment

All are available foi
demonstration.
Callers arc welcome anytime'

1'1(11

TIMEWAVE
DSP-599ZX filter
£319.00

Yaesu FRG -100
"Lowest price ever"

CASH PRICE £399.00
or 36 mths @ £13.03

Kenwood TS -570D
Latest DSP technology
HF transceiver
CASH PRICE £1099.00
or 36 mths @ £34.29

Yaesu FT -840
Special "bargain"
CASH PRICE £599.00
or 36 mths @ £19.56

l \t, Nil I1 \

We source many products dirc,1
and usually offer an
unmatchable price on all of out
products.

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com
Practical Wireless, May 1998

FAX: 01480-356192
WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com
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EANAp RULES
THE WAVES.
The Scanap AP -1000, from AYP
Electronics, is unique.

Its the only receiver on the market
that allows civil aviation enthusiasts to
listen in to conversations between pilots

and traffic control following the change
in band from 25kHz to 8.33kHz.
At the touch of a button, the Scanap
can receive either VHF or UHF hands

with a frequency coverage of 118137M1-IZ (AM) and 225-400murz (AM).

Other features include HE memory

channels, LCD display with green
back light, user friendly backlit keypad.
pre-programmed frequency search band,

InotCEIVER
Btu. or Ni-C7ad hatteriet required.
included).

154A

8.33/12.5kFlz step, triple conversion
circuit. 5 second scan delay, lock -out
function, memory back-up and comes
complete with fully shrouded antenna.
So, if you'd like to purchase the new
Scamp AP -1000. simply till in and return

the coupon together with your cheque
(payment by cheque only).

1

scanning the airwaves
AYP Electronics Ltd.. 34 St. Margorts ltd.

Great Barr. Birmingham 1143
Tel: (1121 358 (129) Fax:0121 358 1793.

Pont to: AYP Elednmia Ltd.,
34 St. Matga rets Rd., Grnir Ban,
Birmingham B43 6W.
(quantity)

Please send use

Scamp AP -1111111U1 IF/VI IF Airband Rectiver(s)

at 1225 each.

Total amount
cliEQUE/1t0 (Made to AYP Electronics Ltd.)

SIGNATURE

NAME (MR/MRS/MISS)

ADDRESS

POST CODE
All pm c+ ICY luck VAT a 173% la m,

Mice AMP 25 AT*
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Vs a sad fact of life in my
job that I have to
regularly mention the
passing of yet another
Amateur Radio
'personality'. This time I
have to pass on the sad
news that another wonderful
character - Basil O'Brien
G2AMV has passed on.
Unfortunately, I did not hear
of Basil's death until after his
funeral had taken place. On
hearing the news about this
highly respected former
President of the RSGB, I
immediately wrote to his widow
Eileen G3WIO expressing the
sympathy I felt.
Basil was a marvellous
character and great fun to be
with. I always thoroughly
enjoyed the company of the
O'Briens at the various RSGB
Presidential Installation
ceremonies I've attended.
The G2AMV sense of humour
will live on however, thanks to
Basil's funny pre -Second World
War story (involving Fred
Camm the founding Editor of

PW and Austin Forsyth G6F0,
founding Editor of Short Wave
Magazine) I regularly share
during PW'Club Talks'. But you'll
have to wait to hear that when I
visit your club and as always
with Basil's humour - it's worth
waiting for! We'll miss you
Basil...but you'll not be forgotten!

Positive Feed Back
Our readers often let us know often with positive feedback when they've enjoyed articles in
the magazine. Such was the case

with Ray Fautley G3ASG's
article on 'Batteryless
Calculators' - dealing with slide
rules, and published in the
February 1998 issue.
While not directly connected
with radio as such - slide rules
were essential for those of us
playing around with 'radio
mathematics' before the pocket
(battery powered) calculators
arrived. The article brought a
good response to the Broadstone

Practical Wireless, May 1998
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offices and direct to G3ASG's
home in Norfolk.
Because there has been so
much interest, Ray has very
kindly prepared an information
and fact sheet and further
instructions on slide rules. If you
want a copy they're available free
(thank you Ray) if you send an
s.a.e. (with 39p stamp) to him at:

7 Kingfisher Road, Downham
Market, Norfolk PE38 9RE

Radio Basics
Many of you will realise how
much I enjoy my work in leading
the Editorial team on PW. But I
must say that thanks to my
'Radio Basics' column I'm
enjoying even more by rediscovering the pleasure of my
early days in the hobby.
Building, testing, preparing
and writing the 'Radio Basics'
column is proving to be very
rewarding. Nothing is more
discouraging for the newcomer
to the hobby to build something
only to find it does not work. So,
I do my best to ensure everything
is as simple and straightforward
as possible, enjoying myself in
the process!
In the office we're not 'slaving

over hot soldering irons' (just hot
word processors!) so it's a
wonderful change to get busy in
the evening at home testing,
assembling and trying ideas for
the monthly beginner's series.
And although I've been a keen
constructor for well over 40 years
- things have got rather difficult
for me recently.
But believe it or not...my
problems aren't caused by my
artificial arm. No! - in fact the
versatile 'split hook' I wear on my
artificial arm provides an
excellent 'heat shunt'. But I admit
it's frustrating when I lose a
transistor - only to find I've been
clutching it in my hook all the
time!
No, my real problems are
because I'm now at the 'bi-focal'
age! Middle aged eyes - plus
diabetic eye problems are my

disabilities. But, if I can

I

first had the callsign (just

over 30 years ago).

you wish - but it's
something I've always wanted. It would have
been useful on many occasions when I have met
other Radio Amateurs on the road - and they've
Call it

*arr.

..........c.....................
Immo, *a. ma, m.o.

ve always wanted my Amateur Radio callsign

mVm om.m

an ego trip

if

wondered who the strange person waving at them

was! With the callsign number plate all would be
explained!
As keen as I am to have G3XFD on my car

I

was truly shocked when a letter arrived from the

Driver & Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)

in

Swansea in mid -March. From the price quoted

-

and bearing in mind it's a Government Department
-

it seems as if the DVLA is being very greedy

indeed!
The

absolute

minimum

O
O
O
O
O
c_rD

C-

O
L-D
O
IT)

(non-negotiable)

reserve price for the number plate G3XFD will be

£330 (the eventual price depends on demand at
the auction). However, to this price VAT will be

added, plus the auctioneer's 'Buyer's Premium'
(which also attracts VAT) PLUS the department's
assignment fee of £80 which is due every time you

c_rD

O
O
c_rD

change the vehicle!
Keen as I am for G3XFD - don't want to be
'stung' by a greedy Government Department by
I

paying a minimum of £496.83 (all the money goes

O

straight to the Treasury). 'They' (the 'invisible'
money makers) have the power to dispense with
'VAT -on -VAT' and this they should do in my mind.

By all means charge me for the privilege (after all
-

I don't have to buy it!)...but there's no need for a

Government Department to engage in 'Highway'
robbery!

manage to do the
projects...so can you! Come

(-7-1

and Join me you can start by
sending a 50p s.a.e. for the free

r -r-1

Radio Basics Reader's Guide
(Issue 11 - and join in the fun!
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Rob Mannion G3FXD
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CONIPILED BY
MANNION G3XFD & ZOE CRABB

STAR LETTER
Not invented Here!
May I be permitted to comment on Mr Byme's
letter in the March issue of PW7 Radio waves
themselves are a natural phenomenon and as
such were not 'invented' by anyone!
Their existence was predicted by Maxwell in
the 1860s and first demonstrated by Hertz some
twenty years later. These two men should
therefore take the credit for the discovery of
radio waves.

The question of who first applied radio
waves for communications purposes is an
international controversy which I would rather
not enter Into!
John Leak GOBXO

Halifax

Radio Amateur's Examination
Dear sir

I must add my support to the comments by Ken Davies
Letters 'Shabby Treatment' March 1998) with regards to his
letter about the Radio Amateur's Examination (RAE). I also

passed part one paper and for the last two exams have tried
to pass part two without any success. Surely there is still
time for the City & Guilds to reconsider and give us one final
chance to pass part two after all the exam is not till May
The reply given by the City & Guilds is that the paper is

being brought into line with the Driving and Heavy Goods
Vehicle IHGVI papers, will this mean we will be told what we
failed on. I personally cannot see any comparison. I.

millions of others, took the driving test so that we can
move about, get jobs and take our wives and families out.
etc.

But the RAE is just a hobby that gives those people who
sit on the Committee the right to change the syllabus about

without first consulting the past and future radio amateurs.
This I am sure could have been done through a
questionnaire placed in all the relevant magazines, Practical
Wireless. etc.

I am sure the editors would have been only too glad to
help, instead, it is left up to others to make the decisions for
us. I would be very interested also to know if the said
persons have themselves taken the RAE and are qualified.
Bill Ross

ha

tar L

Lack Of VHF Projects

Dear Sir
May I say how much I am enjoying
the occasional article in 'Antennas In
Action' under the title of 'Up The
Ladder' by Allan Wightman. The
article has clearly shown me that
any time you get a complaint of TVI
your first action must be to check

Dear Sir
I'm not having a go, but how ironic
that you publish a letter complaining
about the lack of v.h.f. projects in the
edition you promised would

that the complainer's TV antenna
system is correctly installed.
My only problem is that with so
many 'cowboys' in the TV & radio
antenna business, how can you find
a competent firm?

projects for a while!
Come on Mr Editor...it's not like
you to break a promise, at least not
without an explanation. Whilst v.h.f.
projects are thin on the ground,
there are good reasons for this v.h.f. construction is not as
straightforward as h.f.! However,
here is an idea using a older PW
project in a slightly different way.
The PW Meon was a very popular
project when 50MHz was first
opened up to UK amateurs and
many were built. However - by
changing the crystal and a little
retuning, a UK CB radio can be used
to get onto 50MHz Amateur Radio

Gerald Stancey G3MCK
Rutland

Editor's reply: Thank you
Gerald...we'll pass on the
comments - Allan Wightman will
be pleased! To help your search
for a competent antenna
installation service I suggest
you contact the Confederation
of Antenna Industries (CAI) who
operate a strict code of conduct
for their members. They have
special adverts in your local
'Yellow Pages' (Complete with
Satellite dish 'logo') and you can
write to them (requesting a list
of members in your areal at
Fulton House, Business Centre,
Fulton Road, Wembley Park,
Middlesex HA9 OTF
Tel: 0181-902 8998.

Electronic Sentry
Dear Sir
John Brown G4UBB is on the right
track with his electronic sentry to
protect the 'shack' (PW page 42
March issue) . But may I suggest an
alternative version which I have
used for some time.
Last year we had the house
painted and the painters broke the
outdoor Passive Infra Red IPIR)

spotlight on the front wall with their
ladder. The spotlight casing was
smashed so I harvested the
undamaged PIR base unit and fitted
it in my workshop so it switched a
small light on when anyone came in
after dark. This saves fumbling for
the switch if you are carrying
something.
It's photo -electrically controlled
and switches the 'pilot' lamp off a
few minutes after the main lights
come on. The sensor could also
sound an alarm in the house if
required. As soon as the main lights
are swtched off, the pilot light
comes on again so I can see to lock
up and goes off after a few minutes
if there is no-one inside. I'm sure
readers will think of other variations!

Tony Hopwood
Worcester

Gloucestershire
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conclude the GDP -430 u.h.f. handheld project! Okay, u.h.f. isn't v.h.f.,
but it is one of the few Class 'B'

f.m.

The Meon is a fairly
straightforward project which I can
personally recommend for the Class
'B' licensee, full or Novice. New
crystal frequency = 22.80875MHz
gives channel read out which
equated to 50MHz frequency e.g.
channel 11 will be 51.510, channel
13 will be 51.530. I'm sure Meon
reprints are available from the PW
Book Store.
The second idea which I have

been toying with for a while but not
yet tried is to use a simple 3.5MHz
d.s.b./c.w. transceiver to drive the
Meon. This will require some

Happy PW Memories
Dear Sir
A friend of mine walked in recently
and handed me three PVVs, circa
1957 and what happy memories

flooded back. Those wonderful
treks down to Lisle Street in
London which was indeed a gold
mine for us in those days. I wasn't
licensed at the time, but still
enjoyed the hobby and PW was a
great help.
These PW magazines have
given me the courage to have
another go at getting back on the
air as since I moved into sheltered
accommodation, antennas were
taboo. I spent a great deal of time
getting round the Warden, a pretty
lady in her prime and in the end
she relented saying she would look
the other way on condition no one
complained.
I decided on an end -fed wire

on tm
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Club Visit & PW
reworking of the crystal oscillator to
46.5MHz, but should provide some
good DX opportunities.
As you may be aware, I have had
a couple of articles published in the
G-ORP Club's newsletter SPRAT.

Would you be interested in
sponsoring some practical research
into making this WAGI work? In
return, PWwould have an h.f./v.h.f.
dual mode project!
Steve GOFUW

Bath

Editor's reply: My apologies to
all concerned Steve, and you'll
see that we are finally able to
continue publishing the longawaited hand-held u.h.f. project.
And of course we are very
interested in any v.h.f./u.h.f.
constructional project and I'll
write to you on the matter.

A Former Prisoner
Writes
Dear Sir
With reference to your 'Keylines'
editorials attempting to assist the
prisoners Keith Winward and Don
Sobey reminded me of my
experiences back in the late 1960s.
This was when I got into a spot of
teenage stupidity and ended up in
Winchester Prison, 'remanded for
medical reports'. I found the
experience both enlightening and
very frightening. I would also like to
thank the Editor for accepting my
letter and agreeing to allow me
anonymity.

which went up the side of the wall
three floors up, hidden behind a non
metal pipe with the help of the
window cleaner. The rig is a Vaesu
FT -747 on loan to me from the
RAIBC and at last I can enjoy my
hobby albeit rather limited.
However, the Continent and even
Italy have been logged so it's not too
bad. So far, so good.
I have, as you can guess, re -

subscribed to PW. Thank you for a
great magazine.

Mervyn Cherrington GOKIF
Middlesex

Editor's reply: Good luck on air
Mervyn. But readers should be
made aware that the Lisle Street
area caters for a totally different
'range of interests' nowadays!

acricel Wireless. All other otters WI
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Chronology of events: Arrest at
Bank holiday weekend, police can't
hold me without charge over time of
holiday - night in cells, then taken to
another police station where there is
a magistrate to order my remand.
Next stop is Winchester, late in the
evening, no food since lunch time,
strip search, into cell on main block.
The next morning, after
breakfast, I am taken to see the
'Doctor', I am sat with a few others
in the corridor outside (I assume the
same has happened to them). We
are told to strip off to our
underpants while waiting. I suggest
(as I am very cold) can I wait to strip
off until just before my turn to be
examined? I was marched off to a
room by two officers on my own,
punched several times, told I must
"do as I am told or else", and had
my clothes taken and then I got to
see the 'Doctor'. I was examined for
needle marks, told to put my clothes
on again and sent up to the hospital
wing of the prison, most of the
people in the place seemed to do as
they liked, laying on beds or sitting
around reading or playing cards, etc.
(they all seemed to be calm and
quiet, probably sedated).
After three days in here and with
no glasses, reading was difficult and
I was bored stiff. I was now moved
to main cell block and put in with
two old chaps who seemed nice
enough. While chatting, one told me
he had spent most of his adult life in
and out of prison, and he knew how
the system worked - ask to see the
governor and then make a request
for my college books and glasses to
be sent in.
I got to see someone in an office
and asked as I am studying
engineering it would be helpful to
have my glasses and books in here.
"What books"? I was asked. I said
radio and electronics and was told
they would not allow radio books or
any radios except m.w. and I.w.
receivers. No v.h.f. receivers were
allowed as they could be modified
and used to listen to their security
radios or the police. And they
considered the books may be of use
to anyone to help them carry out the
modifications.
I said that I as an Amateur Radio
operator could easily take a couple
of broadcast sets and modify these
to make a simple 'phone transmitter
and receiver system to
communicate outside without any
books. So I saw no rational point in
depriving me of educational
materials.
At this point, they seemed upset
and I was labelled as a 'trouble
maker 'and marched off to the cell

1-1-1

Dear Sir

We all enjoyed your visit to the Plymouth Club
on March 3. Hope you got home okay. Than you
also for the splendid 'new look' April PW - you
have got the colour and everything just right.
And I liked the April 'Keylines' - especially you
happily on the 'Co Kart'. Will you bring it to
Longleat?
Jess Alderman G7PH
Cornwall

Editor's reply: I arrived home okay Jess, we're
pleased you like the 'new look' and I'll have the
'Co Kart' if John GOSKR will let me borrow it!

block again. A couple of days later I
was visited by a Welfare Officer, then
the Chaplain. I asked if anyone could
get me my glasses and next day I got
a visit from the Vicar of my home
town. He had brought my glasses he
also contacted my parents and a
local probation service officer.
I had three weeks to wait in
prison before being in court and
being 'bound over' with one year
probation. My conclusion is this, the
rules are there to make life easier for
the officers and are often
contradictory. Anyone who
questions the authority or logic of
the system is in for a rough time.
Additionally, anyone of above
average intelligence is considered to
be a threat who must be subdued or
controlled, and no one may question
the rationality of the prison regime.
Thank you all for your time, my
apologies for my dreadful typing, but
I could not use secretarial assistance
on this letter. And I would also like to
thank the Editor for accepting my
letter and agreeing to allow me write
anonymously.
Thank you.

Editor's comment: We have a
very strict rules regarding
'anonymous' letters in PW. In
this case the writer telephoned
me, describing the experience
asking if he could write in and
remain anonymous. Now well
established in his career, for
obvious reasons I agreed to the
request. G3XFD
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Cp
Letters Received
Via The 'Internet'
Many letters intended for 'Receiving You now arrive via the 'Internet' Anr
although there's no problem in general with E -Mail, many correspondents iv,
forgetting to provide their postal address. I have to remind readers that
although we will not publish a lull postal address [unless we are asked to do
sol, we require rt if the letter is to be considered So. please don't forget to
include your full postal address and callsign along with your E -Mail
hieroglyphics, Editor

Caught
In The 'Net
If you're 'hooked' up to the Internet try out these Amateur
Radio related Websites:
Lake Electronics:

http://ourworld.compuserve .co/homepages/radkit
Practical Wireless Magazine:

http://www.pwpublishing.ltd.uk
I 1'1 I,ED BY DONNA VINCI% \ I' G7TZB

Radio Amateur Invalid & Blind Club:

http://www.gurney.co.uk/raibc

in Leicester
Amateur Radio
Show 1998
a)

Following the closure of the Granby Halls in
Leicester, the 27th Leicester Amateur Radio Show
!LARS), which will be taking place on Friday 25 and
Saturday 26th September. will take place this year
at the Donington International Exhibition Centre
at Donington Park, Castle Donington.
Leicestershire.
The Donington International Exhibition Centre
is situated
just a few
minutes

from
junction 23A
of the M1
motorway and only three minutes from East
Midlands International Airport, making it easily
accessible as England's 'most central venue'. In
addition to this, a free shuttle bus service will run

from the airport to the exhibition site.

SINN

The show will take place in a hall which has
been purpose built with a floor space
approximately one third bigger than the two
Granby Halls combined! This year's show promises
to offer a 'feast of delights' for the radio
enthusiast and its hoped will be ever popular,
despite the date and venue changes. Some points
to bear in mind are:
Kr FREE AND UNUM(TED CAR PARKING AT
DONINGTON PARK.

V

150 STANDS OFFERING PLENTY OF VARIETY AND
NEW PRODUCTS.

CAMPING & CARAVANNING AVAILABLE ON SITE

+- MEETING ROOM FOR CLUBS AND SOCIETIES.

If you're interested in booking a stand at the LARS
you are invited to contact John G4MTP on Tel/FAX:
(01664) 790966 or E-mail: G4MTP@mail.com All

a)

other enquiries regarding the show should be
directed to Geoff G4AFJ on 1014551 823344. FAX:
101455 828273.

Make sure you don't miss the 27th Leicester
Amateur Radio Show, make a date in your diary
now!
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Planes,
Trains &

Automobiles!
Think of somewhere
interesting, exciting or
unusual such as planes,
warships, military bases,
steam locomotives, etc., and
chances are the Scarbrough
Special Events Group have
operated from there! This
year the group celebrates it's
10th Anniversary and to mark
the occasion the Group will be
on air - over the weekend of

13 & 14th June with the
club callsign GX0000.
The main h.f. station using
the club call will be actived
around 3.725kHz s.s.b. but
other staions will he active
using c.w. RTTY and 144MHz.
Everyone is welcome to 'call in', exchange greetings and
support the event.
All contacts will be
acknowledged with a special
QSL card, which features a
selection of the group's most
popular QSL cards. Listeners
are especially invited to send
in reports, either direct or via
the Bureau.
Formed in 1988 the
Scarbourgh Special Events
Group is made up of Radio
Amateurs from all age groups
with callsigns ranging from
G3s to 2E1s and MO. Other
than their common interest of
radio (naturally!), the group
enjoy getting 'out and about'
to demonstrate the fun side of
our hobby and promote
Amateur Radio, especially as
we head towards a new
Millennium.

Reinstating
Repeaters.
Dave Hobro G4IDF has
informated the 'Newsdesk'
that the Malvern Hills
Repeater Group are
currently trying to reinstate
the former 144 and 430MHz
voice repeaters GB3MH and
GB3MS. These repeaters are
situated at Newton,
Worcester, and cover the
Severn Valley from South
Birmingham to Gloucester.
The application for GB3MH
has been with the Radio

Hands
Free!

If you're often forced to
operate mobile in noisy
environments the

Shortwave Shop may
have just the answer to
make audio reception
clearer. The Best 75

Throat Activated
Microphone, complete
with earphone unit, is
designed to be used with
Icon), Yaesu, Alinco and
ADI equipment.
The Best 75 earpiece
clips over the earlobe and
the microphone sits on
either the side or the front
of the throat. The best
audio is achieved by
placing the microphone on
the side of the throat and
the loudest on the front.
There is also an extension
remote push -to -talk.

The Best 75 is ideal for
operating bicycle mobile,
go-karting and for use by
security guards, etc., and
with a retail price of just
£39.95 is affordable too!
Also available in the Best
75 range is the 75K for use
with Kenwood radios and
the 75M for Motorola. For

Practical Wireless, May 1998

regular
Authority since last November
and, based on repeater
application clearance times of
three to five months, an on -air
date of late March, early April
is a realistic possibility. This
assumes that there are no
referrals from either the RA or
the National Frequency
Allocation Panel (NFAP).
The application for GB3MS
was submitted to the RMC
during March, and as 430MHz
is a shared band this
application will also have to
be vetted by the MoD, who
are the primary users of this
band. However, it's hoped that
GB3MS will be vetted,
approved and on air by the
middle to end of the summer.
Anyone who would like
further information can
contact Dave on (01905)
351568 evenings and
weekends or write to 60

Linksview Crescent,
Newtown, Worcester WR5
1JJ or alternatively E-mail:
DHohro@aol.com or
IVIHRGWaol.com

O
IT(

Portable
Electronics
Superstore
The latest edition of the Maplin
Catalogue has recently been
published and for the first time.
this 'portable electronics

cd catalogue

to( etecttonics

/-1-1

O

superstore' is also available on CD Rom. The catalogue features a wide

variety of products from the
electronics world ranging from hi-fi
equipment to computer accessories,
through to communications, in -car
entertainment and hobbyist bits and
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pieces.
The CD -Rom version of the

catalogue (requiring Windows '95 or
Mac OS 7.5 or above) in addition to
including the full product range details also includes over 400 semiconductor data
sheets. together with full constructional details for over 20 of Maplin's most
Popular electronic kits. When viewing the CD form catalogue ordering is made
easy by the facilty to 'transfer' any item you wish to order direct to the order form.
No matter which version of Maplin's catalogue you opt for, you can be assured
of receiving same day depatch, free delivery on all orders over E30 and back-up
from highly trained staff. The paper version of the portable superstore that takes
you into 'electronics and beyond costs E3.99 and the CD -Rom version just E1.95.
Copies of the catalogue can be obtained from Maplin. WH Smith and John
Menzies stores or by calling (08001136156. Alternatively visit the Maplin Website at

http://maplin.co.uk

more details contact the
Shortwave Shop at 18

Fairmile Road,
Christchurch, Dorset
BH23 2LJ. Tel: (01202)
490099 or visit their
Website at: http://www.
shortwave.co.uk

Silent Key:
Frank Hicks Arnold G6MB
Yet another 'old timer' has passed
on with the death of Frank Hicks -

VK4NPM and Andrew from his
first marriage, Frank married

secondly Elaine Hartford

tour sponsored by the
society.

Practical Wireless, May 1998

Frank piloted aircraft and even
drove racing cars on the famous
pre Second World War racing
circuit at Brooklands in Surrey!
With two daughters, Anne and
Jenny and two sons John

1998 in his 92nd year. Frank was
born in Watford, Hertfordshire, on
March 29th 1906 and was first
licensed in 1920.
Frank gained the callsign
G6MB in 1930 and joined the
RSGB in the same year. He was
the first news reader for the
society and also became a Council
Member.
During a long association with

the RSGB and he
presented a series of
lectures on the subject,
during a country -wide
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Arnold 06MB on February 17

the electronics industry
Frank developed the first
printed circuit boards.
While working for Qmax
Electronics he designed
the B4/40 transmitter and
the famous Qmax
chassis punches. The
G6MB 'Antennascope'
project was published by

T

GOCDZ three years ago, dying on
the eve of their third wedding
anniversary. The funeral was held
at Downton Parish Church in
Wiltshire on February 25, where
they were married in 1995.
Our sympathies and respects
go to Elaine and Frank's family.

Editor
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Northern VHF

Activity Group
Club Spotlight has recently

heard from Peter Austin
G7BXA, Secretary/Chairman

of the G7UEG Northern VHF
Activity Group. Here in his
own words he tells us that the
group have decided to go back
to their favourite area, the
West Coast of Scotland,
during 1998.

COMPILED BY ZOE CRABB

The 'Spotlight' Is On Again!
Its time to turn the 'Club Spotlight' an again as we invite you to enter your club
magazines into the 1998 Practical Wireless & Kenwood Club Spotlight Magazine
Competition. Local clubs entering will be competing for the magnificent original trophy - kindly donated by Kenwood - and 'national'
clubs will be competing for the 'Bert's Bell' award, which was instituted in 1997 in tribute to the late Bert Newman G2FIX
It's very simple to enter the Club Spotlight magazine competition and all you need to do is to send us the three most recent
copies of your magazine and a covering letter The covering letter should make it clear what category of club your club is eligible.
For example, the British Amateur Radio Teledata Group BARTAG - winner of the 1997 national award can only enter as a
'national' club' section, whereas the Cockenzie & Port Seton Club - last year's winners, now have to specify that they are a local
club.

National Or Local
For either category 'national or locall your covering letter should provide the following details:
How many people there are on the Editorial team and the type of lob they do/or did lit retired),
how long the magazine has been established, how it's produced Ion your computer or text
supplied to 'outside' printer for professional printing. etc.) and whether or not the publication is
'sponsored', the number of copies printed and membership size of your club. It would also help
the judging panel it you could provide some historical details on your club
The fudging panel this year includes Jim Bacon G3YLA. David Barlow G3PLE (who of course
first suggested the competition!), Zoo Crabb. Dave Wilkins G5HY and Rob Mannion G3XFD.
Additionally - and for entries in the national category only - the Salisbury Club will be providing
one extra Judge to decide the winner of the Bert's Bell Trophy !Salisbury was of course Bert's
Club!.

Entry to the competition is open now and all entries should he at the PWoffices in
Broadstone no later than Wednesday 1st July 1998 This is because the presentations are to be
made at the Leicester Show in September Ithe new venue of course) and members of the
fudging panel live in places as far apart as Cornwall, East Anglia and Greater London, so it will
not be possible to consider late entries!
So. make sure your club's entry reaches us in good time by sending it to Zoe Crabb. Club Spotlight Magazine Competition,
Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach. Broadstone. Dorset 8H18 8PW
The Editor's decision las head of the adjudication panel) is final and no correspondence will be entered into. Good luck and we
look forward to reading YOUR magdzmer
Rob Mannion G3XFD

Red Rose ORP Festival
The West Manchester Radio Club
will be holding its Second ORP festival
at Fornby Hall, Atherton, on Sunday
7th June 1998. There is easy access to
the festival from all motorways, as it's
near to M6, 61, 62, 63, 66, A580, A6,
A577, A579.

There will be large spacious halls at
ground level with ample
free parking,
disabled
facilities
and low
cost

tables (tables only £5). The entrance
fee is £1 and there will be
refreshments, including a superb
selection of delicious hot and cold
snacks at low cost, prepared and
served by the club's own volunteers
throughout the day.
There will also be an excellent
large bar area and lounge, a talk -in
station on 144MHz, a Bring & Buy stall,
this year a low cost Bring & Buy, no
sale, no charge, to encourage sale of
items both large and small, especially
components. Club stalls include FIST
and GQRP and there will be displays of
Morse keys and also of home-brew
equipment.
By the way, club meetings are held
each Wednesday evening from 8pm at

the Miners Welfare Club, Meanley
Road, Gin Pit, Astley, Tyldesley,
Manchester. Novice and Morse
classes are held each week. Further

information from Leslie Jackson, 1
Belvedere Avenue, Atherton,
Manchester M46 9LQ.

"After last year's DXpedition
to the West Coast of Ireland,
we have decided to go back to
our favourite area, the West
Coast of Scotland. We had
good results from El on h.f.,
but v.h.f. was very poor. As we
have been to the West of
Scotland quite a few times
now, we know you can get
some very good results from
there.
"We will be going to the
Isle of Barra, which is the most
southerly inhabited island in
the Western Isles. It is quite a
good location for both Locator
and WAB square hunters, as
there are two large locator
squares, 1066 and 1067, plus
NF6O, NF7O, NL69 and NL79.

"We will be basing
ourselves on the East Coast of
Barra, IO66HX. We also intend
to set up a portable station in
1067, which is about three
miles away. We will be
operating 2m and 6m with the
club call GS7UEG/P, yes, it's
the Ugly Expedition Group,
again! We will also be on h.f.
with out new club call of
MSOBPG/P.

"We hope to be active
from Sunday morning, 5th
July to Sunday 12th July 1998.
As there are four operators
going, there should be
someone on the air most of
the time, but no doubt
someone will complain that
they listened for about four
hours and never heard a thing,
well, you have to eat, drink
and go to the toilet! So there
will always be someone that
complains!
"We will be setting up the
main station, consisting of 2 x
13 -element & 100W for 2m, 5 -

element & 100W for 6m and
for h.f. a 3 -element tri-bander
and wires for I.f. and 100W.
The portable station will
consists of 1 x 13 -element for
2m & 180W, 5 -element &
100W for 6m, h.f. will be wires
and verticals.
"We will he sending out
Practical Wireless, May 1998

further information on packet
and Internet a little nearer the
time, but anyone wanting
further information, please

Wednesdays At Wirral
The Wirral & District Amateur
Radio Club meet on the 2nd and 4th
Wednesdays of each month for
lectures. etc., at the Cricket Club,
Irby, Wirral. While on the other
Wednesdays, members gather at a
local hostelry for 'D & W' (short for
drink and waffle!).
Several members have set-up the
first RMNC/Flexnet packet node in
the UK and another group are
interested in v.h.f./u.h.f. contesting
(with moderate success). A few

contact me, Pete G7BXA,

QTHR or Derek G7DKX, who
is also the QSL Manager @
GB7GBY or

islandereenterprise.net
"Anyone sending QSL
cards direct, please don't
forget to include an s.a.e. or
IRCs as we are paying for the
DXpedition out of our own
pockets. As I said, there will
be four operators. These are:
G7BXA, G7HSP, G4VQW
and GONES".

Rally Success
-n! Bangor & District
Amateur Radio Society
(BOARS), GI's biggest
Amateur Radio club, had such
a success with its 30th

anniversary rally last year,
that it's holding another one
this year. The date is June
14th - and the venue is the
same as last year - the
Clandeboye Lodge Hotel, on
the edge of town. Doors open

Happy memories! Rob
G3XFD shown here after
presenting his talk to
Warrington ARC back in
January of this year, where
he was presented with a
bottle of Vodka after his
talk, during which he
remembered that Vladivar
Vodka was made in
Warrington.

between 12 noon and 4pm

Tuesday 28th April 1998 at

(disabled visitors from

8pm at Verulam's meeting
place, the RAFA Club, New

11.30am).

Stewart Mackay
GI4OCK, the Society's
Chairman and Rally Organiser
says, "Last year's event was
an outstanding success. The
most important thing about
getting people to a rally is
publicity and this year we're
going all out to get news of
the event across to as wide a
public as possible".
The Bangor & DARS have
also recently 'twinned' with

Kent Road, St Albans,
which is in the town centre.
The Verulam Club would also
like to invite all radio
enthusiasts in Hertfordshire
and surrounds to loin them.
The hall is a non-smoking
venue, but with bar facilities.
Contact Walter G3PMF on

(01923) 262180 for more
information.

Wigtownshire Amateur

Reunion Meeting

Radio Club (lust across the
North Channel in Scotland)
and a programme of events is
being planned. This will
include visits to each other's
clubs, weekly or monthly Nets
and a general exchange of

The Siemens Amateur
Radio Club in Nottingham is

ideas. And, like last year, a
large contingent of Scottish

Plessey or GPT Radio Club)
are invited.

visitors will be attending the
BDARS rally.

The reunion will be held in
a private room at the

For more details about the
Rally, contact Roy GIOWVN

Siemens Social Club,
Beeston Rylands

on (01247) 460716 or
Stewart GI4OCK on
(01247) 454049

Thursday 7th May starting at
7:30pm. A buffet will be
provided at a cost of £2.50 per

holding a reunion meeting in
the Siemens Social Club. All
past and present members of
the Siemens Radio Club
(formerly known as the

head.

Verulam Beware!
Once again Rob G3XFD is off
on his travels, this time to
give a PW talk to the Verulam

Amateur Radio Club on
Practical Wireless, May 1998

IT

All those wishing to attend
should contact the Club
Secretary, Chris Archer
G4VFK (hiring the day on

0115-943 3387 or in the
evcnincl nn 0115-903 8230
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members are also into AMTOR/RTTY
h.f. communications, while another
group is using 23cm for ATV
transmissions.
Just a few up and coming events
are: April 15 - D&W, 22nd - The Great
Egg Race VIII (team construction
event), 29th - D&W, May 6th - D&W.
Visitors and guests are always
made welcome. However, if you

1-1-1

would like more information, contact

c_rD

Andy on 0151-677 4448 or
CLUBOG870AR or visit the web
pages at:

www.merseyworld,c om/wacla rc

Take Note!
Club Spotlight' has recently heard from

O

O
O
O
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O

Mike Street G3JKX. General Secretary of

the Royal Air Force Amateur Radio
Society (RAFARS), who would like to

c_rD

O

point out some misunderstandings
about becoming a RAFARS member.

Mike says that membership Is open
to anyone who has served In the RAF at

all, including the reserves and anyone

c_rD
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associated with the RAF, including
civilians employed by the MOD (Air),

Cadets and instructors of the ATC or the

welcome. Commonwealth, NATO and

m
O

Allied Air Force personnel can also

C-,

RAF section of a CCF are also very

become Associate members.

C-,

The Society's 'in-house' magazine
ORV is published every six months and is

a forum for activities and for members to
tell of their history and experiences. So.

if you fit the membership criteria,
contact Peter Lewin GOJKW. Treasurer, at

24 Brookfields Road, Wyke, Bradford
BD12 9LU for an application form.
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radio basics

Anyone who has built the

number of stations received,

.77

original 'crystal' diode

their

(the 'drain").

the earphone before will be heard.

need to do is to transfer the original
tuning coil and variable capacitor to
Tris circuitry. The 'drawing pin and

But it's still only a crystal set
with a.f. amplification So, to

board'

frequency ac. (the amplified r.f. signal)

'improved by an
approximate factor of three) and that
they're much easier to 'separate' (the
has
improved). Ever,
selectivity
without a
'tuned detector'
the
improvement is impressive!
With the tuning arrangements
described last month, I counted over
50 European stations on medium
wave, plus Radio 4 on long wave. On
short wave I heard stations from all
over the world - including China, the

connecting details for the f.e.t.

while providing an easier one for the

USA, Europe and Australia!

Variable
capacitor

receiver described in this

column and added the single
transistor audio frequency fail

Coil

amplifying stage discussed last
month - will realise that there's a

To earth

I

signal

limit to what can be done with
such a simple receiver. Although
with the a.f. amplifier added
-

stations too faint to be heard in

lay -out.

Fig.

2,

illustrates

progress further I'm going to describe

Please use a 'heat shunt' when

the addition of a very basic radio

soldering the f.e.t. to the drawing

frequency (r.f..) amplifier.

pins! A pair of pliers gripping the f.e.t,
leads (between the soldering iron and
drawing pin) will 'shunt' the heat away

Amplifier & Detector

avoiding damage to the sensitive

Adding an r.f. amplifier to the 'Basics'
receiver turns it into tuned r.f. amplifier

transistor.

and detector receiver. Often referred to
as t.r.f.
(tuned radio frequency)

The tuned input is fed to the 'Gate'
of the MPF102 (see Fig. 2 for details of

receivers, the version I'm providing is
even more basic than usual, as rt uses

connection and orientation of leads)

W50927 I

-

and the amplified r.f. signal is then fed

New rt. amplifier

Untuned
detector

Amplifier

The r.f.c. 'load' provides a much
more difficult 'pathway' for the high

d.c.

feed for the transistor. This is

referred to as a 'high impedance' and
the r.f. is then 'shunted' (via the 500pF
capacitor to the detector. The capacitor
between the r.f.c. and the 10052 resistor

removes unwanted r.f. which does get
through, and helps 'filters' it to 'earth'
to stop it reaching the power supply,
(more about this later).
Good quality r.f.c.s are often
difficult to get nowadays. but you can
make your own very
simply (as
did to
prove the point!), if
you don't have a
made
ready
component. All you
I

-Of

need to do is wind
much
enamelled

Audio output on a simple earpiece
was adequate - and on an old pair of
surplus headphones it was very
'comfortable'. A very small (8121
speaker will operate okay but only
close to your ear!
Have fun building the r.f. amplifier -

you'll certainly enjoy the results! Next
time I'll describe a simple audio
amplifier that will provide good
loudspeaker volume on all the protects
I'm planning for you in the near future.

Cheerio until next month.
PVV

111[010S[00?

IMO io d110

wire
onto a
10312 resistor as it

have d go 110111self? You

can take, soldenng

cao....bu just seodioo a IRO

(28s.w.g.)

350p

Wa to

fine

as

BC1OX

strength

the
resistor leads. It's a

the
ov

end

to

compromise - but it

s.a.e. [with No stamp] asHiog

works well(

Fig. 1: Circuit of the modified
'Basics' receiver showing the
original audio amplifier,
untuned detector stage and
the MPF102 f.e.t. amplifier

to the detector via the 500pF capacitor.
However, instead of the complications
associated with interstage r.f. coupling

I've used a simple radio frequency
choke (r.f.c.) as a 'load' on Tris output
-

Switch On & listen!

for the free 'Radio Basics' Guide

When you switch, on and listen (the
f.e.t. uses the same 9V supply) you'll
hear a remarkable difference in the

- Issue 1.

(see text).
an un-tuned diode detector.
The circuit is shown in Fog 1. And

if you look at the previous circuit of the
receiver (as shown in Fig. 1 and 2 in the
March issue) you'll see the difference
quite dearly. The a.f. amplifier remains
unchanged, but the detector instead of

Fig. 2: Illustration of 'drawing pin and board' method of construction.
Not orientation of the MPF102 f.e.t., and take cars when soldering

MPF102 pinout

the lends lase text).
Coil 180 turns.

tapped at 40 turns!
at

Gate (G)
Source (S)

Tuning capacitor
MPF102

Drain IDI
RFC

10nF

1000

leF

1M11

To positive of
the battery

being fed by the tuned circuit (LI and
C1) now takes the amplified r.f. from
the MPF102 field effect transistor if.e.t.)

via the 500pF capacitor (a nominal
value and you may have to either

To the earpiece

or earphones

To longwire
antenna

Transistor
BC108

decrease or increase the value for best

To negative of
the battery

results).

Adding The Amplifier
Adding the amplifier circuitry is
simplicity itself - and I've simplified it
even further by minimising coil
winding and coupling circuitry. All you

10711119271

Indicates a drawing
pin solder point

To a suitable 'earth' (see text)

Rob Mannion G3XFD describes how you can add a radio frequency amplifier to your 'crystal' diode
receiver...and ou'll reall notice the difference!
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16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead

CVC CHELMER VALVE COMPANY

Surrey KT22 9AZ
Tel: 01372 372587 Fax: 01372 361421
Callers by appointment only.

Try us for:
Resistors - Capacitors - Switches - Semiconductors Cable connectors etc.
Plus all those hard to find parts for the constructor.

If you need Valves/Tubes or other
electronic components etc.
then try us!
.

.

.

Send or phone today for your catalogue
* See us at the rallies *

We have vast stocks, widespread sources and
35 years specialist experience in meeting
our customers requirements.

COMPONENTS AND AMATEUR RADIO
EQUIPMENT PURCHASED

130 New London Road, Chelmsford. Essex CM2 ORG. England
Geoff G4ECF

Robin G3NFV

Alue

B S I Regd. stockist

ISO 9002 RS33906

We supply

Siemens tropic hIsod distributor

Capacitors
Resistors
Thermistors
EMC filters
Inductors
Suppressors
Varistors
Potentiometers
Knobs
Ferrites
Fuses

Spark gaps
Batteries
Terminals

Diodes & rectifiers

Transistors
Integrated Circuits
Semiconductors
Lamps & LEDs
Power supplies
Regulators
Thyristors
Sensors
Crystals
Panel meters
Test gear
Valves
Flash tubes

Electrovalue Ltd.

aldec
Member

Books
Boxes & Cases
Breadboards
Connectors
Cable
Fans

Switches
Relays

Transformers
Hardware
Headphones
Soldering equipt
PCB materials
Service aids

Tel: 01784 433604

Fax: 01784 433605
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. mail. hobbv@electrovaliin.com
web sate: www.electrovalue.com
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Tel: 44-01245 355296/265865 Fax: 44-01245 490064

J. BIRKETT
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EX -AIRCRAFT INVERTER 110V 3 phase 400cy, for running artificial horizons

Partners J.H Dirkett

Tel 01522 520767

fit !P&P f3

J L.Birkett

RI TRANSISTORS SD leP 100W. IN. SSB 4 f12 95 each, rn pair with data
220 VAC. OPERATED MECHANICAL DIGITAL CLOCK MODULES with alarm Oft 50.
MULIARD FM TUNING MODULE LP1119 88 to 108MHz 0 10 for E5
WIRE ENDED LITHIUM CELL 3 71/ made 1996 46 tor El
CAPACITORS Silver Mica 1033pF 350v w 0 7 for El, POLYESTER MULLARO C280 0 1pF 250s w 325 for ft 111
01,,F 100v w
25 for El
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VHF FETS 253819 g 35o 3304 4 25p. J309 0 93p, UC734 0 50p, DUAL GATE 6E931 4 359.

AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 15.15pF 0 £350, 10.10.200F 3 £350. I00,200pf 4 050. 200,3000
0 50. 300.400n1 = 0 50 C404 types 10pF, 25pF, 50pF S 0 50 each
NPN POWER TRANSISTOR 80188.13 amp 0 3 for El
FERRITE RINGS
size ext dia 12 5rnm mt die 7 5mm 4 8 for ft
AIRCRAFT CLOCKS w,th second sweep hand SMITHS 4TE135, NERO LEMANIA 3 E145.
EX-U.S NAVY CAPACITORS 54pF 30310w 4 £1 60, 10$10.10pF 450v w , d f3, 4500F 110 VkC. 011 50
EX -AIRCRAFT CABIN BAROMETRIC ALTIMETERS type 21 0 ft1 Mk24 005
R.F POWER EFTS ',yea MRF137, 3015.24V, 200MHz 0 El. MRF171. 45W, 24V, 200MHz 3 f9.50, ACRIAN 41109 0
£12 matched pair
ACCESS. SWITCH, BARCLAYCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS cards accepted.
P&P f2 under ITO. Over Free, unless otherwise stated.

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.
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switches to semi -conductors, hand tools to power tools

A full library of data sheets which gives more detailed
information on many of the products in our range

lever your requirement, we have a range of technical
ices to provide product information and advice.

e your order anytime; we're open 24 hours a day,
5 days a year. In most cases, your order will be
despatched the some day and if not, the very next
working day.

cI1001.01
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The Electromail CD-ROM Catalogue gives you more
products, more information, more service than you ever
ht possible. And for lust f5.00 can your business, your
y or even your home really manage without it?
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number and expiry date.
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In War

PEACE
John Worthington GW3C01 steps back in time and
remembers the old 'secret agent' rigs...

...MI MO POSH [MI MS] of MO GOSMOO...

Some 50 years ago you could pick up a
Second World War 'secret agent' rig for
quite a modest sum, whereas now they
are in very short supply and very
expensive. The one that I bought was
the Type A MkIII and consisted of a
crystal controlled transmitter and a
small superhet able to receive c.w. fitted in a
little suitcase about the same size as a 1990s
portable typewriter.
Together with its mains power supply, Morse key
and headphones, the unit cost today's equivalent of
[15 and looked to be ideal for a weekend's portable
operation. It must be noted that I bought the outfit
without trial, but trusted its seller and considered that
equipment made for use in enemy territory would, of
course, be first rate in all respects.

5111 Flllod WooIN

With growing anticipation of a OSO filled weekend, I
set off for the small hotel in Torquay that was to be
our destination and was pleased to see on arrival that
our room overlooked a small front garden. which had
some tall bushes about 28m from our window. In a
short time, I was switching on, armed with a nice end fed wire and concentrating on tuning the tiny receiver

with its 'edge' knob operated tuning.
There was a pleasing amount of audio but
backlash was severe on the condenser drive and the
7MHz band was crammed into about 6mm of the dial.
I tried out the crystal controlled transmitter, there was
no a.t.u. as such, matching being carried out by
variable tappings down the tank coil.
I had brought a car bulb with me to insert in the
antenna lead and this gave me a true idea of
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maximum output. However, there was a snag in that
I had to calculate where I was frequency wise!
The crystal was marked 7025kcs (note the 'c',
they were called cycles in those days!) and on the
front panel of the receiver there was a neon lamp
which lit up when you pressed the key and were
tuned somewhere near the frequency. However, it
was unusably coarse in operation, which meant that
after putting out a CQ call, I had to search as much
as possible of the band with the coarse receiver
tuning wheel.

amateurs that knew their stuff were usually placed
where their expertise would be of maximum value
came across many instances of this in the RAF) and a
spy's job would have been considered less
appropriate.

Famous E

Scan

In my own case, before I had a chance to modify the
Type A set, I received an offer I couldn't refuse, the
rigs were now becoming famous and scarce! Later on
however. I came across a suitable set that looked as if
it had been designed by an amateur it was twice as
Failed Jo Hear
big as the Type A. but had a powerful Tritet 807 crystal
As a result, I must have failed to hear many replies
oscillator/power amplifier and a nice little RX that
and in fact I had only one OSO in a period of hours. I
covered 3.5 and 7MHz with slow motion tuning.
remember thinking at the
In addition to the
time of the poor folk who
mains p.s.u., the rig
cost [Oddll'S BUIVd1B111 of EIS aid 100[10d to be ideal for d
had to operate these rigs
had a vibrator supply
under the noses land
for use with car
[AEI'S portable 011efdri0f1"
ears) of the Gestapo.
batteries plus
How on earth could they
headphones and key
have regular two way QS0s and not be detected
all complete in the case. which must have looked
with their many calls and fruitless replies from the
suspicious I thought, from a Gestapo point of view.
UK? No wonder their survival rate was so low.
However, I expect the true spy used to have a bit of
I suppose by the very nature of their fate there is
clothing 'caught' so that it was visible when they were
literally no one still living who can say what it was
walking around in the streets with the rig.
like to have to work with these ill designed boxes. It
The most famous undercover set was the B2 and I
occurred to me that maybe there had been a skilled
believe it was closely 'related' to the one I have just
amateurs among their ranks who would have
described. But it shows that like everything else in
suitably modified the equipment by fitting a slow
Second World War designs, it was greatly improved,
motion trimmer to the tuning and some means of
much to the relief in this case of the incredibly brave
netting the crystal.
people who had to use them.
However, during the Second World War any
PIN

Gotcha!
Did you spot last month's April
Fool Spoof news story? If not I'll
put you out of your misery.
For all of you who are still wondering, it was of course 'New
Regulations' relating to the supposed changes to the Morse test
and the fact that it must now be passed in the English, French and
German. The PW offices have been inundated with worried
readers calling and writing in to express their opinions on the
matter and to try and find out more.
I would like to say to all of you who were 'caught out' by the
age old tradition of the April Fool, 'thank you' for taking it in the
way it was intended and I apologise for worrying those of you
who thought it was genuine. For those of you who haven't
worked it out Lirpa Loof, who 'supplied' the New Regulations report is in fact April and Fool both spelt
backwards!

Thank you for joining in our little piece of fun and if you want someone to blame other than me you could
Donna G7TZB
try Lawrence GJ3RAX who sent in the news release!

Radio Sends You To Sleep!
It's official radio can send you to sleep! Some of you may have seen Tomorrows World on BBC Television a few
weeks ago when a new cure for insomnia was featured in the form a 'spoon' that you place in your mouth
when trying to go to sleep.
The 'sleep spoon' is connected to a cable, which in turn is connected to a radio transmitter. Radio waves are
transmitted through the cable into the spoon (which acts as an antenna) and then emits signals to the brain
giving a soothing soporific effect thus helping you relax and go to sleep. The use of radio waves in such close
proximity to the brain is naturally a concern, however early trials have shown that the levels absorbed using
the spoon are 100 to 1000 times lower than when using a cellular phone.
The man behind this invention Professor Boris Pashe says that early trials have shown that using the
spoon gives you an extra hours' sleep and that you 'drop off' quicker. He believes that his invention works by
restoring a chemical imbalance suffered by insomniacs.
Professor Pashe's invention is still in its early stages and we wouldn't advise anyone to suck on their handheld's antenna to help them go to sleep!
Practical Wireless, May 1998
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or 'budget LIUII ..."

On The
Rob Mannion G3XFD

takes at look at
Alinco's 'new rig on
the block' the

budgetpriced DX77.
And not surprisingly
after his experiences

with the DX70...he
thinks the new rig

has a lot to offer!
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OC
I've been the proud owner of
an Alinco DX -70 for several
years now - and even under
the most arduous operating
conditions - it has performed
extremely well indeed. In fact
- despite initial concerns I
mentioned during my review - my
DX -70 has performed beyond all
expectations. In other words...I
think it does a superb job.
Bearing in mind what I've just
said, I was delighted to get the
chance to try out the latest Alinco
product - the 'budget priced' DX -77. I
don't often like comparing different
rigs together because of differing
design. etc. - but in this case as they
come from the same 'stable' there's
no problem and it's very appropriate
in my opinion to compare them.

Base gallop

In effect I think the newly introduced DX -77- it has
just received the necessary CE approval by the
way - is a 'base' station' loosely based on the DX 70 and the channelised h.f. DX -701 which I
reviewed in 1997. I might be wrong in this
assumption - but the DX -77 certainly seems to be
'related' to both previous Alinco products.
So. what do you get in the DX -77 - package? To
answer - and before I get stuck into the actual
review let's take at look at the rather neat, 'non
fussy' little unit itself.
Like it's smaller style cousin (the DX -77
measures in at 240 x 90 x 230mm - not including
protuberances - compared to the DX70's 167 x 57 x
230mml has an extremely neat and attractive matt
black plastic finished front panel with white and
green lettering and a rather attractive yellow
coloured On/Off power control.
Unlike the smaller 'mobile' transceiver the DX -
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77 has a front mounted speaker with a louvered
type speaker fret. The main tuning knob is slightly
off -set from centre right - and this I found a
delight to use. It felt very good, smooth in
operation and I'm sure it will appeal to many
'natural' left-handers. (The DX -70 has a main
tuning control on the far right - which makes this
control one of the only awkward features for
operation by G3XFD!).
The Morse key, external speaker and
headphone 3.5mm sockets are mounted very
conveniently on the front panel below the speaker.
And you'll see from the photographs that the
other controls - along with the large clear back -lit
I.c.d. type display - are very well laid out. The
whole transceiver has a very good 'feel' about it
and looks very neat into the bargain.

00S1011 Features

The Alinco DX -77 design features a published
general coverage reception from 500kHz to 30MHz
(see note later) and the transceiver is based on a
double conversion superhet. Transmission is
possible on the 1.8 to 28MHz Amateur Radio
bands in a.m., c.w., s.s.b. and f.m. modes.
Maximum power output on c.w., f.m. and
s.s.b. modes is quoted at 100W (high) and
approximately 10W on low power. Power output
on a.m. is quoted at 40W (high power) and
approximately 4W on the low power setting.
A built-in audio filter is provided for c.w.
(narrow c.w. filter is a user installable option). The
operator can select c.w. full break-in, semi breakin and auto break-in (delay times are then
automatic depending on keying speed). An
optional electronic keyer can be fitted.
The DX -77 has 100 'user' memory channels.
These can be used to store mode of operation,
filter settings, split frequencies, the a.g.c. settings,
attenuation levels (or the pre -amplifier setting)
and the noise blanker. The transceiver can also be
controlled by a personal computer through the
serial interfaces connection. With this facility the
frequency, mode, power and memory channels
can be controlled.

CoRt(olsEfacines

The main controls are simple and basic - which
means they're a delight to use. The Squelch, RIT,

Audio gain, IF 'Shift' and RF attenuation land
r.f. pre -amplifier) are immediately accessible as
push -buttons, as are Mode switching operations
and the 'Hi - Low' power switching selection.
Everything else on the DX -77 can be selected
from the Menu. Here the Function switch is
pressed once, and when it's flashing - the menu
operation you require is selected. One of the
operations selected in this way is the Speech
Compression. This is a simple operation and it's
either On or Off. Another control option is the
variable back -lighting for the I.c.d. It's simple and
efficient.
Various options will be available. Unfortunately
- none were available with the review transceiver
but they include: A c.w. electronic keyer, and
narrow filtering (again selected by the Menu
system).
I do not intend to provide a list of all the
various memory and other facilities. For this I
suggest you visit your nearest Alinco dealer and
see for yourself! Instead I feel it's my job to tell
you just how well (or otherwise) this transceiver
performs!
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I was fortunate to be able to operate the DX -77
over a relatively long period for a newly launched
transceiver. In fact I had it on loan for over a
month!
The transceiver provides a very versatile
package and I found myself using the general
coverage receiver a great deal. And despite what
Alinco stated in the promotional material (they
claim 500kHz is the lowest tuning limit) the

general coverage receiver tuned down to
150kHz before switching back to 29.999MHz.
On the lowest tuning range the receiver
seemed remarkably sensitive indeed. I was able to
'winkle out' some really weak airport beacons on
the m.f. range. I could even pick up Gatwick which is usually buried in the noise!
Reception of the medium wave band was good
and selectivity
more than
adequate with the
filtering provided
as standard.
Sensitivity was
also good and the
audio quality was
perfectly adequate
using the built-in
speaker. I didn't
bother to use an
external speaker
much, other than
trying one to check
the comparison. (It
was obviously
better with a larger
external speaker.
but the
convenience of the
built in speaker
made me realise it wasn't worth the bother of
using the external unit).
Using the DX -77 on the h.f. bands - particularly
the short wave broadcast bands - proved it had an
excellent receiver. The audio bandwidth was just
about wide enough for pleasant listening to my
favourite stations (Radio Netherlands from Holland
and the BBC World Service).
On the Amateur bands I found that the
sensitivity was excellent and the selectivity was
good on s.s.b. with the standard crystal filtering.
However, for c.w. the narrows (optional) filtering
will be a necessity.
I've become rather spoilt by my Alinco DX -70
with its built-in higher specification filtering, and
on the busy 3.5. 7 and 14MHz bands in particular I
found the 'splatter' from adjacent channels more
noticeable on the DX -77 than on the better
equipped DX -70 (even though the filters are
ceramic types on the DX -70).
However, working on s.s.b. on the 3.5., 7 and
14MHz bands I never lost contact with any station I
worked. Even under weekend conditions (where
everyone in Europe appear to be trying
desperately to work the USA - and using hard driven linear amplifiers into the bargain).
I had a total of 156 QS0s with the DX -77, and
approximately half were on c.w. and the other half
on s.s.b. The transceiver coped very well indeed

with extended 'on' periods and apart from my

firm opinion that the narrow filtering (for
c.w.) is a 'must' - I was entirely happy with the
excellent performance for what is of course a
'budget' rig.

Dominated by
the massive
heat -sinking,

this above
chassis

photograph
Illustrates how
straightforward
it will be to fit
the optional
narrow c.w. flee,
on the prepar, .*
area of p.c.ti
(the white
rectangle
left of the th.
crystal, in the
top right of the
photograph).
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review
To find out more about
the Alinco product range

or indeed to find out
more about Nevada's vast
range of radio products,

why not check out their
Website? Point your

browser at:

'tip.

www.nevada.co.uk

Under chassis view of
the DX 77

Rurlio Reports

I consider audio reports to be very important in
reviews. As the PW style of reviews is to avoid
the 'Specification Listing' approach of some
reviewers - so we can convey to you what an
experienced and trustworthy
author's opinion on each rig
is I've arranged for some
simple and straightforward
comparisons to be made
each time I review a new rig.
-

with my incoming signal. Additionally, we met
recently at the London Amateur Radio Show at
Picketts Lock. I was able to confirm that the audio
on his transceiver 'provided a good likeness' of his
voice, and he was able to reciprocate regarding
my recordings and previous telephone
conversations.
Max's comments on the
received audio from the
DX -77 follows, and were
decided on during a long
QS0 on 3.5MHz where

Max Bacon G3WMB

Andy GWOU2K from

runs a Kenwood TS -870 (my
'Top Choice' transceiver)
and consistently puts an
excellent signal - with very
good audio I might add into my home in Dorset

from his home in
Hertfordshire. Max has a
special audio cassette of my
voice - made on semiprofessional audio
equipment at my home and he can compare this

New Rig 7
Manufacturers SRO -Icahn

On The

General
Operating mode

J3E (I.s.b., u.s.b.l, A3E (a.m.), A1A (c.w.), F3E (Ern

Number of memory channels

100

Antenna impedance

500

Power requirement

13.8V d.c. = 15% (11.7 to 15.8V1

Ground method

Negative ground

Current drain

Peceive

1.1A max

Transmit

20A max

Block

South Wales joined in
(sorry to leave you 'out in
the cold' for long Andy!)
Max writes:
"Concerning the testing
today your voice on the
new Alinco was easily
recognisable. The speech
quality I preferred was
without the processing
switched in and with the
microphone about 125mm
away from your face with
you speaking across rather than into it.
"On comparison, the audio from your own
Alinco DX -70 was slightly better - but when the
microphone from that transceiver was tried on the
DX -77 it improved a little. So maybe the
microphone has an influence...which it does of
course"!
Thanks for your help Max - and I hope we'll be
able to use this 'on air' and 'tape' comparison
more in the future. It's only a compromise but it is
done under real working conditions!

Operating temperature

-10`C to 60`C

Mu Opinion

Frequency stability

:10 ppm 1-10°C to 50°C)

Dimensions

246(WI x 94(H) x 228(D) mm

After an extensive period of on -air testing and
evaluation it's my opinion that the Alinco DX -77
provides an excellent 'introductory' transceiver or
'budget' buy for anyone contemplating getting
going on h.f. And in the same package the
fortunate owner will also get a very reasonable
general coverage receiver and portable transceiver
(yes even though it is approximately 30% larger
than the DX -70 it's still very neat, portable and
convenient).
Another reason for seriously considering the
DX -77 is that it's easily expandable. You can install
the c.w. filter, electronic keyer and other options
very easily indeed.

(247 x 100 x 268mm with projections included)
Weight

Approx. 3.8kg

Transmitter
Frequency coverage

All Amateur Bands 1.8 - 29.699MHz

Power output

s.s.b., c.w.. f.m. 100W (high) Approx. lOW fowl
a.m. 40W thigh) Approx. 4W howl

Spurious emissions

Modulation system

Less than -50dB 1-45dB in 30m band)
s.s.b.

Balanced modulation

a.m.

Low power modulation

m.

Reactance modulation

Carrier suppression

More than 40dB

Sideband suppression

More than 50dB (at 1kHz)

Maximum f.m. deviation

±2.5kHz

Microphone impedance

2k51

To be very honest the DX -77 in my opinion

does not come up to the same performance
mark of the Alinco DX -70 - and I would not

Receiver
Receiver circuitry

Double conversion superheterodyne

Intermediate freqs.

1st 71.75MHz, 2nd 8.875MHz, 3rd (f.m.) 455kHz

Receiver frequency range

500kHz to 30.0000MHz see note in text).

Sensitivity

s.s.b., c.w., f.m.

0.5 to 1.8MHz OdBpV (101
1.8 to 30MHz 12d8p 10.25pV)

am (1kHz 3041, mod)

0.5 to 1.8MHz(20dBuV(1001
1.8 to 30MHz (6dBpV12pV)

f.m. (12dB SINAD)

6dBpV10.5pVl

s.s.b., c.w., a.m. (narrow)

2.7kHz 1.6d81, 4.7kHz (60d131

am.. f.m.

BkHz 1-6c113, 30kHz (-50dB)

Spurious and image rejection ratio

More than 70dB

Audio output power

More than 2.0W (8U, 10%THDI

Transceiver PIT range

:1 OkHz
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expect it to because the DX -70 is so very special.
However, I cannot remember anything in the same
price range which has so much potential and
provides so much 'as it comes' as this new
product from Alinco has demonstrated.
In my opinion the Alinco DX -77 will prove to a
favourite 'starter rig' for many years to comes.
And it's my hope that many readers will discover
the h.f. products of this manufacturer soon because they just don't know what they are

missing until they do!
My thanks go to Nevada of 189 London

Road, North End, Portsmouth. Hampshire
P02 9AE. Tel: (01705) 662145 for the loan of
the DX -77, which is available from them for £675
(standard model) or £775 (with options fitted).
PVV
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Electronics Principles 5.0
'A COMPLETE PC BASED ELECTRONICS COURSE'
If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or
improving your knowledge of electronics then this is the software for you.
Now includes the P1016084 & P1016C71 hardware and instruction set.
Electronics Panapies
DC

AC

Power

Sem-Cond

OrrAinX

1.1!-,V;(1r:INC ..1111 *AGE AN .11 PIE16C71 ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL:

aim=

AID Carrvernalt and Input Selection.
RAO.ANO V 1

ara TRANSISTOR THEORY.

Equrvakmt NPN Nausea Circuit
ADCONO

pa[aueet: :er up n pleviou: ,;cleen

7499999R

further your understanding of formulae
and calculations.
Telephone for a

Reurtarce 111'

ht.. 25
h....416.66650
lye -0125
RI .56I

Comprehensive list or upgrade details.

R2.13

AL23

This software has been developed to

Roa

teach electronics and is suited to both the
complete novice and the more
advanced student or hobbyist wanting a
quick revision and access to hundreds of
electronics formulae. It is extremely easy
to use. Just select a topic, which is always
presented as a default diagram (no blank
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T
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24k

Electionics Principles 5.0 is a significant
upgrade of our popular electronics
educational software. Now containing
even more analogue, digital and
microcomputer theory. PLUS over a
undred new mathematics topics to

RL
,

T
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screens!) and Input your own values.
Alternatively, use those from any standard
electronics text book to see the results as
frequency response curves, calculations,
logic states, voltages and currents etc.

l I E lavdent NPN TrarisMot
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Graphics presentation has been enhanced and speeded -up with
new menus and indexing which enables a quicker access and
more informative description of the extended range of five hundred
and sixty electronics and mathematics topics.
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The PIC 1 6C84 microcontroller hardware and instruction set has
been introduced and brought to life through colourful interactive
graphics where you can study the architecture of this device by
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changing the data values to simulate

all of the registers,
direct/indirect addressing, program/data memory and input/output
port configuration. Along with those analogue to digital functions of

the PIC 16C 71. If you would like to learn more about the principles of
these popular microcontrollers then it could not be made easier.
I.

R.1 & 1 Patel Impedance

Electronics Principles software is currently used in hundreds of UK and
overseas schools and colleges to support City & Guilds, GCSE, A -

BTEC and university foundation courses. Also NVQ's and
GNVQ's where students are required to have an understanding of
Level,

electronics principles.
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EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.

Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk http://www.eptsoff.demon.co.uk
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50% discount for PW readers
on Kenwood power supplies
Normal price inc VAT excl delivery
KENWOOD

rAc3o-2F1
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CV

£264.38
£264.38
£287.88
£464.13
£346.63
£464.13

PAC20-3
PAC30-2
PAC30-3
PAC30-6
PAC60-1
PAC60-3

PW reader price inc VAT & delivery
£129.00
£135.00
£145.00
£219.00
£139.00
£229.00

PAC20-3
PAC30-2
PAC30-3
PAC30-6
PAC60-1
PAC60-3

Features
Twin large led displays
Very low ripple & noise
Floating outputs

Vann Draper is offering over 50% discount to readers
of Practical Wireless magazine on the PAC range of
high quality Kenwood power supplies until May 31st.

Use this coupon for your order
Please send me:

PAC20-3 power supply(s) at £129 inc VAT & del

The Kenwood PAC series features twin led displays
for simultaneous display of voltage and current, very
low noise and ripple, floating outputs for -ve or +ve
grounds and will operate in constant voltage or
current modes.

PAC30-2 power supply(s) at £135 inc VAT & del

All power supplies are delivered ready to use
complete with mains lead, operating manual and a
12 month guarantee.

PAC60-3 power supply(s) at £229 inc VAT & del

To order simply post the coupon to:

Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal Street
South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL.

Rating

PAC20-3

0-20V 0-3A

PAC30-2

0-30V 0-2A

PAC30-3

0-30V 0-3A

PAC30-6

0-30V 0-6A

Ripple
0.5mV rms
0.5mV rms
0.5mV rms
1mV rms

PAC60-1

0-60V 0-1A

PAC60-3

0-60V 0-3A

PAC30-6 power supply(s) at £219 inc VAT & del
PAC60-1 power supply(s) at £139 inc VAT & del

Name:

Address:

Post code
Tel No -

or debit my visa, master, access or switch card

Card type:

Key specifications
Model

PAC30-3 power supply(s) at £145 inc VAT & del

Total £
Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd

Alternatively Tel: 0116-277 1400 or
Fax: 0116-277 3945.
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Constant voltage/current
Coarse & fine voltage control
Output on/off switch
Constant current check switch

Line reg'n Load reg'n
4mV

4mV

5mV

5mV

5mV

5mV

5mV

5mV

1mV rms

8mV

8mV

1mV rms

8mV

8mV

Card No:

Expiry date:
Signature:
Overseas readers can still obtain this discount but
details vary according to country.
Please phone or fax.
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Amateur Radio

Equipment
Phil Cadman G4JCP takes a break

,W1NG

from his 'Valve & Vintage' column

to briefly chronicle the evolution

1898 -1998

of Amateur Radio equipment

OF AMATEUR RADIO

design over the last 100 years.

A typical
epitome

Set - the

wartime

surplu radio
equi

ent.

G4JCP

The KW2
is a good

ransceiver
ample of
the 'cla sic' s.s.b.
transceiver.

The !co
typical

today's
modern mobile
tran

Condensing a century of progress
into a few pages of typescript is

concentrated on h.f. equipment. My
apologies to those who consider
frequencies below 30MHz to he akin to direct
current!
The world's first 'Amateur' Radio station
is generally accepted to be the one
established by Lt M. J. C. Dennis at
Woolwich Arsenal in London, in 1898. He
used a spark transmitter which was then the
only practical way to generate useful
amounts of power at radio frequencies.

dependent on the efficiency of the detector. A
great deal of effort was put into finding
materials and techniques that produced the
most sensitive detectors.
Ironically, the crystal sets were only
capable of providing audible reception of
spark transmissions because these
transmitters produce what's effectively a
modulated signal, a crude form of modulated
continuous wave (m.c.w.).
Antennas followed the early maxim: as
much wire as possible and as high as
possible. While this is still essentially true
today the first Radio Amateurs - and
professionals, too - had little antenna theory
to guide them.

Spaih Iraosmitto[

first World

difficult. So, my article is very
much a personal view of the
subject matter! I've deliberately

IIT THE

EVOLUTION OF

AMEN Ng

A spark transmitter is basically a tuned circuit
excited by a repetitive spark discharge. Each
spark producing damped oscillations in the
tuned circuit, as in Fig. 1.
Naturally, the bigger the spark the more
OVER THE LE
r.f. the transmitter produces. Increasing the
spark frequency also has the same effect and
many ingenious devices were invented to
create the sparks as fast as possible.
Most receivers were basically variations
of what we now call the crystal set and the
number of stations heard was generally
Practical Wireless, May 1998
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Development of the spark transmitter and
passive receiver continued until the First
World War interrupted amateur
experimentation. However, throughout the
war commercial development of the
thermionic valve continued apace both in the
UK and abroad and by the time amateur
licences were re -issued in 1920 Amateur
Radio was well into the thermionic era.
When the Marconi Company's Writtle
station 2MT began broadcasting early in 1922
most people only had a crystal set to listen
25

early years of the decade following
Armstrong's patenting of his 'supersonic
heterodyne' principle in 1918. But these had
quickly fallen from favour due, in part, to the
only available amplifying device being the
triode valve and to the superhet's relative
complexity.

Interrupter

Induction

Key

Coil

the 1930s

LVVS0857

with. The 'crystal' was usually galena (lead
sulphide) with a point contact (the 'cat's
whisker').
It was with the birth of broadcasting for
entertainment purposes that Amateur Radio
split from the more general pastime of radio
listening. From then on there would always
be many more people simply listening to
broadcast radio than pursuing the now
distinctly separate hobby where equipment
increasingly paralleled developments in the
commercial radio communications industry.

Fig. 1: Circuitry of art
early spark transmitter
circuit.

the 1920s

Throughout the 1920s the 'straight' or tuned radio -frequency lt.r.f.) receiver using battery
valves reigned supreme. Low -powered
transmitters also used batteries, whilst
amateurs who could afford them used large
transmitting valves fed from mains electricity
or from generators and Fig. 2 shows a
typical 'self-excited' transmitter of the early
1920s.

The simplest receiver (excluding the
crystal set) was a regenerative detector
which had to be adjusted into oscillation to
receive c.w. transmissions. Quite often the
detector was followed by one or more stages
of audio amplification to provide loudspeaker
listening.
High-performance receivers used several
stages of r.f. amplification before the detector
and audio stages using separate beat
frequency oscillator to detect c.w. signals. As
the beat frequency oscillator (b.f.o.) had to be
tuneable over the full range of the receiver
both amateurs and professionals must have
had considerable problems with the
frequency stability of these oscillators!
Superhet designs had emerged in the

Fig. 2: A typical 'self
excited' oscillator
transmitter from the
19205.
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By 1934 however, the superhet receiver had all
but dominated the domestic market. Smaller,
more efficient valves had become available
and production techniques had improved.
The screened -grid valve, which had made
stable h.f. amplification possible, was quickly
superseded by the pentode. With the
introduction of the vari-mu pentode and the
multi -grid frequency changer the superhet
finally came of age and was to last throughout
the whole of the valve radio era.
Until the early 1930s almost all Amateur
Radio equipment was home -constructed. But
the adoption of the relatively complex
superhet created a demand for commercially
produced 'amateur' equipment. Manufacturers
responded and in 1932 commercial Amateur
Radio communications receivers became
available in the USA.
Classic VMS

In the final few years leading up to the Second
World War, developments in valve technology
produced many of the now 'classic' valves. In
the USA, in 1936, RCA introduced the metal
6L6. The glass version, the 6L6G, appeared the
following year and the ubiquitous 807 dates
from around the same time.
The 6V6 and 6V6G followed in late 1937.
The 'GT' version, introduced in 1939,
remained in continuous production for over 40
years. In the UK, the Marconiphone Company
(GEC) introduced the KT66...a valve much
cherished by 'hi-fi' enthusiasts..
In 1939 Mullard introduced the EF50 r.f.
pentode, specifically for use in TV. Its all -glass -

base construction made it useful well into the
v.h.f. spectrum making it particularly popular
with amateurs experimenting above 30MHz.
The diagram, Fig. 3, shows the typical
arrangement found in communications
receivers - both amateur and professional from the late 1930s through to the 1950s.
Some manufacturers used two r.f. stages for
improved sensitivity and front-end selectivity
while all had between one and three stages of
i.f. amplification.
Transmitters had changed little in essence
from the early days but they were now far
more stable and easier to use. The illustration
in Fig. 4, shows the fundamental parts of a
1930s a.m./c.w. transmitter.
Post-Wdf DeCddeS

HT
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The Second World War put a hold on the
development of amateur equipment. But
development and production of professional
communications equipment continued,
particularly in America. Later, amateurs were
able to take advantage of the war -surplus
receivers, transmitters and components.
The rapid increase in the number of Radio
Amateurs following the war led to the
Practical Wireless, May 1998
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problem of heterodynes when working on
'phone' (radio telephony) becoming
intolerable in the 1950s.
The solution was suppressed carrier
single-sideband working (commonly referred
to as s.s.b.). Not only did the annoying
heterodynes disappear, but s.s.b.
transmissions took up less than half the
bandwidth of a.m. transmissions.

RF
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Two forms of the double -conversion
superhet receiver were developed. One was
for general coverage work, and the other for
where only certain segments of the r.f.
spectrum needed to be covered, as in most
commercial and amateur applications.
For general coverage use the frequency of
the first local oscillator is varied to produce a
constant first intermediate frequency, often
around 1.6MHz. The second mixer is fed
from a crystal controlled source.
The crystal controlled oscillator results in
yet another constant intermediate frequency,
usually around 465kHz, although it can be as
low as 100kHz. This arrangement gives good
second -channel rejection but the stability of
the first local oscillator is critical.
More suited to the requirements of singlesideband (and c.w.) working is the second
arrangement. In this design it's the first local
oscillator which is crystal controlled.
The results is a variable first i.f. whose
bandwidth is equal to the width of each of
the receiver's band segments. These are
usually 200 to 600kHz wide. The whole of the
receiver to the right of the dotted line in
Fig. 5, is then designed to receive just this
relatively narrow range of frequencies.
Although more complex than the first
arrangement the alternative approach gives
both good second -channel rejection and
good stability. And because the v.f.o. has
only a single limited range dial calibration
can be accurate to within 1kHz or so.
The real advantage for communications
work becomes apparent when the alternative
Practical Wireless, May 1998
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Watt -for -watt, s.s.b. possessed a

significant advantage over a.m. But the
drawback to s.s.b. working was that it
required more complex equipment,
particularly with regard to the transmitter.
The inevitable change from a.m. to s.s.b.
took some time. This was partly due to the
additional complexity of s.s.b. equipment
discouraging home construction, and to the
lack of commercial amateur equipment.
However, even when commercially made
equipment did become available it was
expensive. The abundance of war -surplus
a.m. and c.w. equipment must also have had
a restraining effect.
Long after the initial war -surplus stock
had been sold off, and even as late as 1970,
quantities of ex -Admiralty B40 receivers,
amongst others, were still readily available.
And, in amateur magazines, constructional
articles still favoured a.m. and c.w. over s.s.b.
Eventually however, s.s.b. working and the
crowded nature of the amateur bands placed
new demands on amateur receivers and
transmitters. The single -conversion receiver
shown in Fig. 3, gave way to the double
conversion receiver as shown in Fig. 5.

Miser

amplifier

amplifier

BFO

oscillator

approach is used within a transceiver, and
Fig. 6., shows the block diagram of a simple
s.s.b. transceiver. Notice how the oscillators
and crystal filter are used on both receive and
transmit thus giving accurate co -channel
operation with single v.f.o. control.
The end of the post-war period of steady
Amateur Radio equipment development came
to an end in the late 1960s with the
introduction of imported s.s.b. gear from
Japan.

Fig. 3: A typical design
arrangement found in
communications
receivers - both amateur
and professional - from
the late 1930s through to
the 1950s (see text).

Puez trlechdoical
For many years quartz crystals had been used

in receivers to provide extremely narrow
passbands for c.w. reception but it was the
introduction of the crystal (and mechanical)
filter that provided the key to the design of the
modern s.s.b. transceiver.
On receive, the filter takes the place of
several i.f. transformers which, were they
present, would be difficult to align. On
transmit, the filter simply 'picks -off' the
wanted sideband from a double-sideband
(d.s.b.) signal. The d.s.b. signal having first
been produced by a balanced modulator.
Alignment of early s.s.b. transceivers was
by no means a simple task. But it was
considerably eased by the inclusion of a
crystal filter and by employing common
oscillators in both the transmit and receive
circuitry.
So successful was the arrangement
illustrated in Fig. 6, that it formed the basis of
nearly every s.s.b. transceiver from the late
1950s until the advent of the frequency
synthesiser in the early 1980s.
The1970s

Much of the development in the 1970s was
associated with the change from valves to
transistors and the inclusion of various
operator conveniences. The change to
transistors was quite rapid and soon every
stage in the receive/transmit path - with the
exception of the transmit driver and power
amplifier (p.a.) stages - was solid-state.

VFO

-0-4-0-

Buffer or
crystal
oscillator

Mulitplier
driver

Fig. 4: The fundamental
block diagram of a typical
1930s a.m./c.w.

transmitter (see text).
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The use of microprocessors in Amateur
Radio equipment paralleled the adoption of
the frequency synthesiser. Indeed, nowadays
the two are seemingly inseparable!
Throughout the 1980s manufacturers
continued to add ever more facilities. And
occasionally, because of this I think they've
sometimes compromised the r.f. performance
of their products.

AF

amplifier -

iiiroaat

Recur evelopmeors
Fig. 5: The whole of this
receiver circuitry to the
right of the dotted line is
designed to receive a
relatively narrow range of
frequencies (See text).

However, by the start of the 1980s
sufficiently rugged (and inexpensive) r.f.
power transistors were readily available and
the 60 year reign of the thermionic valve in
Amateur Radio equipment came to an end.
On reflection however, perhaps that last
statement is not strictly true as valves are
still used in high -power linear amplifiers but
even their days must surely be numbered?
PIQfilii0V0111[1011
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Fig. 6: Block diagram of a
simple s.s.b. transceiver
(See text)

The adoption of the solid-state, broad -band
r.f. p.a. and the introduction of digital
electronics now produced the next revolution
in Amateur Radio equipment design.
At first, digital electronics were simply
used to enhance the operation of equipment,
for example by providing a digital frequency
readout. However, by the early 1980s the
development of the frequency synthesiser
resulted in a new approach to transceiver
design.
All the oscillators shown in Fig. 6, were
replaced by a frequency synthesiser. This
generates all the required local oscillator
frequencies through a combination of
voltage controlled oscillators and digital
techniques.
Although there's no fundamental
difference between the old and new
approaches there are significant differences
in implementation. The classic approach
relies on conventional tuned circuits 'peaked'
to follow the transmit and receive
frequencies. In contrast, the new approach
uses broadband techniques with band-pass
filters to provide (very) coarse selectivity and
crystal filters to provide fine selectivity.
The first i.f. is made significantly higher
than the highest working frequency of the
transceiver. Second channel and moderately close -in selectivity is provided by a 'roofing'
filter, while the main i.f. filtering is provided
by a crystal or mechanical filter at the second
(and a possible optional third) intermediate
frequency.

The most recent significant development in
transceiver design is the incorporation of
digital signal processing (DSP). A digital signal
processor is, at least in theory, able to replace
the multiple crystal filters that are normally
required to provide different i.f. bandwidths.
Naturally, incorporating DSP simplifies the
design of equipment. It also obviates the need
to purchase expensive add-on filters for
serious DX or c.w. working.
The other main preoccupation of Amateur
Radio equipment manufacturers seems to be
the quart -into -a -pint-pot syndrome. More and
more facilities, modes and bands are being
packed into physically smaller and smaller
boxes. This is true in all amateur equipment
design, be it h.f., v.h.f., base station, mobile or
hand-held.

Ng. FIESBElt,
Amateur Radio equipment design began in the
radio rooms of the very first radio enthusiasts
where every piece of equipment had to be
home -constructed. It passed through the interwar years and on into the latter half of the
'swinging' 1960s.
The latter periods were, perhaps, the
'golden age' of Amateur Radio. It was when
home design, development, modification and
construction both paralleled and
complemented both new products and ex government gear.
Since the beginning of the 1970s the
demise of a.m. below 30MHz and the
availability of Japanese equipment has led to
the near extinction of home design and
construction of high-performance amateur
communications receivers and transmitters.
And it's inevitable that commercial
products will continue to use ever -more
specialised components and techniques that
are simply not suitable for home construction.
Component failures in commercial
equipment manufactured 50 years ago are
often rectified with ease. But what happens if
a custom integrated circuit/surface mount
device fails on a modern transceiver? How
long will spares be available and at
what price?
And what of the next 100 years?
Perhaps Icom's IC-PCR1000 receiver

RF

AF

amplifier

amplifier

Crystal

filter

computer interface is a portent of the
future. It may well turn out that soon it
will simply be a matter of plugging a
transceiver module into our computer
to get on the air. That is, if we're still
bothering to communicate via radio at
all!

Driver
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'Real' Radio In Mil
With the

irst impressions on any new
transceiver are very important and
in Hora C408's case my 'gut'

reaction was "this is well built". It

continuing

trend
towards

miniature
rigs we set
Dick Pascoe
GOBPS on the

review trail
of the
Tiawanese
made HORA

has a solid feel about it, that some
of its competitors lack. It fits in
the palm of the hand and despite
its small size feels like a 'real' radio.
Each control is clearly marked with a row
of seven tiny buttons on the left of the front
panel. These provide the main functions,
which are: Power, Lamp, Set, Moni, Call,
SC and V/M. The numbered rotary control on
the right of the rig sets the audio out level.
The antenna is just 70mm long and is a
solid screw fitting onto the body. This also
had a real radio feel about it. Already,
after just a few minutes I
was getting good
'vibes' from this
little set.
The physical size
of the C408 also
begs the question, 'is
there a competition
among the black box
builders to make the
worlds smallest rig'? I
remember last year

as well as the CTCSS
tones.
The C408 offers 20

'playing' with the
Alinco DJ-C1E and the
DJ -C4. I thought these
were small but in comparison the HORA feels

like a real radio in miniature. It feels like all
the solid hand-helds I have tried in the past,
C408 430MHz and all this in such a small package!
Many of the 'older style' rigs came with a
manual that in some cases was a single sheet
transceiver.
of paper in the famous Japanese version of
English. In the C408's case there are 41 pages
of instructions. The English is very good but
with the occasional lapse such as 'it may lead
to a trouble' and the 'SET' list of controls need
close examination.
Like many of the modern hand-held
transceivers of today the HORA C408 does not
use an in-built rechargeable cell but relies on
standard AA size Zinc Chloride batteries.
However, it can use both Alkaline and
Manganese standard AA size batteries. The
rig will work with a battery
level of between 2 - 3.5V
will fail at 1.8V or less.
despite its small size it feels and
And it's nice to see this
voltage level written in the
like d 'fee radio."
manual.
The push -to -talk (p.t.t.)

is set into the left side of the radio and has a
comfortable feel to it. As it's so small, there's
a danger you might miss the microphone, so
the manufacturers have put a mark around
the minute hole, which is to be found right in
the centre of the front panel. The speaker is
mounted just above the microphone and is
about 25mm in diameter.
30

The button on the top of the rig is the
frequency control and the display can be
clearly seen in the front panel. There is also a
facility for adding a speaker microphone.
I spent a fair amount of time reading the
manual on how to set the offset frequencies for
my local 430MHz repeater. There are 23
separate operations adjusted by the Set
control and the frequency knob. So, it's
worthwhile reading the manual!
As you search for the operation you want,
you have to scroll through the other 22. I
eventually got onto the frequency and offset
that I wanted and sat monitoring the repeater.
Additionally, there is a
facility for auto repeater
selection when the v.f.o.
goes into the repeater
band. Unfortunately on
the C408 this is set for
439MHz and above. It
must be remembered
that to select a repeater
frequency the offset
must also be entered

memories and obviously the best bet is to
program each of your favourite frequencies
into these. One delight was the ability to select
channel numbering, which enabled each
repeater or other frequency to be seen as a
number rather than a frequency in the display.

Useful Facilites
Another useful facility offered by the C408 is
the 'scan' mode and there are two types of
Practical Wireless, May 1998
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scan available. The first, 'Pause Scan'
hesitates at any received signal for five
seconds and then returns to scan mode. The
second 'Busy Scan' stays on any active
frequency, but if that 'busy' signal disappears
for two seconds the scan resumes.
The range of frequencies scanned can be
selected. You may select a 1MHz range
perhaps for the repeater band or a specified
frequency range and of course memory scan
is also available.
The C408 radio also provides a 'dual watch' facility where the v.f.o. frequency and
one other may be checked at an interval of
three seconds. The other can be either the
'Call' channel or one of the memories.
Other facilities include the monitor button
(Moni), VFO to memory button (V/M1 and the
SC button for scan. Some of the commands
are quite complex and
an hour or
three with the
manual helps
enormously.
II ended up
reading it
several
times to get

by 80 high by 25mm front to back. The height
does not include the antenna, which adds a
further 70mm. And the internal 8i2 speaker is
easily 'man' enough to do the job.
But, what is really impressive is the weight,
which is quoted as 100 grams. I was amazed to
find that the batteries equated to 50% of the
total weight. Yes! The little rig weighs -in at just
50g.

The C408 works from 430 to 439.995MHz
with F3 (f.m.) mode transmission. The receiver
is quoted as a double
superhet with a first IF
of 23.05MHz and a

"...Misisrupethf boshle

second at 450KHz.
Receive sensitivity is
stated to be -12dB (12dB SINAD) with a signal

to noise ratio of 30d8 or more at 1pV. And I
have no reason to doubt these claimed figures.
The transmitter gives about 230mW output
and contrary to many people's thoughts this is
a high enough power level for chats around the
town or the local rally. Being a dedicated QRP
man I had no doubts about the effectiveness of
low power, after many milliwatt chats into
Europe.
The HORA C408

Verti Impressed
My wife is not licensed but after several years
trading at the rallies knows a fair bit about
hand-helds. She was very impressed with the
Hora C408, she even said "this
is maybe the best yet".
Using the C408 I had a chat
/with Stan G6ZNW across the
town of Folkestone with good
signals both ways. Good audio
reports too!
Ian G3ROO had already
bought a C408 for his wife

Margaret 2E1DFH who loved it

the

best out of this
radio).
The usual
battery save
options are
featured in
that where the
rig only
operates for a
pre-setable
time and then
switches to
standby. In
effect it only
listens for up
to one second in five. There is also a facility to
enable the rig to switch itself off after a preset time interval when it is not being used.
(Automatic Power Off).
At the required 3V level the rig draws
about 230mA on transmit and just a measly
30mA on receive. This is improved
dramatically with the power save mode on
and drops to 0.5mA and a miserly 8012A with
Automatic Power Off IAPO) in use.
The dimensions of the C408 are 58 wide
Practical Wireless, May 1998

as she said "It fits into the handbag
and you hardly know it's there."
Ian told me that the one
drawback for the Hora was the lack
of a carrying strap. So, Ian in his
usual way put one together quickly
that worked extremely well.
Alan G4YFP was amazed at the
compactness of the rig. "How much further can
they go in miniaturisation" he asked? "It's a
real radio that's been shrunk."

is available for

just 189.95
from Lowe

Elettronits ltd.,
Chesterfield
Road, Matlock,

Derbyshire
DE4 RE.

Tel: (01629)

580800,
FAX: (01629)

580020.

Bottom Line
So, the bottom line is that I have used several
of the small rigs offered from various sources
over the past few years. Each time using my
own Icom IC-2SE as the standard to compare
the rigs against.
I have owned my little Icom for about five
years and during that time have found little to
beat it. A couple have got close but none have
tempted me enough to change until now.
My nearest 430MHz repeater is 34km away,
but my local 144MHz repeater is just 5km away.
If this had been a 144MHz model I would have
kept it!
I loved this little rig, it has all that I would
expect of a compact transceiver. I not only liked
it, liked it a lot and would like to thank Lowe
I

Electronics Ltd. for supplying the review
model.
PVV
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HF MOBILE ANTENNAS

AM -PRO

AM -PRO

10 METRE

160

115.m
5 fsxne

METRE

lee

i44ts

AM -PRO

41 lux Pi,

IS METRE

115.s

FUNKTECHNIK
PRODUCTS (GERMANY)
FIRBREGLASS TELESCOPIC MAST
.I.he Fibreglass Telescopic Mast with an overall length of 3 itt is
designed io construct antennas for portable purposes, such as field day
events, during holidays and weekends away. Unassembled it is
compact and light (3.3Ibs/1.5Kg) and only aft (Dins in length. The
telescopic segments need only to be pulled out and twisted to lock. No
tools required. £57.95

content

VERTICAL LOOP ANTENNA (10-40m)

AM -PRO

17 METRE

115s

antenna, are very etfective DX -antenna,
due us their low radiation angle which is
achieved at relatively low heights. As
opposed to long wire antennas this
solution OFFERS good signal levels
on all the hands. (7-28MH:). £56.95

11116

gnisra PEP

AM -PRO

20 METRE

I15.ts

PORTABLE NV3DZZ

ANTENNA
The W31)ZZ antenna is a halt wave dipole
for 40m -80m. With an ATU can he used on
10m -30m. Total length 99ft, traps with teflon
coated cable (max 150W). £39.95

SUPER QUICK DIPOLE (10.80 METRES)
May be used in many configurations. Complete with halun (300W).
£31.95

DUOBAND LOG PERIODIC 2m-70cm
4EL for 2m, -le1 for 70cm, 50 ohm teed with BNC connector. £52.95

See them at the rallies on the SYON TRADING stand

=

SYCOM (SYON TRADING)

MOONRAKER (UK) LTD. UNIT 12, CRANFIELD ROAD UNITS, CRANFIELD ROAD,
WOBURN SANDS, BUCKS MK17 BUR.

TEL (01908) 281705. FAX: (01908) 281706.

16 The Ridgeway, Fetcham, Leatherhead, Surrey KT22 9AZ
Tel: 01372 372587 Fax: 01372 361421

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS

T

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Ot
C
O

L,Irgt 5electiun of Newr/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESLI ICOM KENWOOD AIJNCO
Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment. MFJ products.

0

JUST GIVE US A RING

v;

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park. Nottingham NG8 I DU
Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Roadl & A609 (Ilkeston Road)
iNTERNFT

E MAIL

10

AERIAL ROTOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
NEW

Light Duty Rotator

Channel Master

Rotor and type A8.300X1 and control

Medium
Duty Rotator

console Continuous indication of beam
heading. Clamps to T 152mm) max. mast

and takes IV 138mml max stub mast
'Offset' type mounting. Vertical load
carrying 45kg
Special otter E49.95
AR12111 Alignment Bearing

Allows greater/higher head loads Fitted

Ale 1,
k

"'

above rotor

f1895

2' main mast
stub mast
Vertical load carrying II31
Colorotor £3395.
Bearing £1195.
SY31PAD CATALOGUE MAUDE DADURN

AERIAL TECHNIQUES
11 Kent Road. Parbstone, Poole, Dorset BH12 2EH

Tel: 01202 738232 EA el
Fax: 01202 716951
atechedircon co.uk

GMMIAT

ed the pmblem of correctly feeding half -wave dipole. with cows and incidentally gave rise to
NTLIFREE multiband dipole e.g DLT7 /14121 28L. At the end of the 1911. we patented the
seed Field Antenna where outsitphase voltages applied to two (or four) plates created a radio
e from its parts ipatent CB 2 215 5241 and used fur MW And HF transmitting with structures
iii a wavelength tall.
List year we completed a two year episode of the marketing of wide band DELAY -LINE

MARAS, lyrically down to in.. of a wavelength, which have enabled many Amateurs to
'pond an 10 metres to NO metres and Top Band with lust a single cable lying on the roof tiles
.,rer this year we expect to break all Our records with the sales al the small monoband CROSSED
LOQIN which, roughly' r of a wavelength in size. are efficient and iruanwicuaus
I

3

G6XBH G1RAS G8UUS Tel: 0115-928 0267

AR300XL

TEL & FAX 01224 316004

1998 LOOPS 1% WAVELENGTH

BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

Radio Amateur Supplies

1 Kenfield Place, Aberdeen ABI5 7UW

sung in 1983 we marketed the k AM...nor< BALL'N antennas (patent Lit 2 112 579) and these

WE SPECIAUZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

I, ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *
i RIALS, Tonna. Maspro, plus full range of base/mobile antennas

HATELY ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY

I

C61.14 kit 31 meth's, 1111W. 50 ohm, wideband, dia. 30cm
CH. 3.6 fur 80 metres. 118/W wideband, one dual turn. 66cm dia.

Price E4.100 inc.

Price L75.00 inc.

k4iritc telephone or fa he detail. of thole or our earlier product* Professional enoutries welcome

Pali,

Best seller...the bargain priced

Adapt -A -Mast

Lifts to 25ft Wall mounting
Complete with all brackets, cable and winch
Accepts 2in stub mast Adaptable to tilt -over
Available hot dip galvanised BS729
Simple four bolt installation
MANY OTHER MASTS AVAILABLE

Call (01505) 503824
Mobile (0374) 9 5 1 660

ISO

9001

or write to

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND LTD
81 MAINS ROAD, BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA15 2HT
E-Mail-TENNAMAST@btinternet.com
For sales in Benelux countries contact
Beeson Elektronike. Tel: +31 MI 5282 69679
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halo type of antenna. Moonraker have

Hallicrafters Lives

recently introduced a halo antenna

Powys SY22 6SH, Wales. Tel: (01691)

Qtek Verticals

831111 or FAX: (016911831386 or by Email at: ron@gw3ydx.demon.co.uk

The well -respected name of Hallicrafters

suitable for the 50MHz band with a

Available trom Haydon Communications

lives on in the the guise of antennas for

maximum dimension of one metre or

is the new Qtek Penetrator, multi -band

the 144MHz band. Their unusual

less. The halo is one of a series of

11.8 to 28MHz) vertical antenna. Ideal

Low Profile Antenna

collinear 5A18 over 5A/8 base station

antennas for the 50MHz band that

for portable operation the 3.5m high

A new low -profile antenna for either the

antenna was on show at the London

Moonraker can supply, but it's the only

antenna breaks down into a I .5m length

144 or the 430MHz bands ior both

(Pickens Lock) show. The antenna is

one you could put in the car without

for carrying. Capable of withstanding

together) is available from Antenna

unusual in that the elements are in a

taking it apart or skewering a passenger!

200W the antenna is simple to erect,

Marketing (UK) Ltd. The result of two

helically wound form, with an adjustable

lust the sort of thing for those days out.

needing no tuning in use. For more

years development the 510 series LPA

information contact Haydon

antenna gives all-round directivity

top section [costing £24.99). Also using

For more information about their

an unusual Gamma matching system the

range of 50MHz antennas, or their wide

Communications at 132 High Street,

without the need of a separate ground

antenna gives a good gain and tlat s.w.r.

range of antennas for other bands.

Edgeware, Middlesex HA8 7EL. Tel:

plane. The unit may combine v.h.f. and

over the whole band and is said to be

contact Moonraker at Unit 12, Cranfield

(0181-951 5781/2 or FAX: 0181-951

u.h.f. antennas in the same housing, fed

able to withstand 5(X)W f.m. or 1kW

Road Units, Cranfield Road, Woburn

5782 or at their \Vest Midlands

by the same coaxial cable, but separate

s.s.b. and may be directly mounted onto

Sands, Buckinghamshire MK17 8UP, or

shownioms at Unit 1, Canal View

for tuning purposes. The antenna can be

any pole of 25 to 40mm diameter.

Tel: (019081 281705, FAX: (019081

Ind.Est., Brierly Hill, W. Mids. Tel:

supplied with either a GPS antenna, or a

281706.

(01384) 481681

complete Garmin GPS system

base station collinear antenna for the

Alford Viewing

From The Vine

Antenna Marketing (UK) Ltd., at

430MHz band [priced at £19.95),

Unable to find a suitable antenna for his

,ow available from Vine Antenna

1 Resthaven Road, Wootton,

several mobile antennas for 144 and

Amateur TV setup, Clive King G6MYT,

Products is a new tri-band beam

Northamptonshire NN4 OLF, England.

430MHz (costing L10.991 and a

decided to make his own version of the

antenna, the C3 -SS covering the 14, 21

Tel

collinear base station antenna for

Alford slot antenna for the ATV portion

and 28MHz. The antenna is in reality a

(017000 710124 or E-mail to:

50MHz, costing £34.99. all very

of the 1.2GHz band. Accurately

set of three 2 -element mono -band

airwaves@mcmail.com

reasonable prices. More information on

machined out of high quality alloy, the

antennas sharing the same 36m Ixfom,

the Hallicrafters series of antennas is

antenna needs only your own feedline

with a turning circle of 8.25m. The

available from B. Havenhand G300P at

and connector to complete. The antenna

longest element has a length of a little

11 The Coppice, Booker, High

was on display at the recent Shortwave

under 7.5m, there are no traps or coils to

Wycombe HP12 4SA.

Shop Open Day. It costs £38 plus P&P,

absorb r.f. energy, and it's claimed to

direct from Clive King at 112 Rolls

offer excellent performance.

Also on display, alongside the

incorporated. For more details contact

I 44MHz antennas at the show, was a

Saintly SIX

Drive, Bournemouth, Dorset BH6 4NA.

An antenna that is rarely seen, but may

Tel: (012021422441.

For more information about the C3 -SS

antenna or other proclucts contact Vine

at The Vine, Llandrinio,

be about to make a comeback is the

welcome to AiA!
Welcome to 'Antennas in
Action'. I mentioned in
the last Antennas -in -

Action that I would be
bringing you the results
of the questionnaire that
we ran some time ago.
After a little bit of fun
arranging the data into a
tabular form, I found that
my first impressions
were broadly correct.

(0)7000 247928, or FAX: +44
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You seem to think that we are doing it about
right - and your other comments and ideas will
be incorporated as appropriate.
There are however, at least two readers out
there who think I should throw 'Tex Topics'
away and let other authors have the space.
Perhaps if we had more readers who wrote in
with their ideas then maybe I could. Remember
any readers ideas can win a copy of More Out
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JOHN HEYS G3BDQ TAKES A FRESH LOOK AT THE W3EDP NINE -BAND ANTENNA, WHICH WAS ORIGINALLY DESIG

antenna workshop
When I was first

licensed in 1946, my
shack was up in the
attic of a boarding house on the
sea front at Hastings. There was
no way that I could put antenna
wires more than a couple of
metres above the roof but, using
no more than 10W of
transmitter power, one antenna
gave me my first taste of DX
working. Using c.w. I'd
contacted stations in all
continents after a few weeks.
The one antenna that helped
me achieve all this was the
W3EDP antenna design
developed in the mid -1930s by
the holder of that call Mr H.J.
Siegel.

Unusual History
The W3EDP antenna has an
unusual history. For some
reason, Siegel never wrote

anything about his 'own'
antenna design which, when
being developed, was in a
world where Radio Amateurs
had no rotary beams, no
coaxial cables and no a.t.u.s.
Long wires and resonant 'Zepp'
antennas were in universal use.
The first descriptive article on
the W3EDP antenna was
published in the RSGB's
Bulletin (it's now called
RadCom) in February 1936. It
was written by Siegel's friend
Yardley Beers W3AWH. Beers
produced a similar article that
appeared the following month

Solder the inner to the
braid at this point

Loop made from a length
of coaxial cable

wioese

(25.6m1

Counterpoise
(see texti
Coupling
adjustable
PA valve

counterpoise
length of
5.18m (17ft)
gave the best
results. This
wire ran out at
right angles to
the main wire,
which was
only 6m (20ft)
high.

.c-rircnuici;

Fig. 1: The simple coupling circuit suggested by
G2WD in 1936 for coupling the valved
transmitters of the day to a W3EDP antenna.
Although capable of extremely good matching
it would be considered very complex and
difficult to use, by today's amateur, needing
adjustment of three interactive controls to
achieve best results.
in the American QST magazine.
Yardley Beers told how his
friend W3EDP, started his
painstaking experiments by
using 30.5m (100ft) of end -fed
wire. He gradually reduced this
inch by inch until the very best
results were obtained. It is said
that he used up more than a
thousand feet of wire at that
time.

Not liking simple end -fed wire
antennas, Siegel then began
'cut and try' techniques to
determine his ideal length for a
counterpoise. A lot of judicious
wire pruning revealed that a

Fig. 2: An inductive, or
faraday coupling loop may be
made up from a length of
coaxial cable. The most
effective diameter of the loop
depends on the band in use,
but some 150-250mm
diameter is a good start
point. Two loops coupled
side -by -side would give

almost complete 'Earth'
isolation whilst allowing the
r.f. energy to pass from
transmitter to antenna, or
vice -versa.
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Siegel then
found that the
antenna design

worked well
even when
strung up close
to the ceiling
of the first floor
room. At the
time W3EDP's
transmitter ran

50W input
power, but in a short time his
new antenna, used on 7 and
14MHz, gave him contacts with
75 countries in all continents.
This was an achievement not
equalled by many higher
powered US stations of the
time. A QSL card, dated May
12th 1935, confirming contact
with G.510 by Siegel, shows
that Siegel used SOW. By that
date W3EDP had worked 60
countries. He was most
certainly then using his new
antenna.
The December 1936 issue of
the RSGB's Bulletin carried an
article by G2WD which
detailed ways to couple the
W3EDP antenna to the output
stage of a transmitter. The
simplest circuit can be seen in
Fig. 1 where a tuned circuit
couples inductively to the valve
p.a. output or 'tank' circuit. In
his article, G2WD stressed that
for the best results the coil L
must be resonated with a small
value of capacitance.

The antenna coupling circuit
has no earth connection and if
modified by using a link
coupling could be used today.
A suitable 'Faraday screen' link

made with coaxial is shown in
Fig. 2. On some bands the
counterpoise is not needed and
Table 1 gives details of
counterpoise lengths for the
nine h.f. bands

Nine Bands
Although the W3EDP antenna
may be used on the nine major
h.f. bands, when he developed
his antenna, Siegel only
envisaged its use on four bands:
3.5, 7, 14 and 28MHz.
Fortunately for us, his design
has since proved to be very
versatile and can be effective
on all our h.f. bands from 1.8 to
28MHz. No doubt it could be
made to work on 50MHz tool
For use on the bands it was
originally designed for Siegel's
wire lengths hold good. But

today for our 'new' bands
gained since 1952 onwards,
there must be a few changes to
the counterpoise arrangements.
The W3EDP antenna has a
medium impedance feedpoint
impedance. Having neither a
very low nor a very high
impedance at its feedpoint end,
that is usually inside the house
or shack.
Feed -points of medium
impedances are always much
easier to match than high or
low impedance points, and
they also limit any r.f. feedback
problems. On some bands the
antenna is best when used as a
simple long wire, but on others
a counterpoise will be needed.
The counterpoise behaves as
one leg of a very widely spaced

open wire feed line making the
antenna like an end -fed 'Zepp'.
This puts its high impedance
points well away from the
operating position. As our
bands are now no longer all
harmonically related, a single
counterpoise length will not
suffice.

On 'Top -band' (1.8MHz) the
antenna element is only about
one sixth of a wavelength long
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NED IN 1935.

antennas
Fig. 3: The
Antenna 25.6m

End -fed wire

terminal

Station a.t.u.
(not earthed)

Coaxial cable

To s.w.r. meter
and transceiver

Current balun
Isee text)

(50).2 coaxial cable)
YyT089H

Counterpoise

Earth terminal

and must be tuned against a
conventional quarter wave
counterpoise of about 38.65m
(126ft). Although this
counterpoise is short for this
band, one of my local amateurs
GOAKY has used a W3EDP
antenna with success from
several caravan sites in the
West Country. He can put an S9
s.s.b. signal all over the UK
when using it. This is good,
particularly as the antenna is no
more than 6m (20ft) up (usually
into a convenient tree). The
counterpoise wire he just lays
on the ground.

when running at right angles to
the direction of the main wire.
But the antenna will still
perform reasonably well when
it isn't running in the 'correct'
directions or even when the
counterpoise run is bent.
Remember that Siegel used an
indoor counterpoise, as I did
some 50 years ago. For a time I
lived in a small cottage in the
heart of an urban area and had
no garden or even a back yard.
I devised an 'invisible' W3EDP
by using thin enamelled wire
from an old transformer
winding.

Practical Considerations

For the

Let's have a look at some
practical considerations of
using the W3EDP antenna, the

'invisible'

versatility of which is
remarkable. The 25.6m (84ft)
wire does not have to be
arranged to run out in a straight
line, but can be 'dog -legged' or
even arranged in the shape of a
'Z' and yet will still give good
results. Bends kept in the
horizontal plane are fine
however, bends that bring the
wire nearer the ground are not
recommended. The wire may
be arranged as an inverted 'L' or
run out away from the shack
horizontally or sloping
upwards.
The antenna will still perform
reasonably well when its
average height is under 6m
(20ft) but ideally it should not
fall below this height. Its far end
will always be at high r.f.
potential so good end insulators
are a 'must'. Just throwing the
wire into a tree induces losses
and detunes the system.

The counterpoise will work best

W3EDP I tied
the end of the
wire to a piece
of modelling
clay, and flung it
over a
neighbouring
roof top. It could
not be seen and
it coped well

with 75W of
power until the
wind induced
metal fatigue
and breakage.
Whatever
happened to the
launch -weight I
never found out!

Table 1
Band
(MHz)

current balun
used in this
setup is to stop
(or at least
reduce by a
large part) the
current that
would flow on
the outer of the
coaxial cable if
the station
earth cannot be
isolated from
the station
antenna
matcher/tuner.

'"action

coils for each band or a single
tapped coil can be used.
The inductance used for each
band must be high and should
be tuned with quite a small
value capacitor. The original
article suggested that on 3.5
and 7MHz no more than 30pF
of capacitance is needed and
this reduces to 10 or 20pF on
the higher frequency bands. So
a capacitor of a maximum
value of 150 or 200pF would
be suitable to cover all bands.

Counterpoise
(m)

I've received
letters from
amateurs having

1.8

8.65 (126ft)

3.5

5.18 (17f1)

trouble with the
W3EDP on one or

7.0

5.18 (17ft)

more bands.

10

7.00 (23ff)
1.96 (8.5ft)

14
18

1.99 (or none)

21

5.18 (17ft)

24

None

28

None

Table 1: With our
'modern' bands some
changes are needed
on the length of the
counterpoise needed
to give best efficiency
on the bands. The
dimensions are given
in metres (and feet
for the nonmetricated).

Mostly they write
that they've
experienced r.f. in
the shack with
attendant feedback
problems. In most
cases I've
suggested that they
set up the

matching
arrangement
shown in Fig. 2.
Here the antenna
has no earth
connection and
the earth wire
must be removed
from the a.t.u.

Circuit & Matching
The simplest matching circuit
can be borrowed from the
original method shown in Fig.
1. A link coupling as mentioned
earlier in the text can be used
to connect to the transceiver via
an s.w.r. meter. By sliding the
link coil over 'L' the best s.w.r.
reading can be found. Plug-in
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The counterpoise is connected
to the 'earth' terminal on the
a.t.u. in the place of the station
earth. When the a.t.u. itself is
earthed, the W3EDP antenna is
detuned, corrupting the
essential working of the
antenna. The braid of the
connecting coaxial will of

course earth the a.t.u. and to
prevent r.f. running along the
outer surface of this braid a
current balun is needed. The
layout using this option is
shown in Fig. 3.

A suitable current balun can be
made by winding the coaxial
cable along a thick (12mm)
ferrite rod (try about 15 turns).
Another for could be tried by
stacking three large ferrite
toroids (the type used to
counteract WI on TV cables)
and then winding the coaxial
cable with as many turns as
possible on the toriods. A
further possibility is to slip a
large number of ferrite tubing
rings over the coaxial cable
close to the a.t.u.
If you are using ferrite tubing
'beads', then I think using about
15 beads should be enough for
the higher h.f. bands, although,
for 1.8MHz working I'd use at
least twenty beads. If you are
using the balun method, the
earth wire must of course
remain connected to both the
transceiver and the power
supply.
Like all antennas, the higher the
antenna is placed, the more
effective it will be for the DX
work. And in every case, where
possible, it's best kept away
from the screening effects of
buildings or large trees.

A W3EDP does not show any
marked pattern in its radiation
and on the lower frequency
bands is an 'All Round' radiator.
Many QRP stations in the UK
and overseas use W3EDP
antennas and despite the low
power levels used, achieve
remarkable results. Don't you
think it's time you tried one?
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DICK BIRD G4ZU/F6IDC DISCUSSES ANTENNAS FOR RESTRICTED SPACE GARDENS - THIS COULD MEAN YOUR Gt

Vertical Or Horizoi
a result ()Ian expert's suggestions, you

Ashamed of using

might even have been contemplating

- Dipole 5;i18 above earth

the purchase of, let us say, 10m of

- Ground mounted kit vertical antenna

50mm (2int dural tube. You may have

90

`only' 100W and a

also contemplated digging up your nice

so

120

OdB = 5.49dEld

green lawn to lay down a large number

of wire radials, with a view to installing

dipole antenna?

150"

a self-supporting quarter -wave vertical

-3Ce

for 7MHz.

Dick Bird

But before going to a large amount of

trouble and expense, it would be wiser

0

180

-20

G4ZU/F6IDC says

-40

-40

-20

0

to investigate just how much you are

Relative gain idf3i

likely to gain, (or lose?), in return for all
the hard work. Rather surprisingly,

Fig. 1: A comparison between a dipole (red) and a
ground mounted monopole (Marconi) antenna.

there's really no

computer analysis shows that an

ordinary wire dipole, half a wavelength
above ground, will have about 7dB

need, your set-up

more gain than a quarter -wave vertical,

a good idea of what is possible with

when referred to a dipole, in this case

and that the vertical does not, in tact,

simple, low -power installations. You

'dBd' (literally dB -dipoles should

have any significant low angle

must however, when making use of the

appear alter the quoted figures. So, you

advantages Isee Fig. 1).

charts, take care to pick the right

would see 'load' or similar in the

frequency band, and to respect the

gain parameters. Giving gain figures as

So. with your nice new vertical, you

recommended times predicted for best

'dB' has no real meaning as the

would most likely finish up with a

communication.

reference used is not given. it the

7dBd loss (Note the 'd' reference). This

reference is the theoretical isotropic

is quite a substantial loss, (less than

Professional antenna consultants, when

antenna, then the figures should be

25W from your precious 100W output

are often heard, sometimes

asked to evaluate the relative gain, for

labelled 'dBi' (literally dB -isotropic)

is actually radiated). Not only that, but

almost apologetically, to remark

loss!), of some new -tangled, and

and the gain figures are about two and

the loss would be even greater if you

'I've only got 100 watts and a dipole'.

maybe rather expensive antenna

a half d8 higher (so appearing

chose a trap -loaded vertical, to provide

But I say there's really no need to be

innovation generally use the half -wave

apparently better) than when a dipole

multi -band coverage.

ashamed of such a set-up, it may be

dipole as their main standard reference

is the reference. Tex.

better than you think it is!

antenna! Following their advice can

could be better
than you think!
Newcomers to the h.t. DX bands

Nearly all propagation forecasts are

Let me assume that your main interests

oaten save you wasting a lot of hard-

However, it seems that one or two self-

on 7MHz happened to be short to

earned cash!

appointed 'experts' have recently been

medium range contacts in daylight, if

decrying the common dipole, and have

so a dipole at quite a low height above

based upon the assumption that the
set-up is a 100W transmitter and a

Editorial Note: When the gain (or loss)

suggested that vertical antennas are a

ground might be all that is required

dipole antenna at each end of the

figures are given for an antenna. there

much better choice, because of certain

(see Fig. 21. The ground below acts a

QSO. So, the monthly charts give quite

should be a reference included. So,

very special 'low angle' advantages. As

reflector, giving useful additional gain

-Dipole 5-4/8 above earth

- Horizontal dipole -4/4 above ground

Mobile whip antenna

90
80

120

OdB = 4.18dBd

150

720

.40

-40

-20

-

60

120

OdB

5.49clad

150 7

30

180

90

e

180

-20

40

-40

-20

Relative gain ldB/
WTOBB2

Fig. 2: When a dipole is only a quarter -wave above
earth most of the radiated power goes upwards and in
this case a vertical might prove a better system.
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Fig. 3: Comparing an inverted 'Vee' antenna and a
mobile vertical antenna - showing the vertical to be
some 15dB down in effective power.
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RDEN!

tat?
for medium distance propagation. For

balance permitting of course). But for
the moment, I want to examine simple

increased gain at somewhat greater

distances, you could try putting a wire

- Inverted 'Vee' dipole

reflector, almost lying in the grass.

-Venice' dipole

and less expensive solutions. For a

start, if you are prepared to concentrate

90

below and to the rear of your existing

your efforts on some particular area of

60

120

halt -wave dipole. I have conducted a

0dB = 5 49dBd

choice, you can more or less forget the

number of interesting experiments,

lattice towers and rotating mechanisms.

with the help of HB6VW, and various

150

30

VK and ZL stations, using this laid out

I make extensive use of fixed wire

reflector technique, so I know that it is

antennas for the 14MHz band, because

quite effective. -

iii the low visual impact, and anyone
180

Intelligent Use

-20

-40

40

-20

0

with limited space (and financesl might

cr

possibly be interested in some of the

Relative gain icIBI

It you make intelligent use of vertical

things I have used with reasonable

,WT0876

polarisation. then you needn't

'uccess. It may sound rather

Fig. 4: Comparing the same inverted 'Vee' antenna and
an end -fed vertical dipole (such as shown in Fig. 8) the
vertical is still not as good a propagator.

completely write-off vertical antennas. I
feel that, in all fairness, there are one 10

two rather special cases where a

paradoxical, but the first design, a
loping antenna. I'm going to offer,

combines the gain of a dipole in the

favoured direction, with the ability 'to

vertical does make sense. Take

144MHz (or 430MHzi f.m. tor

Fig. 3 and Fig. 4L The radiation

in -the -arm'. And as a vertical is

lose' signals from unwanted directions!

example, the fixed relay stations, and

resistance will generally be little more

nondirectional in the horizontal plane,

The intention, in my particular case.

nearly all the mobiles, use vertical

than 5 - 1051, and it's obvious that the

any sudden change of course when

yy as to reduce European QRM when

polarization, so you would certainly be

only earth return is through the

backing -up into the wind, is less likely

contacting Vial. on the long -path, or

the odd man out, ii you didn't follow

capacity of the vehicle down to

to cause communication problems.

keeping 'skeds' with friends just across

their example. All the same, the more

ground!

the Atlantic Ocean.

From what I've said, I hope you will

experienced 'two metre' operators
generally switch over to a horizontally

For fixed station work on 1.8MHz,

0011 be convinced that. tor most

In the simplest torm of sloper antenna.

polarized beam antenna when it is a

most of us are more or less forced, by

purposes, we should not under -rate the

you just attach one end of your 14MHz

question of DX contacts using s.s.b. or

lack of space, to use some sort of top -

classic half -wave dipole. All the same,

dipole to a convenient chimney, and

c.w.

loaded vertical antenna. The radiation

it would be nice to have greater

slope it down towards the ground at an

efficiency will, admittedly, he very low,

directivity, so as to reduce noise and

angle of between 45 and 60' (see Fig.

For mobile work on the h.f. bands.

and the only consolation is that most

QRM coming in from unwanted

51. If you have no young children

!Radio Amateur or CB), a shortened

other band users are working with a

directions.

running around, the lower extremity

vertical whip is also just about the only

similar disadvantage.

Improved Directivity

of the ground, or be tied, with a nylon
or similar cord to the garden fence.

practical solution, although,

tan come down to within a metre or so

particularly on the lower frequency

Maritime mobile operation is probably

Sometimes we need either improved

bands such as 1.8, 3.5, or 7MHz, you

the one exceptional case where a

directivity, or gain, or both. And for this

may have to accept losses of some 10-

vertical does render very good service.

a two or three element Yagi on a 30 or

A sloper antenna system can be fitted

20dB, along with very narrow

A large expanse of salt -water 'earth'

35m tower is not to be despised. (XYL,

into a back -yard which is less than six

bandwidth and matching problems (see

most certainly gives the vertical a 'shot

neighbours, planning officer and bank

metres long, and when you get bored

11111 t-,

-Sloping dipole 45 to the ground
-Sloping dipole 60 to the ground
90'
120

150

180

0

0

Relative gain ld8)
WT0880

Fig. 5: A sloper antenna for 14MHz could be set up in
even a small garden.
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Fig. 6: Changing the slope from 40 to 60 makes only a
minimal change to the radiation pattern. (OdB = OdBd)

aki VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL CONTINUED

quarter -wave long

resonance by means
of a series capacitor.

Try to avoid letting
the wire dangle in

front of the window
of a lower floor
apartment. With a

little ingenuity it
could probably be
pulled out at an

angle with nylon

wonders. Well worth

"A sloper

and bring it to exact

a try

antenna system
can be fitted into
a back yard
which is less than
six metres long."

fishing line to a

Space permitting, you

could further improve
upon this rather

primitive example by
installing a sloping
wire reflector, pulled
out to the rear. I hope

I've given you hope

for your station with a
simple antenna
system, and I hope to

publish full details of additions and

convenient stack -pipe.

other unusual solutions in another
There are so many unknown factors

article.

that it is quite impossible to make a

computer evaluation with pretty polar

I

73 Dick Bird

diagrams but the r.i. will obviously
have to go somewhere and I see no

reason why it shouldn't work. If you
are in a really lofty tower -block the

aa

height above ground might work

Fig. 7: A 'half sloper', as shown here, is very popular in
America.
Support rope
with one particular heading, you can

America (where real estate can be

relocate the lower end to favour some

much largerl. The normal practice is to

new direction. The directivity plots,

run some 500 cable up a lattice tower

Fig. 6, show the sort of gain and

and bind the outer screen to the tower

directivity which can
be obtained with
such a simple set-up,

"For mobile work

with the lower end
only 300mm off the

on the h.f. bands

ground, and with full
allowance for wire
resistance and

a shortened

ones.

The gain of the sloper

-,.14 long (trim for lowest s.w.r.)

a quarter -wave

sloping wire which is
pulled out at around
nylon cord.
The screening of the

vertical whip is

compare these two

plots with the earlier

Coaxial inner with polythene covering

extend the inner with

40° with the aid of a

ground losses. It is

interesting to

metalwork. Then

coaxial cable that is

bonded to the top of

just about the
only practical

antenna is about half
a dB down on a

horizontal dipole

the tower, provides a

A further i,14 long section
complete with screening

return path down to
ground. It seems to
me that this

technique could

solution."

suspended at much

greater height, which

possibly be adapted
for use by Radio

Coaxial cable coiled into a 'line -choke.
Self resonant at operating frequency
heck with g.d.o.)

Amateurs who

happen to live in a

is, for most purposes, immeasurable.

multi -story tower block. There is almost

The gain is still well up on any sort of

certainly a old -water pipe in the bath-

vertical system, and you have quite

room and in most cases the bath -room

good suppression of high angle QRM

is on an outer wall. A coaxial -fed

from the rear half of the system. Which

quarter -wave could therefore be slung

just goes to show how small changes

out of the window with the earth return

can have quite dramatic effects, if you

being made to the old -water pipe.

know exactly where you are heading.

As there will be little opportunity for

The 'half-sloper' variation, as shown in

'fine tuning" it would be best to make

Fig. 7, is quite popular in North

the wire just a little more than a

38

An improved version
using a smaller coil,
resonated with a fixed
Mica capacitor across
these two points

WT08751

Coaxial cable to TX (any length)

Fig. 8: An end -fed half -wave vertical may be made
simply and easily as shown. You could even try 'sloping'
this antenna as well.
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Win yourself a copy of the new
More Out Of Thin Air.
Get writing, the next one we give
away may be yours - but without
an idea - it can never be yours.

MORE ON THE BOBTAIL AND THE T2FD ANTENNAS, AND AN OFFER FROM
MICHAEL IN THE BOOKSTORE

M

The best idea used in every issue
of Antennas in Action wins the
author a copy of More Out Of Thin

Air So get thinking and writing.
Send your ideas and
tips to: Antennas In

Action, PW
Publishing Ltd.,
Arrowsmith
Court. Station
Approach.
Broadstone,
Dorset BH18
8PVV

tex topics
Back in the January 1998 issue of

Tex Topics' (TTI, Duncan Head
G7PNE warned readers of a

Bracing plates
(one either side)

problem he had found with N -type
700

plugs f'N-Type Warning' page 45

January 1998 PM. Since then I've

Alloy tube

made a few enquiries about finding a

112mm square)

supplier of plugs that have a retaining
ridge on the centre pin, and at the
Picketts Lock show I found one.

In Ray Fautley
G3ASG's 'Antenna

Radiator

Insulating spacer
335

The supplier I found who can supply

Radiator

195

N -type plugs with retaining ridges on
the centre pins is Westlake Electronics.

62

wroasoxt

I found the plugs amongst the many

Workshop' in the

plugs, sockets and other items on offer
at the show costing E3 each (inclusive

March issue of
A-i-A, there was a

of VAT). If you cannot find Westlake at
a show post and packaging is another

75 pence. A small price to pay for

Fig. 1: A Bobtail antenna for the 430MHz band and ideal
for Novice operators as it has some gain broadside to
the antenna, improving the signals in those directions.

peace of mind.

slight problem

A Better Bobtail
Back in the January 1998 issue of TT

cable should be connected to the open

good quality N -type (or silver plated

with the

there was a design from Brian Williams

leg. The area around the feed -point

BNC) plug should be used, making

GWOGHF for a Bobtail antenna

should be weatherproofed, and if

handling easier.

illustration of the

suitable for the 44MHz hand. From

possible should be within a

Frank Cox G I OPW comes the design

weatherproof plastic box.

calculator keys to

press. On page 53
there were two

references to a key
symbol with 'Esc'

Ten Metre Bobtail

for a Bobtail antenna suitable for the

Brian Williams then sent in another

430MHz band shown in Fig. 1. Frank

For fixed station use, the coaxial cable

design, his Ten Metre Bobtail, though

wrote "many years ago I made a

should be of best quality and as short

this time for the 28MHz band, Fig. 2.

Bobtail antenna from the materials and

as possible. For portable use a short

Brian says this design is centred around

to the dimensions suggested by the late

(electrical V2) length of cable with a

28.5MHz , but the s.w.r. should be

Fred Judd G2BCX, published in PW

dated March 1986". Frank went on to
say that it proved to be a very good

9.9m

antenna, but due to its size he could

only use it mobile.
The results of Frank's experiments

on it. This should

have been the J
keystroke

resulted in the design of Fig. 1. The
elements of the feed -point line and top

2490

2440

2490

line are made from 12mm square

aluminium tubing. The two radiators
were made from 4mm diameter

studding with a length of 165mm from

Radiator
adiator

Radiator

the bottom of the top element. These

(X raised to the

elements are mounted through holes

drilled 15mm in from each end of the
place with suitable nuts.

apologies for

The spas ing between the legs of the

matching feedline should be kept
10mm apart with a suitable insulating
spacer. The feed -point should be made

Tex

WT0850a1

700mm long top element and held in

power of y). My

letting it appear.

152 -

Fig. 2: A Bobtail antenna for the 28MHz band - could be a
useful antenna with the conditions improving over the next
couple of years. (Note - not to scale).

with coaxial cable to two points some
62mm up from the 'closed' end of the
matching line. The outer of the coaxial
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TEX TOPICS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 39

"fir ion
acceptably loss over the whole of the

can save the post and packing charge of

28MHz hand. For the 'purist' he

f2.

suggests that to optimise it for the f.m.

portion at 29MHz+ then the dimensions

The partnership or William Orr W6SAI

should be reduced by some 25mm

and Stuart Cowan W2LX. has produced

overall.

many antenna books, and the one I
think is an ideal reference for Yagi

Brian says the antenna should fit in all

antenna design is the Beam Antenna

but the smallest hack yard and should,

Handbook. In this A5 sized book are

ideally, be supported on a

packed 12 chapters dealing with all

jmlypropylene catenary rope above 5m

aspects of directional beam antennas.

high, and mentions that the matching

It's not just antennas though, as the first

feeder could be made up from open

chapter deals with radiation and

wire feeder but he hasn't had time to do

propagation and how this affects your

those experiments yet.

signal.

the design Brian sent in shows that the

Next there follows four chapters on Yagi

matching feedline is made up from

antennas from hi. to v.h.l. These

3000 slotted twin and has an overall

chapters deal with the effects of element

length of 2.26m. For a 5011 feed -point

diameter and taper effecting

impedance he suggests that the coaxial

dimensions, before discussing several

cable is connected at 152mm up from

designs. There's a chapter discussing the

the closed end with the inner of the

problems associated with 'tri-band' Yagi

coaxial cable going to the side not

arrays and methods of getting multi -

connected to the centre vertical of the

band antennas to work properly.

antenna. The diagram of Fig. 2, is not
drawn to scale.

The second half of the book deals with
the principles of matching antennas to

T2FD Antenna
,ther antenna that seemed to raise

Books Mentioned this month
Beam Antenna Handbook

£8.95

Antennas and Techniques For Low -Band DXing

f15.50

Practical Wire Antennas

f8.95

Practical Antennas For Novices

£6.30

Choose any two or more, and get them post free within the
UK. Please use the Bookstore form elsewhere in this

magazine quoting the reference 'A-i-A05'.

the feedline, how to build, install and
evaluate antennas and, what test

quite a bit of correspondence when it

equipment makes installation and

was mentioned in the column was the

evaluation easier. The final chapter is a

the pen of PW columnist John Heys

effective station. Practical Antennas For

T2FD originally offered by Glenn Ross

round -up of other directional antennas

G3BDQ cover using 'simple' wire

Novices is the second book from lohn

G3MWR in the March 1997 issue. The

designs for a variety of bands. Well

antennas with your station. The seven

G3BDQ dealing with (mainly) wire

arguments as to how efficient the

illustrated throughout, this is a good

chapters in Practical Wire Antennas

antennas for the various bands that a

antenna was went back and forward for

book to have in your library.

cover the many aspects of using 'long-

Novice may use.

wire' antennas high in the air to

several issues. Now you have an

opportunity to see if the T2FD antenna

Written by John Devoldere ON4UN

works for you!

Antennas and Techniques For Low -

antennas strung underground.

There are suggested antennas for the

Band DXing covers more than just basic

If you though that a wire antenna was

Novice allocations, but the designs will

Al the Pickens Lock show John Badger

antenna structures. This book is

just a wire antenna - then you have not

work for any radio amateur whatever

of Badger Boards presented me with his

specifically aimed at those who like

had the opportunity to read John's book.

licence is held. Although these books

new T2FD centre piece with load

'winkling out' the DX on the three lower

The list includes: dipole, monopoles.

seem slim compared to the 'thumb -

resistor fitted. The centre, made from a

h.t. bands of 1.8, 3.5 and 7MHz.

Zepp, G5RV, W3EDP, Half -wave,

busters' we've become used to, they

Windom, Marconi, quad and Steeple

shouldn't be dismissed - they are good

section of heavy duty g.r.p. tube, a little

1.9, 3.5, 10, 21.28, 50 and 434MHz

under one metre long, needs only

There are 14 chapters in this (almost)

antennas and so on. The steeple

value as practical designs. Should be on

15.25m of copper wire each side to

A4 -sized book covering all aspects

antenna was the subject of a search by

everyone's shelf.

complete your own T2FD antenna. The

needed to chase the DX on these hands,

Brian Lowe VE3TJE hack in the

Badger Boards T2FD centre should cost

propagation, techniques, equipment

November 1997 issue of A-i-A.

in the region of E8 + P&P from Badger

and the use of a computer to aid to

Boards, Tel: 0121-681 4168 for more

improving your station. On the antenna

Holders of a Novice Amateur Radio

issue for the next Antennas -in -Action.

details.

side. dipoles, vertical, Yagi, and quad

licence have a restriction placed on the

But don't forget my 'Electronics -in -

and large loop antennas along with

amount of r.f. power they may generate

Action' column in next month's

Good Library

arrays of all types are discussed, each

and use. This means that any antenna

magazine.

I keep saying that I think a good library

with their own section within the book.

system in use must be efficient for an

is an absolute necessity for anyone with

This book is useful to more than people

a hobby. And Amateur Radio is no

than the name alone would suggest -

exception so, I asked Michael in our

well worth the space on the shelf.

month - so I'll see you again in the luly

That's all I have time for this session. See you all ill

the next issue of A-i-A.

Book Store to come up an month's offer
on some suitable books. Readers

For those with less real estate or simpler

ordering any two of the following books

antenna requirements, two books from

40

Sadly I've run out of space again for this

aa
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TS -870S DSP transceiver
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BNOS 100W VHF....
BNOS 5OW VHI-

£1495

OX.I 0 new mobile 111 'Inc
Cushcrall Ten 3 -element 10 meter as new
Butternut interim' -PIM) new

£411

IC -706 MkI transceiver

(6110

tiI20

IC -70 M1%1 transceiver

1:600

(550

£285

IC -726 FIF/50MHz
IC -W3 I duulhand inc dual receiver. New
12mths warranty
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YAESU
17-290R11 with amp
FT-5IR handle as new
FC- 102 antenna tuner
FRG -8800 late receiver
FT -9911 AC transceiver 12 only)
1-1-747
HF

FT -757 transceiver (mint)
FT -757 transceiver (good)
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yaesu FT-847GX
70MHz NOW AVAILABLE ON THIS MODEL FROM ML&S

Due to the enormous interest world-wide for this product,
deliveries have unfortunately been delayed. We now expect
our first volume shipment to take place during early May,
hopefully sooner.

£25 DEPOSIT

Most of the products advertised by ML&S
are available from a small C25 deposit and
if you choose to pay more you can enjoy
a reduced monthly payment.
'*LIVERY TO TOUR NM

Our next day couriers are waiting to
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yaesu

iffar-C4 Zgee E

VX-1R

requirements. Our super new Budget Plan
much easier.

£269

) 1200/9K6 Ready
) CTCSS built in

) New 'cool blue'display
) Optional external Auto ATU
) Keypad entry with !dent for blind
operators on 5
) Only a little larger than the FT -900

£50

4 ae

Fr -135170'

/62-716 Aloe Oat/
at de rteeetZoedolr
tiroatero leacka Ain),

Latest edition from
the Yaesu stable.
Ultra -compact. Dual
Band transceiver
with wide band
coverage receiver.

IC -756 finished, take a
closer look at the new IC 746. It leaves the

o

We desperately need your part exchange

right now

top prices paid. Don't let it
depreciate over another twelve months,
we'll take your current transceiver now at
an agreed CASH price and still have your
new rig on finance if you wish!

) IF Shift
) Built In Keyer

B.005-i-t- 1;5 903C

With the manufacture of
PANT EXCHANGE

50W 2m

50W 70cm

ea"(v lEOars ary-atriliry

overseas locations.

makes paying for your new purchase so

) SSB/CWTM & AM
) Built In DSP
) Tracking for satellite operation
) Full duplex crossband operation
) Voice announcement

TOW 4m

£27.84 DEPOSIT & 42

your door, anywhere in the U.K or most

Let our professional sales team tailor a
finance package to suit your individual

)

50 Watts on Two Metres & Seventy.
Centimeters
10 Watts on Four Metres

AVAILABLE

safely deliver your new purchase direct to

FUMBLE MANCE

I

100W 6m

We hope all of you that visited the ML&S stand at the recent London Show enjoyed the 'shoot out!
between the FT-847GX & the Icom IC.746. Looks like those VHF/UHF users are going one way and HF
operators are going the other... Call us and weill tell you how hundreds of Amateurs felt over the two day
"Judgement Day. If you have placed a deposit, not only will you be GUARANTEED the earliest delivery
but enjoy an additional offer, over and above the original deal. Hang in there!

( FM TEAS EXTENDED WARRANTY

ML&S was the first company to introduce
a meaningful 5 Year cover plan for your
equipment. Don't let high servicing costs
put you Mil

) 100 Watts on HF & Six Metres

100W HF

discontinued model for

.,,,,

dead' A serious HF, 6M,
2M, all at 100W Base
Transceiver including an
excellent DSP system n
that's easy to use.

watch feature

.M Aetan4
:e

icom IC -746

6447673e,

o

£1695

CASINO

If the value of your part exchange is

O

greater than the value (or deposit) of the

APF

new purchase. we'll give you hack the

II

difference, Turn the value of your old gear
into cash for the start of the year.

THG- 71E

Call any of our sales hot lines now - we're

eagerly awaiting your call everything
sorted over the phone, model, tradein,
collection, delivery and finance! Even if
you do not live locally you can still have
the peace of mind feeling when dealing
with ML&S'

C

I

9:30 6 00

C'r.PC 1,044/

and passband
Twin Pass Tuning
Optional Voice Module
111

'151.:

Capdb4.te

£2724 DEPOSIT
& 47 )1E50 p.m.

RRP £1695, offered with matching ICOM PS85 Power
Supply worth £249, FREE!
NOW AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

ML&S PRICE MATCH AVAILABLE ON THIS PRODUCT

ACCESSORIES

)

A full range of accessories for all main
equipment is always in stock or on order
with the manufacturer. You can include a

selection of filters, a power supply or

0181566 112 0

to IC.756!
100 Memories
Excellent noise blanker.

Automatic DSP for noise. floc,

Full feature, 6W Dual
band hand held (with
optional battery
pack), 200 memories
and PC link -up with
software (not inc.!

OPENING TIMES

Open 6 days a week

Built in Keyer
Auto ATU Fated

B Gen Cov receiver
B Built m spectrum scope tsitneet

The NEW Ken wood
MAL-11-KAL

HF to 2M iincl 6Mi. 100W on 2M
Ali modes on all bands PST,

Tuner in the new finance deal.

(

WIDEST CHOICE

SEWNG YOUR EQUIPMENT D

As the official U.K's largest dealer of
Yaesu, !corn, Standard & Kenwood

We're always short of good quality used

products. you'll find everything you could
ever dream of under one roof. Our friendly

spend on increasing our used stock. So if

land non pushy) sales team will be

delighted to show you around and supply
ynti with as fl'IlCh rofferr as you ran drink

gear and currently have E150.000 to

you're wanting to sell your current
transceiver for accessory) for cash we
would be pleased tio hear from you.

EASY TO REMEMBER MAIL ORDER

NUMBER: DIAL 07000 73 73 73

There is a small increase in call rate when
using the 07000 number.

N

mamminamongsmon

CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION OF NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.
TEL: 0181 - 566 1120 FAX: 0181 - 566 1207 CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 0 566
II WEB SITE: MLandS.co.uk

E-MAIL: sales@MLandS.co.uk
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NORTHFIELD
AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 9SB

ALL ITEMS ARE AVAILABLE ON THE ML&S BUDGET PLAN

ICOM ICT8E

NEW LINEAR AMP UK RANGER 811H

800W OUTPUT,
1.8 - 30MHz
(AMATEUR BANDS)

Who's first to
have a TRIPLE

BAND 2/6/70

Handle then?

Compare the quality and
build of this British made
product in comparison to
the equivalent from the
USA. You will be VERY
impressed.

Icom of course!
Enter the IC-T8E.

Read the

specification
and get your

deposit in

ANOTHER GREAT BRITISH MADE
PRODUCT.

quick'

YAESU FT41100

Ear DEPOSIT & 50 x £25 p.rn

NEW YAESU FT920AF

f21.11DEPOWi13xf21iti

AN AMATEUR
-

NEW TMG707E

fREEiM /FM BOARDS +
MD100 DESK MIC

Latest Dual Band Remote Head

Apr-

Fitted with AhVFM options me etanderd.

FREE Yearn MD -100 Disk

2/70 FM Transceiver.

Microphone - not a °heap Taiwan
roodell

RRP: £349,

isotE

n

ML PRICE E329 E21.151191811112Hau

ant I

PLAN

K11.53.11EPOSIT&141f280.m.

gia STANDARD
YAESU FROOOMP/AC
PHONE FOR TODAYS

STANDARD

Il

I0

NEW LIZatIODULE

LOWEST PR

C156

If+

PRICE BUSTER

£129.95
FM FEATURE 2M HANDIE

ug
D.,.1m
.4
mit I

STANDARD C

0

ASERROBILE

ote ,

M.I. FOR

RA

EST PM,

[GILL NOW FOR LOWEST PRICE

ICOM IC -82111

FT -847 for under £30!

ICOM IC-7750SP

Banded Handie with
Wide Band RX,
you are serious about your Two & Seventy
operating then take a close look at the

The lcom flagship, 200W HF, PSU/ATU
& DSP

IC -821H It's very good.

E1 75 CASHBA

Pi
20% PLUS OFF
TONNA PRICES!

35.1511EPOSH 53 x E75 pa

131.25 DEPOSIT & 601E351.a

KENWOOD TS -870S

antennas during spring, check out our
LOW prices on TONNA ANTENNAS!
50MH: RRP (86.95 ML C69.50

20804 4 els

20809 9 ele
20811 I Isle
20817 17ele

:0818 9 etc X

144 MHz
144 MHz
144 MHz
144 MHz
144 MHz

RAP C44 95 ML C35 95
RRP 052.95 ML (42.25
RAP 179.95 ML 063.95

432 MHz
432 MHz
432 MHz
432 MHz

RRP f61.95 ML C49.50
RRP 145.95 ML 036.75

RAP 07.95 ML C77.95
ARP f87.95 ML (69.95
The only 'war DSP H.F. Ttaneweiret.

The only triple Band 2B/70 mobile available,
20438 21 ale X

20909 9 ele
20919 19 ale

.'092121 ale

(Actually £27.82)!
Take a closer look at the
ML&S A.R. Budget Plan many of you already
have. Call the sales desk
today for any product
listed in this magazine. If
its available and
approved by my buyers
the Sales team will
quote you a monthly
repayment package
suited to you.

DON'T FORGET!!

To ease the burden of putting up new

.. nun q

The Martin Lynch & Son
A.R. "Budget Plan"
A simple solution to
spreading the cost of
buying equipment
without huge deposits
and massive monthly
payments. We can even
buy your part exchange
for CASH and you can

still walk out with a new

& 55 x

Full feature Twin

Including Airband AM

THAI

WORKS!!!

NEW ICOM 10.706Mkil1 DTP
1

IJ

I

8188 DEPOSIT & 52 x £15

nif

RRP (53.95 ML (42.95
RAP C69.95 ML (55.95

Plus selection of 23cm antennas in

102.44 DEPOSIT &

stock!!
Martin Lynch can also offer finance terms up to 60 months Deposits horn a minimum 01E25 We welcome your pail exchange against any new nor

order Call the Sales Desk today APR 199`, Payrnem protection is also available up to

anti
pa

used' product, provided its clean and in good working

months

All units are bland new and honed and offered with lull manulachuers RIB warranty All prices quoted for cash cheque or Switch'Della card No additional charges for credit cards

Martin Lynch is a licensed credit broker Full written details are available on request. Finance is sublect to status E&OE CIO p&p on all major items

You can pay off the loan
much quicker if you like
and even send a lump sum
one month if you wish.
Trade-in your old gear or
add to the minimum
deposit, reducing the
amount of monthly
repayments. You tell us
what you can afford per
month and we'll tell you
the deposit you require.

Just call for an instant

quotation!'
Budget Plan requirenrerus Full time
employement ior disabled retire& over 18 and
betas 71, Current bank account (or building
comfy. For natant finance please ensure you
have Uk drwmg !owner and cheque
guarantee credit card orEtectricity Gas BT
our cu Tent name and addreic F
subject to status APR 19 9

LY96BDX
ADrodRadiollolidagl
John Podvoiskis GONPI/LY1GI is involved in the
Baltic DX Group Meetings and during 1996 the
group visited Lithuania. In his article John

recalls the 'highs and lows' of a trip that turned
out to be a 'great radio holiday'.
The Baltic
DX

meeting
(BOX) has
become

something
of an

annual tradition
and the July
1996 one was

the fourth in

the series. Even
though we did
not spend every

waking hour at
a transmitter
and made only
3208 OSOs, we

John GONPULY1G1

pictured at home before
setting off for the Baltic
States.

did quite a lot
in those 10
days. It was
definitely a 'great radio holiday'.

The main organisers of the BDX are Willy

Vaseikis LY2PX, Lines Balsys LY2BHP
and Tadas Vysniauskas LY2BAW. I help
co-ordinate in the United Kingdom. The BOX
theme has always been to 'Enjoy radio and
to see Lithuania'.
The 1996 group comprised of Boris

"The L4 amateurs thought me were C2211 for

drooling over it"!
Rodin RW3AY and his wife Irena Dave
Reid PA/GOBZF, myself John Podvoiskis
GONPI Robin Hewes G3TDR ana Steve
Wilkins GONIF The attendees are not
always the same although some people have
returned more than once. Previous groups
44

A house full of radio' Just one of the many
transmitter set-ups to be found at LY2ZZ (see text).

have also included Americans, Germans and
Scots to name a few.
What the 1996 summer's group lost in size
it certainly gained in mobility. This helped

when crossing the country, working from two
of the 'mountains'; enjoying ORO from the
super LY2ZZ station, working from the centre
of Europe and joining the LY Hamfest. We also
found time for visits to the two main BBSs in
Lithuania, to meet local amateurs in their
OTHs and to sample the very good local
beers!
Tadas LY2BAW provided the 4 -by -4 vehicle

and the very effective mobile and static
station equipment while Linas helped with the
extra car and second mobile 144MHz rig. We
used the special call LY96BDX, when
operating together, and, under the newly
implemented CEPT regulations, LY/own call
for local working.
Practical Wireless, May 1998

You can find out more about BDX by
contacting:
UK: John GONPI ,Tel: 0161-793 5922
DL: Mike DF1ZE, Fax: 06028 996711
LY: Willy LY2PX, Fax: +370 2 221255
Week's Highlight

The highlight of the
The BDX Web site can be found at:
week was definitely the
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/
all-night stand at LY2ZZ
homepages/drcp/homepage.htm
in Siauliai. This club
station has more awards
than walls to hang them on! Each room in
the detached house is packed with radio.
The 3.5 and 21MHz desks are in one
room. The 1.8MHz desk is in the back room
together with a small workshop. The 7MHz
desk is on the landing and the 28MHz station
is in the kitchen - but at the time of our visit
was QAT.

Each opertating position has its own
linear and its own antenna. These are as
follows: two 5 -element Yagis for 21MHz, a 6 element Yagi for 14MHz, a 3 -element Yagi for
7MHz and a vertical delta loop for 1.8MHz.
They are held up by a tower farm, almost
50m high. This is some shack by any
measure!
Robin observed the closed band
situation as he took on 21MHz. But it
wasn't quiet for long, day or night.
Steve had never worked a 'pile-up'
before but after 13 hours on 7MHz had
to be peeled from the rig! "I feel really what's the name" (he said) he was

number of centres of
Europe, apparently, and
was determined by the
French Academy of
Science. We learnt
about some of the
others from contacts.

rrt

O
O
O

Cite fours

Because our base was outside Vilnius, at the
Villon Hotel, we booked a guided walk -about
tour around Old Town. Some of the
excavations behind the cathedral have
suprised even the local historians.
The city has a mixture of styles and looks,
well, European. As you move away from the
centre you see groups of concrete high-rise
housing blocks. These are convenient
supports for any antenna an

-1=1
Dave GOBZF

working the
14MHz band

during the
'super pile-up'.

Ca')

O
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O
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elated.
John battled on 1.8MHz against heavy
QRN in west Europe and finished up in
Canada by dawn. We left the 'super' pileup on 14MHz to Dave for which he was
richly thanked on air.

If you've never done this kind of
operating before, I suggest you should try it
at least once in your life. The LY2ZZ station
offers good training for beginners and good
practice for experienced operators too.
The station is looked after by Jonas
Paskauskas LY2PAJ. Most of the
equipment is (was) soviet military. Although
it's not pretty, its performance leaves many
'oriental' rigs standing. What a delight to try
something like this. The LY amateurs
thought we were crazy for drooling over it!

IT

1-1-1
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==1
amateur needs.
The Technical School station in Vilnius is
LY1BZB. Their antenna is a self -built cubical
quad rotated by a re -cycled grinding wheel
motor. The view from the roof of the 9th floor
is completely unobstructed.
The LY1BZB BBS is the only packet link
between LY and the world. Its port is on

Mobile from NUNN

14MHz.

During our stay in Lithuania we operated
from two 'mountains', Medvegalis and
Satrijos. Operation was on the 144 and
430MHz bands but with no tropo, results
were poor. On 430MHz we only made one
f.m. contact because the band is still 'empty'
in Lithuania.
These rounded hills are all less than
300m a.s.l. and smaller than the Vilnius TV
tower. The country is not as flat as Holland
but once you get above the trees, the signal
should go for miles.
Operation was from the 'centre of
continental Europe' was good fun. The actual
spot where we operated from is on a hill, off
the main road. The inscription stone has
been stolen but the signposts are still there.
We worked on the h.f. bands up to 28MHz
using the call LY96BDX/E and, in the short
time we stayed there, made over 40 contacts.
Not bad with 100W into a 2.5m vertical on
the roof!
Incidentally, the 'centre' is one of a
Practical Wireless, May 1998

The current sysop at the time was Romas
Rancys LY2BKF and he switched it off for a
while so we could work on single-sideband.

O

We managed the Falkland Isles and Alaska
amongst many South Americans. One
operator from Argentina said 'good luck in the
IP

EdellfS

...

MOO local

to

sample the verti good local I'm"!

in RIOlf

basketball' as Lithuania were playing them in
the Olympics that night!
You can't visit Vilnius and not go up the TV
tower, it's the 4th highest in the world. The
tower houses an exhibit downstairs in
memory of those who died during the coup in
1991.

OiNs and

The 'upstairs' is a
revolving restaurant
offering panoramic
views. And most
importantly, the
144MHz repeater
LY2WR is there,

Lithuania is located around K015 square and
is one of the Baltic States. It has about 1400
radio amateurs in a population of some 3.8
million.
Most of the amateur activity is on h.f. with
c.w. being the most popular mode. However,
144MHz f.m. operation is spreading quickly
with a number of repeaters. Packet radio has
limited coverage and the v.h.f. and u.h.f.
bands have their dedicated enthusiasts.

together with the

Robin G3TDR on the
'centre of Europe' (see
text).

Another city we visited was Kaunas. Leonas
Klimukas LY2AE led us along Laisves
Aleja, the pedestrian walkway through to Old
Town. Dalija, our tour guide, explained
about Kaunas's medieval
importance as a market town on the
confluence of two rivers.
Later we met some of the local
amateurs including Vytas

Mickevicius LY2PU who was sysop of the

the country (K026), where most of Lithuania's
radio amateurs were attending their radio
society's annual Hamfest. We set-up station in
a detached house on the site, which is in a
clearing in the forest near a lake. This is
actually a holiday camp belonging to the
national fertiliser company Azotas.
Antennas and supports were everywhere,
some for the 144MHz contest, some for
meteor scatter and some for listening. The
blast from the 1kW camp station on 14MHz,
LY96RMD, forced us work the other h.f. bands

144MHz.

The Technical School station, LY1BZB, is situated in
Vilnius. Robin G3TDR is pictured here busily making
contacts.

Vytas told us the Packeteers in the south
of Lithuania were attempting to get a
430MHz link to the Polish BBS SP4KTO in
Suwalki. The Packet network in LY is growing
slowly and is still inadequate for many of the
smaller centres of population. In fact,

instead. However, the chat, the beer and the
barbecue reduced our operation even more.
Anyway, we did rather nicely on 50MHz,
working around Europe and quite a few G's

next biggest BBS in LY. Its only port is on

No visit to Vilnius is
complete without a trip
up the TV tower.

Ronal Namfos[

The culmination of
BDX96 was near
Moletai, in the east of

Packet node VILN.

floo[hei Visit

Internet is now being
used by some as a
way out.

too. We were joined here by Mike Staff
DF1ZE and Hei-Jo DJ1OJ with their mobile
'shack'. They were just begining their tour of
the Baltic States (LY YL ES) opening QRA
squares.

Apart from radio and the city tours, we
visited the seaside at Palenge, a flying club
near Prienai and the wireless Museum in
Siauliai. We did so much during our 1996 visit
and had such a good time we arrived home
tired, but very satisfied.
Mapil Thdohs

The BDX96 group thank the organisers for
their energy, those who looked after us for
their patience and the people we met at
different stages in our tour of Lithuania for
their friendliness. Thanks also to all the local
amateurs with our appologies for any QRL
and ORM from us on the 144MHz calling
channel and the repeaters.
Thank you for such a good time. Best 73 to
PIN
you all.
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with youbeds
THE NEW HORA 70CM HAND
HELD TRANSCEIVER

Order Code NW36P

£89.99
(inc. VAT)

MORE PRODUCTS! MORE FUN!

UNY CM TRANscilvf

R

For the radio amateur the Hora 70cm hand-held

transceiver is just one of many specialised products
we stock.

MAPLE
,or
e complete cd

catalogue for electronics

There's over 22,000 products from modules and
kits to electronic parts and components. You can
ARCH 98

1998

NOW AVAILABLE ON CD ROM

Includes over 400 Data Sheets
Prepare your order wine
Order code 0001

AUGUST 98

order by telephone 24 hours a day or visit one of
our 48 stores nationwide. At Maplin we offer same
VoOf 460.*11:4 I OVER MO INI*FINIOLICTS

day despatch and free delivery on orders over £30

O
O

(including VAT).

0 electronics and beyond

Order your catalogue now on 01702 554000

0 pir

The catalogue costs just £3.99 plus p+p* and the
CD Rom is available at just £1.95 plus p+p*.
You can also purchase your copy from your

local Maplin store, WH Smith and John Menzies.

Over 1,000 new products
Includes over £50 worth of

t-I

O

discount vouchers
Order code CA17

hiAPLIN
ELECTRONICS

IAdd 50p for P&Pi. Orders outside the UK please send E.8.99 or 21 IRCs for Airmail in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send E16.04 or 37 IRCs fur Airmail outside Europe to:
Maplin Electronics. PO Box 777. Rayleigh. Essex. England. 5S6 8LU. Prices include VAT and are subtect to change. All items subjec to avallabillty. E4OE. WHEN ORDERING PLEASE QUOTE PRIORITY CODE
MA060

This month Geoff Pike GIOGDP describes the

first constructional stages on the prototype of
his low power handheld u.h.f. transceiver
project.
his time I'm describing the
first part of the construction
stages of the u.h.f. project,
right up to receiver
alignment. Part 3 will deal
with the final construction
and transmitter alignment.

From the photographs you'll realise
that for my prototype all the circuit
boards were housed in a hand-held
case. The case for a hand-held will
need to be made-up and will probably
involve quite a bit of work....if it's the
first time that you have made a case
for yourself.
However, it may well suit the
individual constructor to build the
project into a larger 'desktop' type of
case. These are often available from
components catalogues. Or you can
make one for yourself!
All the p.c.b.s I used in the prototype
are made from glass fibre backed
material. The transmitter and receiver
are both made from double -sided p.c.b.
material as a ground plane is mandatory
for reliable and repeatable u.h.f.
operation.
Home construction of the p.c.b.s is
possible and quite straightforward
using only a 'Dalo' etch -resist pen and
some i.c. pad transfers. Holes can be
either 0.8mm or 1mm and the isolated
areas on the ground planes can be made
with a 3mm drill.
The p.c.b.s for this project will not be

available from the PW PCB Service.

However, further information on the
p.c.b.s and the project will be available
from me at the address shown at the end
of the article.
To help you build your version of the
transceiver, all the sub -units and
assemblies have been photographed. This
approach provides enough information to
48

be used in conjunction with the circuit
diagrams already published (*see note
below) to build your transceiver.
The photograph, Fig. 1, shows the
prototype transceiver out of its casing and
partially dismantled to show the sub -units.
*Note: An 'errors & up -dates' on the
transceiver circuitry will be published with
the final part of this project. Editor.
Case Derails

The actual casing you decide on is your
choice of course, but I'll describe my own
version to provide some guidance so you
can make your own. In practice mine was
made up from a single piece of 22g
aluminium sheet measuring 300 x 200mm.
The sheet was then cut into two pieces
and then folded between two wooden
blocks. I then made the tops and bottoms
from 18g aluminium sheet and some
lengths of 6 x 6mm aluminium angle.
Receiver k Decoder Boards

In the prototype, both the receiver and
n.b.f.m. decoder boards bolt through onto
the back case using counter -sunk screws. It
should be possible to achieve a flush back
when finished.
In my version the tone burst/audio
amplifier board, Fig. 2 (above board), Fig.
3 (track side) needed a brass strip soldered
to the LM380 end to act as both a heatsink
and a mounting point (this is not shown in
the photograph but the point where it is
soldered to, is indicated). This also doubles
as the top of the battery compartment. (The
track side was suitably insulated from the
batteries with a strip of p.t.f.e. or
polythene).
The remaining boards are fitted on the
case sides. This does however, cause a few
problems in mounting them, but I'll
described how to overcome the difficulties
in Part 3.
Board loterconoechoos

Now let's look at the required board
interconnections to help you decide on
your own transceiver. And before you start I
suggest you look at the relevant diagrams
and photographs and decide the positions
Practical Wireless, May 1998
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and runs of coaxial cable, which will of
course depend on your choice of case and

Fig. 1: The prototype
43uutit transceiver partially dismantled to illustrate th
multi board approach adopted by the author (see text).

lay -out.

For the a.f. connections I recommend
you use audio coaxial cable with on -board
connections. This is to avoid earth loop
problems
The power supply connections focus on
the change -over relay with the 'common'
being fed with battery and +ve from the

On/Off switch. The Normally Closed

(NC) connection feeds the receiver side

and the Normally Open (NO) side feeds
the transmitter. (This may be a convenient
point to mount the supply line decoupler
between battery +ve and ground (1000uF
@ 16V).
ihe Illighmeot

Fig. 2: The audio output and tone burst board from component side.

Time to look at the alignment now, and I
think it's probably best to do the receiver
first. I'm sure this will be the first part you
tackle and I recommend this approach
because at the end of the process you
should be able to hear something!
Initially, you should check for a 12V
supply and a regulated 8V to the oscillator.
Initial current consumption will be in the
order of 20mA, rising to about 45mA
when a suitable crystal is fitted into the
socket.

Preset inductor L104 so that the slug is
about 3mm into the former. The oscillator
should start. However, if it doesn't start
you should then add about 2.7pF across
C140 until reliable starting is achieved.
(The upper limit to this slugging capacitor
is about 4.7pF, any bigger and the amount
of feedback will become excessive and the
crystal stability will be compromised).
Next, you should adjust L104 for the
appropriate frequency and if possible
measure the output at the end of the 3dB
pad. It should be in excess of 10dBm (but
do not peak L104 to achieve this level).
You should now optimise L104 for

frequency and not drive level. This is
because there is plenty of drive to excite
Tr105.

Now set L105's core flush with former
and C148 almost fully unmeshed. With a
good frequency meter you can read the
final frequency. However, don't be
surprised if only a 'times four' crystal
Practical Wireless, May 1998

track side.
,y aro'
Fig. 3: Audio output
.ist board
The combined fixing tag and heatsink is normally attached, but is removed for
photographic purposes (see text).

frequency is read instead of a 'times six'.
Final adjustment can he done when receiving a signal. At thus
stage the receiver board will draw about 45-60mA from a 12V
NiCad supply.
With the local oscillator working satisfactorily, you should then
preset C101 to about 35% meshed and both the helical and i.f.
'cans' may left as they are. With a voltmeter, check for a 5V drop
across R102, 105 (i.e. about 5mA collector current). Incidentally: the
quadrature coil (T101) will probably be close to the desired setting.
Next, using an analogue voltmeter on pin 10 of IC101 you
should check for about 3.5 to 4V. Adjust T101 as necessary.
Final adjustment for best sound quality can be done when
you're receiving a signal. Then you should verify the frequency
using a digital frequency meter that XL10 is 10.245 or 11.155MHz as
required.
Finally, set the squelch control so that it is close to opening
49

iv. 4. Race,

iocal osuillatoi and htst mixer buaid.

Fig. 7: The underside (copper track) of the receiver
second i.f. board shown.

(about 0.66V on the wiper of R115). If
another transmitter is available, then set it to
the appropriate frequency and connect a
scope to pin 18 of IC101 and peak C101,
helical, and T102 for maximum signal.
Arrange to keep the signal at this point
below about 50mV to avoid overloading and
to make it easier to see a peak. This
completes the alignment and it should now
be producing a good signal.
Nex[Iime

Fig. 5: The copper track side of receiver local oscillator and first mixer board.

Next time, in Part 3 I'll be describing the final
construction stages and transmitter
alignment. But in the meantime if you need
advice and further information on the project
- you're welcome to contact me.
The GDP -430 is a versatile little project and
I have no doubt that other vesrons produced
will take into account what you need out of
the rig. So, it will be interesting indeed to see
what 'variations on a theme' occur!
You can write to me at the address shown
here, and I'll be delighted to help you.

However, I'm not available on the

telephone and would appreciate if you
could supply a large s.a.e. (with 50p stamp)
so I can enclose extra information and updates on the project.
Write to: Geoff Pike GIOGDP, 2 Windslow

Drive, Carrickfergus, County Antrim,
Northern Ireland BT38 9BB.

I look forward to helping you on the air with
your very own GDP -430 transceiver!
PW

Please accept my apologies for the delay in
presenting the final parts of this project.
The delays have been unavoidable but with
the assistance of the author we're now able
to publish the final instalments of the
project. My thanks go Geoff Pike GIOGDP
for his help and his kind offer to assist
readers wishing to build this interesting

transceiver. Rob Mannion G3XFD,
Fig. 6: Receiver second i.f. board from component side.
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HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
MAIL ORDER: 0181.951 5781/2

London showroom 8 Mail Order

W. Midlands showroom

132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7E1.

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.
Tel: 01384 481681
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5*ESat 9.30-2pm

r

Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

IC -746

YUPITERU

Due to a massive

MVT-7100EU

bulk purchase we

The UKs best selling handheld scanner.

1

can sell a limited
number of 1C -146's at wholesale price.

FT-1000MP (AC)

HF transceiver

FT-1000MP (DC)

HF transceiver

FT -920

With free FM unit 8

OUR PRICE

£1799.95
£1699.95

AM filter

Flagship HF transceiver

1C-146

HF + 6 + 2m transceiver

1C-706 Mk11

HF + 6 + 2m transceiver with

FT -50R

£1199.95
£599.00
Bose speaker
£139.00
£109.00
Base microphone
2m all mode mobile
£399.95
2m + 10cm mobile
£399.95
2m + 70cm handheld
£239.00

IC -775

HF transceiver

VX-1R

Miniature 2m + 70cm

FT -840
SP -8

MD-100A8X
FT -290R

FT -8100R

£215.00

handheld

free DSP unit

£Phone

£1395.00
£895.00
£749.00

1C-706

HF + 6 + 2m transceiver

IC -821

2m + 10cm base (all model£1299.00

1C-207

Dualband mobile

AT -180

Auto ATU

SP -21

Bose station loudspeaker

SM-20

Base microphone

detachable head. Fitted with

MVT-9000

Handheld scanner

IC -R 1 0

Handheld scanner

AR 8000

Handheld scanner

DJX-10

Handheld scanner

AX -400

Miniature scanner

Soft case far AR -8000

Soft case for 7100/9000
UK Scan Directory 6th edition

TM -VIE

2m + 70cm mobile

TH-G11

2m/70cm hand-held

TH-235E

2m handheld

HS -5

Deluxe headphones

HS -6

Small headphones

LF-30A

HM( -3
EMC -1

WR-2

Low pass filter
Box headset

Clip mic-earphone

Waterproof bag

£Phone

FRG -100
Award winning

transceiver (all mode).

communications receiver covers 50Hz-30MHz (all
mode).

SPECIAL OFFER

HF transceiver

£319.95
£259.00
£295.00
£299.00
£225.00
£17.95
£19.99
£18.50
£249.00
£695.00
£1299.00

YAESU

ONLY

TS -570D

antenna. ONLY

£295.00 BC-9000XLT Base scanner
£319.95 AR -3000A Base scanner
£65.00 AR -5000
Base scanner
£120.00 IC8500
Base scanner

CTCSS.

HF transceiver

Include nicads, charger, DC lead +

100W HF + 6m

New dualsband mobile with

TS -8705

Covers 0.1-1650MHz (all mode).

DX -70TH

ri:13TM -G707

VISA

£1699.00
£1099.95
£495.00
£239.95
£149.95
£52.95
£35.95
£45.95
£52.95
£24.95
£13.95

DX -70TH

HF + 6m (high power)

DR -MOO

6m mobile (20W)

DR -605

Dualband mobile

DR -430

70cm mobile

DR -140

2m mobile (50W)

D.1-65

2m + 70cm handheld

D1-190

2m handheld

DJ -S41

70cm handheld

DJ -S11

2m handheld

DJ -C1

2m handheld

D.1 -C4

70cm handheld

£659.00
£219.95
£299.95
£225.00
£215.00
£229.00
£129.95
£95.00
£85.00
£129.00
£129.95

OUR PRICE

£695.00

AR 7030

Communications receiver

PCR-1000

PC controlled communications
receiver

£299.95

HF-3

Communications receiver

£159.00

HF-3M

As above plus WEFAX decoder £199.00

SW -100E

Sony S/W portable

£149.95

SW -55E

Sony S/W portable

£235.00

R-861

Portable

£169.00

RC -828

S/W portable + cassette

+ RDS

£199.95

YAESU

ICOM

ICOM

ALINCO

FT -920

IC -756

IC -T8

DJ -G5

Triple -band handheld.

HF + 6m transceiver.

The ultimate HF + 6m transceiver on the market.

FREE FM unit + AM filter.

6

2, 70cm.
ONLY

Dualband handheld. The

only true dualbander
available at this price.
ONLY

ONLY

SALE PRICE
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HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS
MAIL ORDER: 0181.951 5781/2

London showroom & Mail Order

W. Midlands showroom

132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL.

Unit 1, Canal View Ind. Est., Brierley Hill, W. Mids.
Tel: 01384 481681
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5pm. Sat 9.30-2pm

Tel: 0181-951 5781/2. Fax: 0181-951 5782
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tRIBAND MOBILE

N
P&P £8.50
TSB -3301 GF

144/70,6.5/9dB (3m)

£69.95

TSB -3302 GF

144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m)

TSB -3303 GF

144/70. 3/6dB (1.1m)

£54.95
£39.95

TSB -3315 GF

144/70, 8.5/11dB (5.4m)

TSB -3608 GF

50/144/70, 2.15/6.2/8.44 gain

£149.95
£79.95

Q-TEK INTREPID - Half waves

ISM -1612
8.4dB. P1259 lilting. 2.1m max length. Superb quality.

TSA-6003

Duplexer (Coax) 2/70 (Pl/259's)

CFX-514

Triplexer (6/2/70) (Coax)

£56.95

TP.20
TP-17

D -308B BLACK DELUXE DESK MIC
(with up/down). Super quality. (Supplied with

MOBILE ANTENNAS f6.50 delivery
TSM-1612

6/2/70 (2.15/6/8.4dB) 2.1M

DB-7900
DB-770M
DB-1304

144/70 rms. (5/7.6dB) 1.5m
144/70 cms, (3/5.5dB) 1m

DB-81.2E

144MHz

144/70 cms, (2.15 /3. 8d13) .41 cms

DB-285

rths 4.5dB (1 8m)
144MHz, ohs, 3.4dB (I.3m)

PL -6M

50MHz

wave (lm)

ACCESSORIES POP £250

Yaesu lead)

£54.95
£29.99
£24.95
£19.95
£29.95

OPTIONAL LEADS (P&P

£1 5.95

£16.95

H/Duty Mog Mat + Coax

Top Quality £24.95

MT -3302

11/Duty Hatch/Trunk Mnt

Top Quality £24.9

CF-BPF2

2m band pass filter

0-Tek

6m band pass filter

£49.95
£42.95

P&P £5.00

1.50)

A-08

8 pin "Alinco" round

K-08

8 pin "Kenwood" round

1-08

8 pin "Isom"' round

AM 08

Modular phone "Alinco"

£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95

Modular phone "Yaesu"

YM 08

on the fodowing

MT -1301

2m

Sete (boom 4579d6d)

2m

70cm

7e(e (boom 60711dd)
12ele (boom 126713.8dd)
lele (boom 2871 1 did)

70cm

12ele (boom 46713.6c113d)

2m

0-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 70cm
2m
2m
2m
2m
2m
4m
4m
6m
6m

70cm
70cm

£36.95
Bele (boom 125711(16(11
£46.95
11 ele (boom 186712.7dBd)
£65.95
Sete crossed (boom 64"/9dBd)
£69.95
Bele crossed (boom 1 26711 dBd) £85.95
3ele (boom 45"/ldBd)
£39.95
5ele (boom 128"/9dBd)
£59.95
3ele (boom 12"/7dBd)
£49.95
5ele (boom 142"/9dBd)
£69.95
13e(e (boom 16712dBd)
£36.95
13ele crossed (boom 83712dlid) £55.95
Sele (boom 63"/9dBd)

70cm

HB9CV (boom 12")

2mtr

H139(1( (boom 20")

4mtr

MO/ (boom 22.5")

6mtr

HB9CV (boom 32.5")

10mtr

HIND (boom 52")

£16.95
£19.95
£29.95
£36.95
£65.95

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
80m whip (approx 1.5m long)

P1.40

40m whip (approx 1.5m long)

P1.20

20m whip (approx 1.5m long)

P1. -6m

6m whip (approx 1.2m long)

£21.95
£19.95
£19.95
£16.95

f319.95

R-5 20.10m vertical

£229.95
£319.95
£149.95

A -3s 14,21,28MHz 3ele beam

AVS 80.10m vertical

TELESCOPIC MASTS

:.

5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 2 -" in diameter

Iand finishing with a top section of 1 ii" diameter we
supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for
locking the sections when erected. The closed height of

& VHF/UHF Was via optional interface.

the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre version
at 10 feet. All sections ore extruded aluminium tube

et

with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

-4--,---j2--',0''

Alinco/Yaesu/Standard/ADI/Icom hand helds)

1. 8 mtrs
Free standi

Optional leads (P&P C1.50).

F-3035

8 pin "Standard" round

F -303Y

8 pin "Yaesu" round

F -303K

8 pin "Kenwood" round

F-3031

8 pin "Nom" round

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95

F-303YP

Modular "Yaesu" phone

£1 6.95

F-303KP

Modular "Kenwood" phone

£16.95

F-303IP

Modular "Icom" phone

£1 6.95

4m

length 92" (50239)

6m

2m

length 126" (50239)
length 52" (50239)

70cm

length 26" (N -type)

52

£39.95
£49.95
£25.95
£20.95

12 mtrs

Carnage s /0 00

.

tri... for the above masts £84.95 P&P c 10

GUY WIRE KITS P&P
£22.95
£25.95

Standard kits (complete with wire)
Heavy duty kits (complete with wire)

MAST HEAD PULLEY Easy to fit pulley with mast clamp

£7.50 P&P £1.50

(up to 2").

SECTIONAL MASTS Carriage £8.50
4 x 5 foot aluminium sections each swaged at one end.

DELUXE G5RV Multi -stranded plastic coated
heavy duty antenna wire. All parts
galvanised fittings. Full size

Full size

10Th

Half size

Sift

dia

£36.95
£45.95

WALL BRACKETS + MAST BASE PLATES

(orrioge £6 00

£24.00 P&P £6
£21.00 P&P C6

size G5RV and convert it to a full size.

(New length only 69 feet total).

£29.95 -

T dia

NEW 0-TEK INDUCTORS 80mtr inductors.
Add them to your

dia

102ft.

Only
Half size 5111 Only

E1 9.95

1 14" dia

reusable. Stainless steel and

2"

Mast base plate

6"

Stand off

9"

Stand off

12"

T&K Brackets

18"

T&K Brackets

24"

T&K Brackets

£12.00 P&P£56"

£6.95 P&P £5
£8.95 P&P £5
£12.00 P&P £8
£18.00 P&P £8
£20.00 P&P £8

NEW 0-TEK WINCHES
A range of fully galvanized all steel

P&P [2

construction winches with safety ratchet
(SEND SAE FOR SPE( An)

COPPER ANTENNA WIRE (A""mtuolls)
Enamelled

Hard drawn
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC)

END FED HALF WAVES Ground plane free

£49.95 P&P (6
£49.95 P&P £6
£49.95 P&P £6
£49.95 P&P 46
£49.95 P&P (6

R.7000 40-10m vertical

Easy to mount HF mobile whips ready to go with P1.259 fitting.
P1-80

£49.95 P&P C6

CUSHCRAFT

A high quality headset that will fit hand portable - most HF

STANDARD G5RV

0-TEK HB9-CV

£59.95 P&P (6

offer a 8 metre end a 12 metre version. Each mast is

Supplied with two pin molded plug -will (ii

£36.95
£45.95
£69.95
£24.95
£44.95

TP-12

U-120 headset

P&P 0.50
0-TEK ZL SPECIALS

IP-15
TP.10

8 pin pre -wired

£69.95 P&P C6

80m version (40.7m)
40m version (20.3m) .......
30m version (14.25m)
20m version (10.1m)
17m version (7.8m)
15. version (6.7m)
12m version (5 9m)...._
10m version (5m)

TP-80

IP-30

P&P £6.50

£24.95
£19.95

Duplexer (+Coax) 2/70 (N/N259)

(1kW).
TP-40

ACCESSORIES P&P f 2.00 on the following
TSA-6001N

HF single band end fed wire antenna - "requires no ATU".

New tri-band mobile covers 6, 2, 70cm. Gain 2.15, 6,

Extra H/duty (Clear coated)

Flexweave (H/duty)
Flexweave H/duty (20 mtrs)
Flexweave (PVC coated 20 mtrs)

£9.95 P&P £5
£12.00 P&P £5
£8.95 P&P £5
£20.00 P&P £5
£30.00 P&P £5
£12.00 P&P £5
16.00 P&P £5

STANDARD WINCHES
(DIRECT PULL) P&P Ea
0W-400

40018

£21

OW 800

800113

£27

OW 1000

10001.11

£31

OW -1200

120018

OW -1400

140018

£36
£45

BRAKE WINCHES AVAILABLE
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AS A PREMIER INDEPENDENT UK AMATEUR RADIO DEALER,
the secret of our success lies in our massive buying power which has given us the best possible
deals from the manufacturers. These we then pass on to you, the customer. Even though we have
two shops we have always kept our overheads to the minimum enabling us to give our customers
the lowest UK price. We pride ourselves on our first class advice, sales and service. If you are
one of the hundreds of existing customers that already deal with us then you'll already know this.
If you are not, then why not give us a call and find out for yourself.
NISSEI METERS

HANDHELD ACCESSORIES

NISSEI
METERS
RS -102

1 8 150MHz (200W) .......

RS -402

125 525MHz 1200W).

RS -101

1.8 60MHz (3kW)

£59.95 p&p £5
£79.95 p&p £5
£99.95 p&p £5

8 525MHz (200W)

I

RS -40

144/430MHz Parket PVIR/SWR

£34.95 p&p £1
£39.95 p&p £1

Meter (60W) (50239)
As above with N type

RS -40N

Nissei EP -300T

Award winning miniature portable SW

Kenwood Alinco Yaesu or Um

receiver. Its performance is brilliant for

P&Pil Emgm

* PL -259 fitting

16.99

P&P

its size. The best shortwave receiver for

under £250.

This far/Mir comes with on "over the ear" mimeo as EP -300

E1 6.9 5

MS -107 FIST MICROPHONE

RRP. P41:1 SALE PRICE

SONY SW -55E

DB-770H

T-2602

Superb quality portable SW receiver with

1 High gain 2m 10(m

2m/70cm/23cm

DL -60 * Dummy load * DC 500MHz * 60W max

SONY SW -100E

Over the ear earpiece with lopel mic & PTT. Fits

p&p £5

RS -502

S114 PORTABLES

(2/3/5.5dB) flexible

telescopic antenna with

antenna with wideband

wideband receive

receive (14" long BNO.

125 presets. 100Hz step tuning for
shortwave. Includes compact antenna,
stereo headphones and carry case. RRP S.24915.

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

SALE PRICE

NOW IN STOCK

P&P fl

ROBERTS

GARMIN
GPS-III

NB -30W 2M FM handheld

Latest UK version complete with

SW ip). Turn your handheld into a

moving map of UK & Europe.

mobile for under £50

R-861
Portable SW receiver with SSB

amplifier 2-5W input. 30W output (for

Sktl.

and RDS RRP 1.14995

OUR PRICE

P&P £2

RRP

-------- ROBERTS RC -828
Portable all mode SW receiver with

111POLICE STYLE

built-in cassette recorder.

HOLSTER HHC-2

P-2512 'M'

NM

OUR PRICE

Matches all hand helds. Can be worn on the belt
or attached to the quick release body holster.

25-30 amp power

+P&P £1

supply with variable volts (3-15)
Dual meters (Volts + amps). The

Waterproof case for handheld

CO 0.0 0 P&P fl

UKs best selling power supply.

NEW MODEL

....-_

Most of our competitors ore
CE

RRPS.9441-. OUR PRICE

raved

A

EP -300

we-- "

selling the 20A versions for the same price.

P 1012

12 amp PSU

£4 9.9 5

PS 200

Portable PSU

£46.95

\ f'ilt

TECHTOYZ

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

MICRO COUNTER

+ P&P £1

Oproelectronics are ready to pioneer the

market by proudly introducing the latest in
technology for frequency counter, the

QS -200

VECTRONICS

Mounts on the air vent grille on a car

1.4

dashboard to allow easy and safe

VC-300DLP

P&P

SPECIAL OFFER

MF1-949

£1 39.9 5

Special offer

SGC-230

4p41#

Superb MU will work with any HE
transceiver. £344.
SALE

ToDI

MFJ-259
HE digital SWR analyser + 1.8 170MHz

OS -300

in the world with a frequency coverage of 10MHz 2GHz
The AA alkaline battery which powers the counter acts as

operation of most hondhelds.

UK's most popular 300W ATU with built-in dummy load

Techtoyz Micro counter. It is the smallest frequency counter

the antenna, so no external antenna is needed.

i2

INTRO PRICE
£1 9.9 5

Deskstand

OPTO SCOUT 3.1-Mk2

05-300

Latest mini frequency finder from

A fully adjustable desk top stand for use

Optoelectronics. It will capture and memorise

'`-. with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly (FAIL

up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled

with BNC & S0239 connectors

directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with ant,

OUR PRICE

P&P £2

nicads and fast charger. RRP549/
SALE PRICE

counter/resistance meter.
RRP

£6.95

Optional antenna

INC-100

P&P £5

Next working day delivery £10
Practical Wireless, May 1998

COAX SWITCHES (P&P i2
CX-401
4 way ISO 239)
£49.95
CX-401 'N' 4 way (N TYPE)
£54.95
£18.95
CX-201
2 way (SO 239)
CX-201 'N' 2 way IN type)
£24.95

sot

Opto Cub

Our price £99.95

Opto Xplorer

Our price a 9 5.9 5

Opto Lynx

Our price £1 29.9 5

Micro DTMF decoder

Our price £89.95
Our pirce £295.95

R 11 Interceptor
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58 High Street
Newport Pagnell
Bucks MK16 8A0.

Phone: (01908) 610625 (Photo Acoustics Ltd)
FAX: (01908) 216373
E -Mail:- photoacous@aol.com

CLOSED

THURSDAYS

Alinco (New low prices) ICOM'S LATEST MID -PRICE TRANSCEIVER
From 1.8-50MHz

The IC -746 is Icom's latest HF/ VHF transceiver, providing wideband coverage: HF to
50MHz through to 144MHz. Superior design. VHF base station capabilities. DSP and
100 watt RF output will make this THE transceiver to own in '98.

£1695.00

1.8MHz-144MHz multimode coverage
100W output for all HF. 50MHz and

--

144MHz bands

Alinco DX -70T with CTCSS). 100W HF. 10W
6m, all mode.

£695.00

14 195 146

DSP fitted as standard
Continually adjustable noise reduction
Auto notch filter
Selectable APF with 3 passband

ONO WOW O

72-

0

widths
Twin PBT capability, first in a mid -range

Alinco DX -70TH, 100W HF. 100W 6m, all
mor!(-

L775.00
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a 25 amp PSU
with every Alinco DX -70T arid DX -70TH sold,

Carriage £15.00.

IC -706 Mkll

MO ow ow ow

SPECIAL OFFER: 'Ae :oil give you FREE a 25 amp PSU

radio

when you purchase a NEW IC -746. Carriage £15.00.
Large, easy -to -read function display
Auto antenna tuner with preset memories

Compact dimensions 287 x 120 x 317mm Memo pad with 10 channels
Tone squelch standard with 50 tone frequencies Ample CW functions with 4 -channel
memory keyer 12.5kHz FM narrow capability Quick split, ideal for DX'ers
3 different antenna connections step pre -amp (single for 144MHz)
Optional UT -102 voice synthesize'

ICOM IC-T8E

Tri-band handheld 2/6/70.
NEW.
Triple band 2/6/70

SG -230 Smartuner®

Wide band Rx
WBFM for FM broadcast RX up to

Antenna Coupler ssa, AM, N, & DATA

(SG -230 special offer
100W HF + 6m, 20W 2m

PA price £1095.00 (PRICE MATCH)
SPECIAL OFFER: We will gi%.e you FREE 25 ante PSL,
when you purchase a NEW P. - r)6MkIl.

Carriage £15.00.

YAESU FT -920 HF Transceiver

automatic

antenna

SW output!

£299.00)

Can Ilu.Uu
You can't buy a smarter tuner than this.
coupler

so

Splash resistant
CTCSS as standard
Switchable TX narrow FM
i12.5kHzl for 2M band

An

intelligent

123 memories

it

Very compact - smaller than most

precisely tunes any length antenna - 8 to 80ft -

gle benders

in the HF band.
The

Smartuner'

automatically evaluates

and

switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance
combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations

in a `pi" network. The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect
match

for

your

transceiver.

And

the

most

intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning
values.

and will automatically reselect

values -

in

RRP £349.00 (PRICE MATCH)
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a

2m/70cm Micro Mag Antenna when you purchase
a NEW Icom IC THE Carriage £10 00

YAESU VX1.-R
Latest edition from the Yaesu
stable. Ultra -compact. dual
band transceiver with wide
band coverage receiver.

those

less than 10ms, each time you

transmit on that frequency.
The SG -230 Smartuner'. Buy Smart.

The new FT -920 has been released and offers some
great features at a great price. 1.8MHz to 54MHz plus
wideband receive, 33MPS digital signal processor,
digital IF shift, auto notch filter, dual VFOs, 100
memories. band stacking VFO system, break-in CW
with electronic keyer, TNC interfacing. digital voice
recorder. 13 RV DC operation.

Limited period only £1399.00
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a 25 amp PSU
when you purchase a NEW sratr,u FT -920.

Carriage 115_00

P -2512M

MI El

£89.95

25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (3-15). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
over voltage protected.

:arr.f.10 SAVE £10

(PRICE MATCH)

500mW output on 2/70
Lithium Ion battery
5-1300MHz receive
6 character alpha -numeric display
Built-in CTCSS function

Dual watch feature
AM airband RX
Size: H81xW47xD25mm
Weight: 125g with antenna &

batter!, RRP £269.00
SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a

YAESU FT -847

2m/70cm Micro Mag Antenna when you purchase
a NEW Yaesu VX1-R. Carnage £10.00.

!--4TURES:-

100W on HF and six meters
50W on 2m and 70cm
SSB/CW/FM and AM
Built-in DSP
Full duplex crossband operation
Voice announcement
Built-in keyer
CTCSS built-in

£1695.00

SPECIAL OFFER: We will give you FREE a 25 amp PSU when you
purchase a NEW Yaesu FT -847. Carriage £15.00.

100W HF
100W 6m
50W 2m
50W 70cm

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, (Thursday Closed) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally desoatched within 24 hours. Please allow] banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of gang to press - E&OE
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This month the
Rev. George

Cdff11111O

on the

Dobbs G311,1V

takes a look at
one of his 'pet'
subjects
matching
transmitter
outputs into the
antenna, building

Practical

a I match, 'flying
the flag' for open
wire feeder and
of course

launches off with
his usual
appropriate
quote!

any years ago when 1 first
attempted to release an Amateur
Radio signal on the unsuspecting

M

world, my transmitter used
valves. (How things have
changed!).

rr

.

.1101 SOCI1S 1101

48

110

mortal blisses,

Ng feeds op the dk000d hisses"

My valved power amplifier (p.a.) was
connected to the outside world from a link on
the anode -loading coil. The end -fed antenna
was moved up and down this variable tapping
to light a small bulb in series with the wire. It
seemed to work and I had many happy contacts
on the lower short-wave bands.
As time moved on I was introduced to
transistor p.a. stages with their low impedance
output and to the use of 5052 coaxial feeder. But
by the time I was actively building QRP
transmitters 'the tail was wagging the dog' and
5052 was king!

The power amplifier outputs were not at 5012
and most antennas did not have a 5052

impedance. But 50i2 was the approved

impedance for the transfer of radio
frequency (r.f.) power
If it wouldn't go through a length of coaxial
cable, an r.f. signal was of no use to the average
radio amateur.
[wsoasi j

500
iron" TX

Balanced Feeders
Balanced feeder line is two parallel wires spaced
somewhere between 25 and 50mm apart. (It can
be bought but it is more commonly home-made).
I normally use pvc covered multistrand wire:
two lengths held apart by insulated spacers. My
spacers have been all kinds of things and plastic
plant labels work very well! And for the last 20
years the only consistent antenna at G3RJV has
been a doublet made from two 20m lengths of
wire fed with a parallel feeder lines.
So, what about those transmitters which have
been adjusted to supply 5052 coaxial cable? To
find out the answer....read on!
The T Match Tuner, in Fig. 1, is still usable but
it requires a balanced output. This may be
achieved by adding a balun transformer. An
interesting little word, it means BALanced to
UNbalanced transformer. For this application a
4:1 ratio balun is required. This is shown in Fig. 2.
The transformer is bi-filar wound. Bi-filiar
winding is simple; it just means two windings
side -by -side on one core (a ferrite rod). The
technique is to lightly twist two wires together
(about eight twists per 25mm) and wind them on
the core as one winding.
To make the balun take some pvc covered
'bell wire' and twist two lengths together until
they form a 'single' wire. Then wind eight turns
on the ferrite rod. Bind the wires to the rod with
pvc or amalgamating tape. (The rod can be
reduced in size to fit the winding - a saw cut,
followed by a sharp tap will break the rod).
The windings must be connected as shown.
The dot on the drawing represents the beginning
of each winding. It's easy to use an ohmmeter to
check the beginning and end of each wire or you
may like different coloured wires.
In effect the balanced feeder is connected
between the beginning of one winding and the
ending of the other. The windings are in series
and the 5052 input is connected to the junction of
the two windings. Just connect the 5052 end of
the balun to the antenna output of the tuner and
the 'balanced 3 end' to the balanced feeder line.

{wsae92J
50 to
an0tenna

3000 inorronait
balanced output

50L2

Fig. 1: The 'T' match (see text).
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The usual approach was to adjust the output
of the power amplifier to represent 5052
impedance, then to configure the antenna to
accept a feeder impedance of 5051. This is fine in
the case of a half -wave dipole for a specific
frequency but most other antennas require a
matching network.
The diagram Fig. 1 shows the 'T' Match
Antenna Tuning Unit commonly used for
matching a transmitter to an antenna. The values
shown here will work for any amateur bands in
the range 1.8 to 30MHz feeding into a whole
variety of antennas. The 22pH inductor can be a
variable coil of the 'roller coaster' type or a coil
with taps along its length to select sections of the
winding.

Fig. 2: Circuit for the four.
to -one (4:1) balun (see text/

Balanced Tuner
The diagram in Fig. 3, shows an Antenna Tuner
designed for balanced feeder lines. The
transmitter is link coupled into the centre of a
coil, which is tuned against ground. The feeder
lines are tapped along the coil until a good match
is obtained.
In practice L1, L2 and L3 is really one coil with
a centre portion used for the coupling with a link
over this section to join L1 and L3. But be
55

-4
c_rD
CoMudimMes

Input
s0.7511
:,771 TX

3.5-10MH,

'see tell

no text

Fig 3: Circuit for a 'balanced' tuner

Fig. 4: Circuit for a 'balanced' a.t.u.
originally published in the RSGB's
Amateur Radio Circuits book, published

(se text).

in 1964 (see text).

warned - it is not an easy project to build.
I have tried several using the Barker &
Williamson (B&W) airwound coil stock sold in

the USA. They all worked well but were a

nightmare to tune for the first time
Once the matches have been achieved for
each band they can be marked on the coil and
the tuning knobs. These tuners certainly 'suck'
r.f. power out of transmitters but they are not for
the faint hearted!
The Z Match

The 'Z' Match is the commonest form of
balanced antenna tuner. It's a classic of amateur
radio literature and it works very well indeed.
Circuitry of the Z Match is shown in Fig. 4,
and in effect it's a tuned balun. Two similar
windings are coupled on a common former.
One of the similar windings is connected to
the open wire feeders. The other winding is
balance tuned against ground. The transmitter
is capacitively coupled to the tuned end of the
balun.
Because most amateurs will want to use the
same antenna across the entire Amateur Radio

h.f. spectrum, one set of inductors will not be
sufficient to do the whole job.
Some of my Z Match tuners have used three
or four sets of coils to cover the whole
spectrum. But it is possible with two sets of
coils as shown in Fig. 4. by adding a parallel
winding - L3 in this case.
The version showed in Fig. 4.
comes from an
'unknown' radio
1111k
classic, Amateur
Radio Circuits
published by the RSGB
in 1964. Even the RSGB

deny having produced
this book! It is full of
useful idea.
The real problem
with the Z Match as
described is getting the
sets of coils right.
Ideally they
should be open
wound and air
ppaced.

Some time ago I
discovered a company in Norfolk called
Isoplethics who are producing a very interesting
range of radio products. Many being designed
for the vintage radio market. When I discovered
that they were making some airspaced coils, I
enquired if they might produce coils suitable for
a Z Match Tuner.
56

The two gang
variable capacitor
I used for the Z
Match was 180pF
plus 180pF and I
found I could not
quite tuned
3.5MHz with L3/4
and 10MHz with
L1!2 so I added
some extra
capacitance. Two
110pF silvered
mica capacitors
are connected to

Within a couple of weeks Isoplethics sent me
a prototype set of coils which I 'lashed up' on the
bench with suitable capacitors to produce a Z
Match. It worked well and the company improved
the design and the second sets of coils were built
into the successful tuner shown in the
photograph, Fig. 5.
The tuner is easy to build. Two variable
capacitors are required of the sort that was once
common in valve broadcast radios. Fortunately
Isoplethics can supply such capacitors if you do
not have an ageing junk box.
However, please remember that BOTH OF
THE CAPACITORS ARE LIVE WITH RF
VOLTAGES and must not be connected to
ground. I used an insulated base and front panel
for my prototype. The twin gang capacitor must
have its 'frame' ('Chassis') connected to ground
and the insulated connections joined to the ends
of L1. (My Z Match is suitable for r.f. powers of up
to IOW)
Words Of Explanation
If you have never used a Z Match Tuner before, it
does require a few words of explanation. The
simplest way is to tune up the antenna with a
standing wave ratio (s.w.r.) meter for the

minimum return loss.
My method is to roughly tune by using the
receiver on a weak signal and adjusting the tune
and load controls for maximum signal strength. I
then use a low level of signal from the transmitter
in conjunction with
the s.w.r. meter to
obtain the best

the outer ends of
the two -gang
capacitor via a
double -polo
switch.
Suppliers:

Isosp!ethics, at
13 GreenwaV
Close, North
Welsham,

m
GJ
Crt
C -r4

C-a

cJ

T

O
(-1-1

Norfolk,
NR28 ODE.

Tel: (01692)
403230 can
~apply the

following:
Complete Set of Z
Match Coils @
E9.90, two gang
180.180pF
variable capacitor
11kV spacing) @
E11. and a one
gang 410pF
vat iable
Capacitor 1750V
spacing) @C8.

c_rD

Cr,
1=1

L.1

rn
c-D
rtfJ

prices include
UK VAT and

posting and
packing in
Europe).

O

Fig. 5: The

match.

G3RJV

In simple terms
what I do is: Set the
s.w.r. meter in
'Reflected' (Reverse)
and 'walk the meter
reading down'. This
is done by slowly
adjusting the two
tuning knobs in
conjunction with
each other - small
adjustment of one,
then small
adjustment of the

prototype as
built, using
variable
capacitor arid
coils supplied
by Isoplethics
(see text and
information
panel!.

other.

It should he possible to get a low reading on
each band with the appropriate coils. Don't forget
to mark the settings for future use!
Try open feeder - it is an easy way to run
several bands from one antenna. And please do
try a Z Match, they really do work well.
PVV
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

1 2.5kHz
CONVERSIONS
Save money and keep your existing
rig. Castle can convert most makes
and models. Call Castle to discuss
your requirements.

KENWOOD

!COM

YAE SU

MainDealer

SERVICE

SHOWROOM

Rig problems? You'll want to know
that when things go wrong, they're
put right - back to the way the
manufacturer specifies, and back to
the way the rig worked when new.
Castle Electronics has been servicing
rigs for years; is trusted by some of
the largest names in the industry to
put their equipment into good shape,
and can be trusted by you to make
your station operational in the best
and most efficient way. Make Castle
your first stop for service!

A visit to Castle Electronics
showroom could be your best
move. We always have a large
stock of good secondhand
equipment, lots of components
and accessories, and all the
well known quality new
products at very competitive
prices. We will always do our
best to match or better prices
found elsewhere. We are main
dealers for all the brand
leaders

SERVICE
SHOWROOM

agtte Clectrontrz

FINANCE TERM.
MAIL ORDER.
PART

GEOFF G4AQU

-

JOHN G6VJC

Unit 20, Halfpenny Green Airport
Bobbington, Nr Stourbridge
West Midlands, DY7 5DY
Telephone 01384 221036 Fax 01384 221037

VISA

A

PHONE 01384 221036 OR VISIT OUR SHOWROOM TODAY
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ringing you much more than just the

arke e t Satellit
Times is a feature packed monthly journal worth its weight in gold!

Whether your interest

is in

remote imaging, personal

navigation, military, space exploration, scientific, broadcast, or
weather satellites, to name just a few of the topics covered within
the pages of this authoritative magazine, then Satellite Times is a
definite for your shack.
Published in the US by Grove Enterprises - of Monitoring Times
fame - Satellite Times has a truly world-wide perspective.

Order yours today and stop missing out!
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io order dill] of the titles mentioned 011 these pages please use the Ofd
This month's choice of

books from the PW

Editorial team start

Book

with a selection of Rob
Mannion G3XFD's

Rob's favourites are in

PROFILES

regular use in his own

'Personal Favourites'

'personal favourites'.

reference library and
all those chosen for

this month's 'Profiles'
come with his personal
recommendation.

Introducing
Dick

QRP

GOBPS

PaSCOe

4

Introducing
QRP

Dick Pascoe GOBPS
If you're not 'into QRP' or
home -brewing (the two
actually go very well
together!) Dick Pascoe's
delightful little booklet
will prove both
interesting, informative
and entertaining. Dick
(rightly) says that
"Remember - power is
no substitute for
skill"! and this
comment is carried
on the title page of
the book, which
provides an
introduction to the
history and skills of
low power
operating in the
United Kingdom.
Dick looks at
techniques,
circuits,
operating
practices,

-

the 131C

getting going

to QRP in
in
An introduction givateT dialleoes

with QRP and
lists
today' s
personalities,
communications)
Radio
clubs and useful
addresses. If your
Amateur Radio interest is

flagging - why not give
yourself a 'boost' (by
reducing power!) and
rediscover 'real radio'.
Dick's book and QRP

are both a revelation, very
enjoyable and highly
recommended. If you
enjoy a challenge and
would like to say "I
did it - using a tiny
transmitter -receiver I
built myself - this book

is for you!

Personally
recommmended by
Rob Mannion G3XFD

circuits and notes (rather
than fully detailed PW
style constructional
articles). Full of 'weekend'
projects - it's a classic and
very readable - containing
enough ideas (including
some valved circuits) to
keep you going for years!

Highly recommended
by Rob Mannion
G3XFD

FB's QRP

Notebook
Published by
The
ARRL
The late

G-QRP Club

Doug
DeMaw

Handbook

W1 FB's

Circuit

Compiled By Rev.
George Dobbs G3RJV
No higher
recommendation can
come for this book than
the fact that it's compiled
from the G-QRP Club's
'archives' by G3RJV
himself. Packed

throughout with tips,
hints, full scale projects
for transmitters, receivers,
transceivers, station
accessories and antennas
- it's just like having a
book full of G3RJV's
'Carrying On The Practical
Way' articles.
Printed in a variety of
artwork and typographical
styles which reflect the
different authors and
origins, this book
concentrates on

work did
much to
keep

'homebrew' radio
alive and
well in the
USA,

Europe and

throughout
the world.
His approach
- simple and

very straightforward encourages the reader 'to
have a go' themselves. In
fact, one of my favourite
simple receivers (a little
f.e.t. regenerative detector
job using a single MPF102
and single i.c. audio
amplifier) is featured in
this book.
Packed with circuits
(receivers, transmitters,
antennas, accessories and
a host of design tips and
ideas) this 'notebook'
style book provides
superb reading, an
introduction to 'home brewing' and operating
QRP equipment.

Highly recommended,
and I wouldn't be
without my copy! Rob
Mannion G3XFD
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'r form in this issue or telephone Michael Of Shelagh on [0120Z] 659930.

1Q
U.K.

Which
,n1.

Listening is very
much a part of
our hobby, so to
offer you some
guidance on what
you can find on
the broadcast
bands here are
three titles you
might like to
consider for your
bookshelf.

Radio

Listener's
Guide 1998
Edition
Edited By Clive
Woodyear

This substantial booklet
provides quite a surprise
for the first time reader because until they see
them listed few will have
realised there are so
many radio broadcasting
stations in the United
Kingdom. Filled with
station details, location,
powers and with detailed
maps and references - it's
an ideal companion for
the radio listener and is
also a very convenient

here in Britain, aimed at
serving 'ethnic minority'
communities living here)
for all the stations listed.
A really important aspect
of the book is the
comprehensive 'Buyer's
Guide' to help you select
the right broadcast radio
for your purposes.

Highly recommended -

a really useful little
booklet .

Passport To
World Band
Radio 1998
Editor In Chief
Lawrence Magne

This heavy -weight soft backed book provides an

annual guide to short
wave broadcasts, and
broadcasters throughout
the world. It's useful
'hour -by -hour' guide is
particularly helpful as it
assists the listener on
where to find stations
from particular countries
at certain times.
Backed up by
comprehensive technical
guides, 'best buys' in
receivers and complete
with background
technical information
(how to choose your
receiver, etc.,). this book
is for the beginner and

experienced alike. The
more experience you
gain - the more you get

t'1,Z

al \

from the book. An

excellent choice for
the bookshelf next
to your radio.

450

World Radio
TV Handbook
Editor In Chief
Andrew Sennit

irk

The WRTH has rightly
become a 'classic' in
radio listening guides.
Within its 600 plus pages
this conveniently -sized
soft -backed book contain
300 pages of 'domestic'
radio listings, 50 pages
of international listing,
web sites and addresses
of broadcasters and 100
plus pages of listings by
frequency.
Of particular interest
to the English speaker is
the special guide to
broadcasts in English.
Also included is the wellknown WRTH 1998
survey of short wave
receivers and accessories
and world-wide TV
station addresses and

Sal

Nood t""d

4,t

I

oft

1*

contacts. Highly
recommended

for your
bookshelf

189

size.

Information provided
also includes
programming details (for
example - that Asian or
Chinese language station
you've heard may not be
abroad - but could he

(01202) 659kr3ti
OR USE Mk ORDER .0
-Mean/pate;

10
tl,ra:r7ri;.
-
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regular
Showground, Harrogate. There will be the usual

April 18: The SAMS'98 Computer & Electronics
Show is to be held in the Bingley Hall.
Staffordshire Showground. Weston Road.
Stafford (A518 Stafford-Uttoxeter Road',
signposted from junction 14 on M6. (bus shuttle
from Stafford Railway Station). Doors open 1000
to 1600. Admission for adults is Cl, children

traders, a Bring & Buy and quality catering

'pow* a bar). Doors open at 1030. Access
behind Sainsbury's. off A661 Wetherby Road.

Gerald Brady GOUR on 1017851840229
.-Id FAX number), E-mail:

woodrtttanoon.demon.co.uk or packet at
g1uxpirgb7cym

under 14, 50p, Concessions, OAPs, RSGB

Members, Student Card, UM. f1, (Advance
Tickets £2 plus s.a.e.) This is the 10th consecutive

April 19: The Swansea ARS Amateur Radio &
Computer Show will be held in the Swansea

information call Norman on 0121122 9787.

year and the 13th AMS14.11 Micro Shawl at

Leisure Centre on the 44067 Swansea -Mumbles

for general enquires, call Peter GISDRN on

Bingley Hall. Last year an attendance of approx

coast road. Doors open 10.30am to 5pm
Attractions include trade stands. Bring & Buy,

0121-443 1189. evenings please.

h f.ath.f. stations. special interest groups, a
licensed bar and lull catering, S22 talkan. Roger

May 17: The Mid -Ulster Amateur Radio Club
Rally. The rally will be open to the public from 12
noon. traders will have access from 9am. The

3000 and around 100 trade stands covering the

computing spectrum, along with accessories.
software, books. components. radio. satellite and
much more. There will be masses of free parking
a licensed bar from 11am and refreshments

meals and 313'0:N17i A ,ir,it rhv 0,1' Sharon

May 4: The Dartmoor Radio Rally is to be held at
the Yelverton memorial Village Hall, Meavy Lane.
Yelyerton. Devon There will be parking for 600

Armagh. Jim Lappin GIOOND on 1017821

jewell@btinterbet.com

cars and access for disabled visitors. There will
be trade stands, a Bring & Buy, refreshments. etc

851179
May 24: The F',ymoulh Radio Club Rally is to be

will be high quality lectures with the Reverend

May 10: The Drayton Manor Radio & Computer

George Dobbs G3RJV as 'VIP. plus trade stands.

Rally will be held at Drayton Manor Park, Fazeley.

PO Box 4053, Dunstahle, Beds UM 57.J.

Bring & Buy and refreshments. etc. Talk -in on

Tamworth, Staffordshire on the A4091. Main

S22. Entry is C2, which includes prize draw ticket.

traders are in four marquees. there will also be a

Peter G3COR. OTHR. or telephone on 101935)

large outside traders flea market, a Bring & Buy

813054

stall, local clubs and special interest stands

servicesosharward.co.uk

Doors open at 1030, talk -in on S22. There are

April 19: The Yeovil ARC 14th GRP Convention

beautiful views over Dartmoor, so it's ideal for a
picnic, so why not bring the whole family? Ron

is to be held at Digby Hall. Hound Street.

G7LLG on (016221852588.

Sherborne. Dorset. Doors open 0900-1700. There

April 19: The 17th Mobile Rally of the Lough
Erne Amateur Radio Club will be held at the
Killyhevlin Hotel, Enniskillen, Northern Ireland.
Doors open at 12 noon. Tyrone Amateur
Electronics will be there with it is hoped Korn,

High School, SSE of main rail station, map ref
TM16/435. This Radio & Computer Rally is open
from 10am (9.30am for disabled visitors) until

4orr 7,31, ,^ on 522 Further details from Sem
1013941448495, E-mail
Jewell G4DDK

May 17: The Dunstable Downs Radio Club will
be holding its Annual Amateur Radio Car Boot
Sale at the Stockwood Country Park, Luton,
Bedfordshire The site opens at 0900 until 1300.
Leave M1 at Junction 10a, turn left and follow
signs for 'Mossman Collection' Talk -in on S22.
Note new address for bookings, Please do not
use any other address or 'phone number. DDRC,

741533. FAX 1014731 741381 or E-mail:

May 24: The 22nd East Suffolk Wireless Revival
'organised by Ipswich RC, Martlesham RS and
the Felixstowe & DARSI is to be held at Stoke

venue is again the Silverwood Hotel, Lurgae. Co

Williams GYPINSH on (017921404422

Alward, Sharward Promotions, Knightsdale
Business Centre. 30 Knightsdale Road,
Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 43.) Tel: (01473)

Doors open 1000 onwards. For Trader

held at the College of Further Education. Kings
Road, Devonport, Plymouth. It will run between
1030 and 1600, There will be Morse testing on
demand and there will also be a canteen serving
meals, snacks and drinks and a licensed bar also

There is ample free parking at the venue and easy
access for the disabled. Talk -in will be on S22 and
the venue will be signposted on the A38 'Devon
ExpressWay'. Anyone who would like more

information should contact Stephen Ramsden
during office hours, on (017521662051

May 17: The Rippon & District Amateur Radio
Society (RADARS( are holding their 41st Northern
Mobile Rally at The Pavilion, Great Yorkshire

May 24: The Three Counties Radio & Computer
Rally is to be held at Perdiswell Leisure Centre,
Bilford Road, Worcester. Easy access from
junction 6 iWorcester North) M5. There will be
the usual mix of trade stands with radio and

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be worth 'phoning Or
contact number to check all is well, before setting off.
The Editorial Staff of PW cannot be held responsible for information or
Rallies, as this is supplied by the organisers and is published in good faith
as a service to readers. If you have any queries about a particular Pot
please contact the organisers direct. Editor

Yaesu. Waters & Stanton as well as the usual
interesting variety of other traders and the Bring

& Buy Miran GI7NET on 1013651348083

computer dealers. Bring & Buy, refreshments and
a licensed bar. Doors open from 1030 to 1700 and
admission is C1.50. Free parking Eddie Cotton

G4POZ on (01905) 773181

(daytimel and 101385) 327133 (evenings).

Great Value ATUs!

- improve your reception!

If you want to get the best results from sour antenna, it needs to he impedance matched 10 thy receiver. If there is a mismatch, then not all of the
signal eiterl,,y will he transferred to the receber, and signals will be weaker than they could he. An

( antenna tuning unit) should he used to correct

the antenna mismatch and so improve reception. A well designed receiving All Will also reduce signal levels away from the desired frequency, and
so help reduce noise and interference too. Both these benefits are proved hl the I !owes CT( 8 and (711 9 tuners. Fully guaranteed and hacked by our

expert technical advice sen'ice. these All's are an excellent way to improve tour reception.

HOWES CTU9
HOWES ASU8

/Aleut/4;

HOWES CTU8

500k11: to, 301111:

r.

Receiving .477;

.4nfrona .Wm /or / Allonuilor
DC 11)311.1M:

Three 50239 inpuic

WW1: lo .10,1111z

4:1 &dun

"T' Maki)

11ipass .tyrilch

S02.39 oulpul

A02.19 gide&

0/5/10 /15/20/25dB .411enualor

Terminal Pirate

12 month unmanly

s0239 .+uckets

12 month warranty

149.90

"

.7 1117(010'

£49.50

J6'9.90
.
1

was

tr....
CTUS

m*8

=1 Z4
Wiern

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
VISA
IT 01327 260178
esiomsam

www.howes-comms.demon.co.uk
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Antenna
Rotator

Syncron
SX-144/430

AR-3100a0d

2m/70cm cross
needle direct reading
SWR/1000W power

60kgXL

(with support
bearing). 360
deg rotation in approx 65 sec.
(cable not supplied). Support
bearing optional extra. £49.95 +
free P&P (mainland UK only).

aSRP-905

Communications
Speaker
5 wcitt 8 ohm
filter/mute
extension speaker complete with
3.5mm mono jack. £13.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

SRP Mini-Mag 2/70

meter. £39.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

Radio shack DX -394

2m/70cm dual band
mobile antenna
featuring super strength
mini -magnet (only 30m
diameter) c/w miniature
coax and plug.
£19.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

communications receiver 150kHz to 30MHz base station AM,
CW, USB, LSB communications receiver.
Features include
clock and timer.
signal meter, 100+
memories, RF gain

control and direct
frequency entry.
A steal at £149.95 + £7 P&P

Yupiteru
MVT-7100
Scanner
Full spec wideband
scanner complete
with accessories.

Ring for this
month's special offer

INV* IllosikijimaiNfin
Opening times: Mon -Sat 9.30am to 5,30pm. We are Kenwood, Yaesus 'corn. & Alincd dealers.

Call Rod (6liSUP). Richard 1660RA) or Mary (MOIMMI on

TEL 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788 MX: 0121-457 9009

New Publications from the RSGB
Handbook
The VHF/UHF
Edited by Dick Biddulph, G8DPS

The RSGB Yearbook
1998 Edition

Edited by Brett Rider, G4FLQ

This guide to the theory

transmission on the VHF and UHF
reception and
ch
to
bands gives the reader the background
EMC.
propagation.
essential topics as antennas.
together with construcceivers and transmitters.
As most
tional details for many items of equipment.
the
amateurs today use commercial transceivers,
and add-ons which are
emphasis is on accessories
such as
relatively simple to build. Specialized modes
also covered. making this
data and television are
around.
the succettry
handbook one of the most complete guides
RSGB VIAF.1.041 Kauai
radio operator.
Don't be without it if you're a VHF/UHF
1 8.80 plus L1.25 P&P

RSGB
This new edition of the ever -popular

Directory has been
Call Book and Information
the inclusion of even

further enhanced with

amateur radio than
more information on
ever before!
This year you will find a trade listing.

giving details of all the regular advertisers in
complete UK callsign
RadCorn, as well as the
listing. Over 100 pages of associated amateur radio information - an essential guide
hand in your sha ck.

to keep close to

Price:

1 3.9S plus (1.25

F

P&P

Price:

Your First Amateur Station
By Colin Redwood,

RSGB CallSeeker '98 CD-ROM
Complete 1998 UK

G6MXL

callsign listing

The second book in the RSGB 'Pocket
Guide' series. this book
has been written to help the newly -licensed
radio amateur move
on to the next stage
- setting up his or her very own radio shack.
So many new licensees
have asked the

The first RSGB callsign

listing on CD-ROM
companion product to the 1998 Yearbook! is available as a

System requirements:
486 or higher processor and a CD-ROM
drive
VGA or high resolution screen
Windows

,

NT Workstation

mended)

Price: £

"What do I do
nowt" that we decided to publish thisquestion
guide
amateurs through those early uncertain days. to help all new

supported by Microsoft

10 - 15MB spare hard disk space
Windows 95 or later with 8MB of RAM

Price: £5.85 plus (1.25 P&P
(

I 6MB recommended)

version 3.51 or later with 16MB of RAM or Windows
(24MB recom-

I 3.9S plus [1.25 P&P

To order any of the above books,
or for a complete list of RSGB publications, contact the
RSGB Sales Office on tel: 01707 660888; fax: 01707 645105;
or E-mail: salesdirsgb.org.uk

EiT7R=IMI

Radio Society of Great Britain
Lambda House, Cranborne Road, !'otters Bar, Herts EN6 .3ft
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and practice of amateur radio

-

01707659015

on the state of the batteries.
The RA -190 receiver covers 1.1 to 1.7MHz, and
then 2.5 to 16MHz in another four bands. The
transmitter covers 1.6 to 16MHz in four bands (c.w.)
only with an output of 800mW up to 8MHz and 400mW
up to 16MHz.

The sound of marching feet and the uniformed
figure of Ben Nock G4BXD dearly indicates that

there's a 'military flavour' to the vintage
column this month. So, pay attention because
Ben's looking towards Scandinavia and Europe

on this 'parade'!

The complete station conies with a 'wrap around'
bag which holds a selection of crystals, the
headphones, key, antenna and ground wires land a
little 'dangly thing' to throw a wire over trees!) and a
few bits of connecting wire.
The batteries to power the set are held in small
pouches attached to a belt arrangement which can be
worn by the operator. The whole kit is finished in a nice
shade of green
Despite the low power (though of course there's
nothing wrong with QRP!), I made several contacts on
3.5MHz, using my long wire antenna. The transmitter
has a very nice note and the receiver and b.f.o. are
stable enough for a long GS0 without re -tuning.
The 'big brother' to the RA -190, is the RA -200. This
is a back -pack set, covering 2 to 8MHz and providing
c.w. or a.m. modes. Power output is 500mW from
batteries and up to 8W with an external h.t. supply
from a hand -cranked generator.
I have limited information on the RA -200 at the
moment. However, I have tried the RA -200 out on the
air, using it on 3.5MHz running just the 500mW with the
battery supply. I managed several nice contacts on
c.w. including Peter G3RZP in Swindon at 569, Ralph
GOJZY m Portishead at 579, Sam G3HVI in Stoke at 519
and even a QRP-to-QRP with Chas G3AJW (he was

Fig. 1 (Right): The
RA -190 'Special

Forces' set with
transmitter on top
and receiver
below. The lead on
the transmitter
unit (top) plugs
into the receiver
socket and the
power supply
plugs into the now
vacant transmitter
socket (see text).

'm starting off this month with
two rather attractive sets from the
Scandinavian countries. The
RA -190 is a very nice 'special
force's type set, separate
receiver and transmitter, very
much like the WS No. 128
found in the UK.
The receiver, or 'Mottagare'.
uses eight one and a half volt heater
valves. These, an 1L4, IRS, 3V4, etc

,

are in a standard single conversion
role employing r.f. amplifier, mixer,
separate oscillator, and two i.f.
stages, audio detector/a.f. amplifier,
audio output and b.f.o. stages.
The heaters, or 'Glod', are wired
in series -parallel and fed from a 3V
supply. The h.t. voltage of 67.5V is
also obtained from batteries, two of
these are being used.

The Transmitter
The transmitter, or
'Sandare', uses two valves, a 3A4 type as
crystal oscillator and another 3A4 valve as
the p.a. stage. A switch on the transmitter
selects either full power transmit using the
two 67.5V batteries in series to give 135V,
receive, low power transmit with the
batteries in parallel, or 'off'.
A grounded parallel tuned circuit is used
in the p.a. with taps for the antenna
connection. Here a portion of the r.f. is
rectified and used to give an indication on a
small meter that can also be used to check

Fig. 2: The RA -2 0 0 back -pack set.

The antenna tuning unit is at the
top, with transmitter immediately
below, and the receiver at the
bottom.

using 3W) giving me a 569 All GSOs were carried out
using my 41 metre long wire

Made In Brussels
Next in line is the RST 101, an
interesting set made by the
MBLE company in Bruxelles
(Brussels). The package consists
of the set, a transmitter receiver, a hand -cranked
generator, antenna wire, poles
and guys, leads, headphones
and canvas bags in which to
carry everything. A manual I
received from Peter ON6PW
(see later) is dated 1955.

Six crystal controlled
channels are available on the
transmitter, which can operate
between 3 and 12MHz The
crystals are housed inside the
set so changing them requires
the case to be opened up (very
inconvenient!).
ri hilly tuneable set covering the
I he reLec,,,
same frequencies as the transmitter in three switched
bands. A small push button (which can be used as the
Morse key) is fitted to the set but an external key,
which is much easier to use, can be connected via a
standard jack socket, as can a set of headphones.
Two valves are used in the receiver and both are
6AG5 types. The first valve is used as a regenerative
detector and the second valve as a straight audio
amplifier.
In the transmitter, three valves are used one, a
6AG5, as a crystal oscillator then a further two 6AQ5s
in parallel as the p.a. stage. Two small lamps, covered
with long rubber sleeves, enable the oscillator and p.a.
stage trimmers to be adjusted (they are tuned for
maximum brightness on the bulbs).
As well as the hand cranked generator, batteries
can be used to power the RST 101 (on receive only). To
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transmit, the generator
supplies 6.3V for the
valve heaters and 350V
h.t. supply. This is
regulated inside the set
using an 0A2 valve to
supply the receiver with
a 150V stabilised supply.
Again. I got on to
3.5MHz and tried this
set out...with good
results, working
amongst others. Ray
G3IFF near Portsmouth, on the Military Wireless
Amateur Radio Society (MWARS) c.w. net. I found
that the receiver is a little wide and the tuning control
a little slack, but good reports were received from the
transmitter making it a very pleasant little set indeed.

Requests For Help
Quite a few requests for help this month. Firstly
there's a note from Robin G3UWP, asking it I or any of
you readers out there could identify a mystery set
which he was lucky enough to find at an ordinary car
boot sale!
The mystery set uses a plug in coil pack (the only
one Robin has covers 5 to 9.5MHz) but the set has a
second calibration chart in the lid for the range 9.5 to
10MHz. A tag on the rear has the words Mk 26 RBH.
but other than a serial number, no markings are
evident.

The transmitter
bears the plate 'Sender
SSR. Mk. II' and the
power supply has a plate

Fig. 3: The
RST 101

transmitter receiver.

'The MICO Co. Ltd.

London'. The lid of the
box holds the antenna
wire and headphones. A

very interesting
variation on the basic 18
Set configuration.
As always, if any of
the readers can shed
light or otherwise on the sets mentioned I'll be happy
to pass the information on.

r-T-1

Next I've an up -date regarding the Collins 32V-1 in
my last column and the strange frequency coverage.
Alf Ramsay sent me (thanks Alf) a copy of an old
advert for
that
transmitter
and the v.f.o.
unit. It
clearly
states that

cr
c_-)
c_rD

the v.f.o.
covers 1600
to 2000kHz
and is then

1-/-1

c_r)

multiplied up
for the other
bands
(However,

1-1-1

the

information
still does not explain why the 32V-1 had such a large
spread in the first place!) Why not start at 1.75? This
would then multiply up to 3.5, 7. 14MHz, etc.

Fig. 5: Ca,

you identify
the 'odd'
low -band

Diaru Dates
A new venue for a militaria fair has opened up at
Bromsgrove in North Worcestershire. Though these
type of shows are for collectors interested mainly in

Fig. 4: The G3UWP car -boot sale 'mystery'
set.

Next comes a note from Tony G3YNT, with a
picture of a strange American low band v.h.f. set. It's
an unusual shape, being very thin with the valves
mounted on their sides. The set covers 23 to 60MHz
and has space at the rear for batteries. Perhaps you
can identify this one?
Now it's on to a very interesting set indeed. An
initial note came from Guido ON6RL, on behalf of his
friend Peter ON6PW (good callsign!), asking for
information on what at first sight appeared to be an
18 set. Indeed, the suitcase type mounted
transmitter -receiver does have an 18 Set receiver
unit but the transmitter, though looking like an '18'
has subtle alterations.
The transmitter is crystal controlled, with two
crystal sockets being provided. It has a panel
mounted send/receive switch, a mounted key and
front panel mounted antenna socket. The case also
contains an a.c./d.c. mains power supply.
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CC-

medals, uniforms and equipment, the odd bit of radio
kit turns up every now and then. Dates May 31, August
2 and October 4. Directions: (From M5 south) leave at
J4, (from M5 north) leave at J5, from the M42 west
leave at JI, and head for town centre market hall.
And finally a date for your diary (or timetable!). July
4/5, is when the Severn Valley Steam Railway hold
1940s weekend in Kidderminster. Plenty of military kit,
in vehicles and some on a certain fool's back! (guess
who). A good weekend out for all the family while
catching sight of some war
time military sets. Hope to see
you there.
Editorial note: I'll try and
persuade Ben and Gloria to let
us publish photographs of them
in their 1940s uniforms. They
certainly look the part and the
whole event seems to be very

O
O
O
c_rD

-1=1

v.h.f. set
from
G3YNT?

(see text)

r-r1
-1=1
Fig. 6:

The very
interesting 18
Set variation
from Belgian
reader

1-1-1

ON6PW.

c_rD

Cc_".1

-1=1

enjoyable! G3XED.

So then, that's all for now.
You can contact me as always
via the PWoffices. or at 62
Cobden St, Kidderminster,
Worcestershire DY11 6RP or
E-mail:
G4BX0E

PIN
1.53

subscriptions

DON'T MISS OUT
SUBSCRIBE TO PRACTICAL WIRELESS TODAY!
By taking out a subscription, not only are you saving money but
you are also getting the extra benefits of:
Making sure you don't miss out on the best Amateur Radio
features in print!

ir Ensuring that you're right -up-to-date with all the latest news
and reviews!

li)lad\ca\NNP\esS

le Seeing your copy before it gets to the Newsagents!
dr- Having PW delivered direct to your door every month!
THE

Protecting yourself against cover price rises during your
subscription period!

DIGITAL

DEBATE

YMl
1111111016

-

1HE FUTURE

So, what are you waiting for? Don't delay, make sure you don't
miss out on your radio
Subs Rates:
reading - Order your
1 Year
£25
UK
subscription today!

OF Rk0100ockswis

VIEWED

'I

Yr

\('

Immo
tt

00

Europe
Rest of World Airsaver
Rest of World Airmail

E32

£37

To order your subscription please use the Order form on page 82 of this issue or call the

Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote Subs 5

Win A Copy Of

Asa a

StripboardMagic
In 'Electronics -in -Action' (April 1998) Tex G1TEX had the opportunity

ArnbYr

to review a new computer program called StripboardMagic that makes
creating a circuit onto Veroboard so very easy. Now two readers have

the chance to win copies of this program.

How can you win your copy of StripboardMagic? - It's easy, just answer these questions. You will need
the April 1998 issue of Electronics -in -Action to do this.
1) What is the cost of StripboardMagic?
b) £39.95

a) £400

As a tie -breaker how

c) Free to two winners

2) What is the name of the suppliers of StripboardMagic?
b) Ambyr
a) Amber
Cl Amble
3) What did Tex consider the 'magic' action of StripboardMagic to be?
a) Autoplace
b) Autohome
Autounion

of more than four letters can you make

from the letters contained within the title StripboardMagic?

Send your answers on a postcard, by May 29, giving the four answers and
the number of words you have managed to make from StripboardMagic.

Anti don't forget to include your name and address, to:

StripboardMagic Competition, Practical Wireiess, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

4) What operating system does StripboardMagic need to run under?
1,1windo/u
c) Windsor Castle
a) Windo1v,95

If you win and you already own a copy of StriphoardMagic Ambyr will
refund the purchase price - so did you keep the receipt?
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4 NORTHERN AVENUE, BENFLEET, ESSEX SS7 5SN
Visit us by appointment only please.

NEW AND TOP QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT
HF

HF linear

Receive/Scanner

IC -775 DSP

TOKYO HL -2K
AMERITRON AL -80B
AMERITRON ALS-600
IC-2KL

AOR AR5000
AOR AR5000+
AOR AR7030
AOR AR8000

FL -2100Z

R-5000
LOWE 225
LOWE 125
LOWE 150

IC -756
IC -746
IC -735
IC -725
IC -706 Mk11
IC -706
IC -751A

VHF/UHF

TS-950SDX
TS-950SD
TS-940SAT

IC -970H 2/70/+
FT -736R 2/70
FT -726R 2/70/6

TS -930S

TS-930SAT

IC -275E
IC -575A
IC -251E
IC -451E
TS -751E
FT -290 II
FT -290 I
FT -790 I
DR -430
DR -610
DR -605
FT -8500
FT -8000

TS -140

TS-850SAT
TS -50S
FT -1000

FT-1000MP AC
FT -920

FT -990 AC
FT-890SAT
FT -840
FT -747
FT -77

ALINCO DX -70

TM -732
TM -231
Next day

Best

delivery

prices

IC -2350
IC -207
FT -50
FT -51
FT -530

TH-79E
DG-5EY
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IC -7000
IC -8500

IC-PCR1000

YUPITERU
9000
7200
7100
7000

PLUS LOTS MORE

ATU
MFJ-989C
MFJ-969
MFJ-949
MFJ-948
CAPCO SP -300
AT -230

DAIWA 2002

WANTED: TOP
PRICES PAID FOR
YOUR USED EQUIPMENT
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Due to the fast turn
around of popular
secondhand items, readers
should check on

availability of advertised
stock. In other words...if
you spot something you
fancy...don't delay or you
could miss it!

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835
FAX 01702-205843

HF TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM IC -765 Base Tnu

core with Built-in ATU

Index QRP Mk, I Base QRP Transceiver 12V
Kenwood T5 -930S Base Transceiver E750
Kenwnod TS-940SAT Base Transceiver with
Built-in ATU
Kenwood TS -950S Base Transceiver
MFJ MF1-9020 x2 20m CW QRP Transceiver
QRP Trsnxeivee
MFJ MF1.9040 40m
Ten -Tee Scout 555 Mobile Transceiver 180m.40ni
Yaesu FT -77 x2 Base transceiver 12V
Yaesu FT -100041P Bose Tranwriver_ ...

VHF/UHF BASE/MOBILE TRANSCE1N
Alinco DR -590 2nif7Ocni IN Mobile
[cum 1C,55 I 6m All ModeBase_....._.
70cm FM Mobile
Kenwood TM-

1549
£1149
£299

11049
£1895
1125
1125

079
1249
11449

1239
E395

(REP OF IRELAND)

01705 662145

H.F. TRANSCIVERS
£799

Icom 1C738

!corn IC706 mkl
Kenwood TS450sat
Yaesu FT990dc

1599

1899
11049

Icom IC735 base

£599

Alinco DX70 HF-1-6m

£549

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
Yaesu FT13000 2m/70cm

£349

Kenwood TM733E 50w mobile

£149

Yaesu FT5OR 2m/70cm hh

£199

Yaesu FT51R

£265

[corn ICT7E 2m/70cm inc ace
Kenwood 'TH-G7 I E 2m/70cm

£249

1.349

Alinco DJ I90 2m hh
Icon) IC260A lOw multimode

£119
£149

£379

Yaesu FT736R base

£899

£279
1950
1199

Kenwood TS -790E 2n1/70cm All Mode R..Kenwood TR-9000 2m All McKie Mobile
MFJ MFJ-9406 6m SSB I ths Transceiver
Yaesu FT-2700RH 2.m/70cm FM Mobile
Yaesu FT -290R11 x4 2m All Mode Portable
Yaesu FT -5215) 2m/70cm FM Mobile
Yaesu FT -8500 2m/7Ocm FM Mobile

NEVADA

00353 51 871278

PLEASE NOTE SECONDHAND ITEMS COME. WITH
FULL 3 MONTH PARTS & I.ABOUR GUARANTEE.
FOR MORE. INFORMATION PHONE 01702-2061135 OR
!corn IC -726 x2 Base Transceiver with nin 12V

SOUTH EAST
COMMUNICATIONS

[165
1259
1299

£199

VHF/UHF WAND HELD TRANSCEIVER
AD1

714111 FM IblIeld

£99

Alnico 1)1-360 2miltAm FM Hilield
Alinco Dl -F1 2m FM H/Held
Icon IC-24ET 2m/70cm FM H/Held

1169
£119
1179
£79
£169
£219
1199

Icom IC -2E 2m FM H/Held
!cum IC-P4E 70cm FM H/Held
Icom 1C -M11 VHF Marine H/Held

IC-TiE 2nif70cm FM )Meld.

1I99
(99

!corn IC-W:1E 12 2m/70cm FM H/14tId.
Kenwood TH-26E 2m FM H/Held
Kenwnod TH-28E 2m FM H/Held

£199

(79

Yaesu FT -203R 1.2 2m FM H/Held
Yaesu FT -470R x2 2inr/Ocm FM H/Held

£199

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
AKD HF-3M Target 12V Base/Mobile Receiver
Base Station Receiver (PSale)
Drake RUE
Grundig YB-206 Portable Receiver with FM....
Icon IC -R70 Base Station Receiver.
Icom IC -R71 x4 Base Station Receiver
Icom IC -R72 Base Station Receiver
.

112C NRD-525 Base Station Receiver
Kenwood R-3000 Base Station Receive:
Lowe HF-ISO 12V Base/Mobile RCS:Civet

Lowe HF-225 x4 I2V Base/Mobile Receiver
Lowe HF-250 z2 12V Base/Mobile Receiver

(135
(695

PiUltINMIC RFB-65 Portable Receiver with S5E1
Roberts RC -818 Portable Receiver with cassette
Sangean ATS-1103A x3 Portable Receiver with SSI1
Sony ICE-SW55 z2 Portable Receiver with SSW._

Sony WF-SW76000 x2 Portable Receiver with SSB
Yaesu FRG -77000 Base Receiver with FRT-7700

£279
1299
1449
E109
E119
£89
11119

E135

SCANNERS MOBILE/BASE
Realistic Pro -2022 68-96)MH/ (with gaps) 200ChRealistic Pro -9200 66-312MH/Iwith gaps) 160i.

SCANNERS HAND HELD
Alinco DJ -XI 100k Hz I 300MHz AM.FM.WFM

Yaesu FRG7700 boxed
Lowe HF225 with keypad._
Sony 200ID portable RX
Realistic DX349
Sony ICF-SW55 inc psu. case

£649

1899
£299
£299
£249
£299
£179
£149
1179

feri
1449
.1499
L549
£549

£49

.

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Kenwood R5000 mint
JRC NRD535 delux base
Lowe HFI50 with PSU
Yaesu FRG8800 as new

£145

(99

1139

AOR AR -1000 s2 0.8-1300MHz (with gaps) AM. FM.
WFM
1149
1229
AOR AR -8000 5001tHz-1900MHz AB Mode 1000Ch
179
Commie! Com-102 68-5)2MHz (with gaps)
1129
Commtel Com-204 68-999MHz (with gaps)
Netset Pro -16 66-956MHz (with gapn)AM.FM 100Ch
£109
Realistic Pm -26 25-1300MHz AM.FM.WFM
.1139
.
159
Realistic Pro -50 66-512MHz (with gaps). .....
Sony ICP-Pro80 02 150kHz-108MHz ( no converter)
179

BASE/MOBILE SCANNERS
[corn IC7100 25-2000MHz

£899

Icom I07000 3-2000MHz
AOR 3000A 0-2036

£699

Bearcat 9000x11 25-13000 gaps

£229

Yupiteru MVT8000 8-1300MHz

£249

Yupiteru MVT7I00 inc case etc
AOR 8000 boxed etc

£179
£229

STATION ACCESSORIES
Diamond GSV-3000 30amp psu
Diamond SX-200 swr/pwr meter
Yaesu FC-I0 auto atu
Pakratl PK232MBX tnc
Palma DSP2232 decoder
MEI949E 0-30mhz tuner
Autek antenna analayzer
All prices are in sterling.

£595

£109
£55

......1229
£199

1299
.1109
.1109

£599.00
£99.00
£125.00
£895.00
£299.00
£575.00
£599.00
£299.00
.................£89.00
179.90

ALINCO DX -70TH
ALINCO EX -1
AKD TARGET
AMP UK HUNTER 600W
ALINCO D.105E + EXTRAS
AOR 3000A
AOR 7030
ATLAS 350XL HF
DAIWA PS304 II PSU
DRAE 24A PSU
DRAKE R8A
DRAKE RUE
ICOM 1C-W2E
ICOM IC -728
ICOM M-56 MARINE
ICOM R-72
JRC 525 RX
JST 100 COMPLETE

£825.18)

£750.00
£199.00
£629.00
£225.00
£67538)
£699.00
1499.00

KENWOOD MC -50._£55.90

£399.00
£699.00
£225.00
£145.00
1225.00
£299.00
£349.00
£425.00
£525.00

KENWOOD R-2000
KENWOOD R-5000 \ III
KENWOOD TH-79F
KENWOOD TH-215I
KEN WOOD TM -241t
III

KENWOOD TM -4511KENWOOD TM -732I
KENWOOD TR-751 L
KENWOOD TS -440s

KENWOOD TS -680. I II
KENWOOD TS -850
KENWOOD TS -940 SA I
LOWE AP 150
LOWE HF 225 + Extras
MFJ 986
PALSTAR
REALISTIC 2036..
REALISTIC PRO -50
REXON RL-402
SANGEAN ATS-803A
SENTEC 20M HANDIE
STANDARD C78 + AMP
STANDARD C500
STANDARD C8900
TEN TEC CORSAIR H
TEN TEC OMNI VI S.O.B
TIMEWAVE DSP 59+
TOKYO HC -200 ATU
TOKYO HI: IKGX AMP
TOKYO HX-640
TOKYO HX-650
TRIO AT -230 ATU
TRIO TL -91"1

TRIO TR-9130
TRIO TS -830S
TRIO TS -930S
W9-GR DSP II
YAESU FL -20008
YAESU FRG -9600
YAESU FT -11R
YAESU FT -77 FM
YAESU FT -107M 100W
YAESU FT -208 + EXTRAS
YAESU FT -290 I
YAESU FT -290 II
YAESU FT -411 + EXTRAS
YAESU FT -470 + ACCS
YAESU FT -707
YAESU FT -726R
YAESU FT -727
YAESU FT -747 FM
YAESU FT -757 AT
YAESU FT -840 + FM
YAESU FT -1000D
YAESU FT -2500M CTCSS
YAESU FT -5100

£599.00
I

hoice from - 1999.00
£899.00

£155.00
£425.00
£245.00
£125.00
£179.00
£69.00
£99.00

185.00
£195.00
£199.0))
£185.01)

£189.00
£475.181

£1495.00
C195.18)
£99.00

£699.00
£175.00
£199.00
£189.00
£1195.00
£299.00

139901
£695.00
£1115.00

f345.00
£299.00
£169.00
E399.00
£425.00
1179.00
£245.00
£325.18)

£1119.00

£225.00
£349.00
£799.00
f169.00
£450.00
£225.00
£599.00

f1699.00
£249.00
£349.00
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YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
ARC
EARLESTOWN
01925 229881

ACOUSTICS

01202 490099

01908 610625

CTEL
L799

Yaesu FT -980

2mtm

Icom 10706 - HF 6M & 2M Mobile WMode -

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS

MINT 8.625

Yaesu P11111ZD - Valved PA HF with Digital

Trio R600 Shortwave receiver £215.00
Yaesu FRG -100 Shortwave receiver
£375.00
Grundig Yacht Boy 2(16 portable receiver
£79.00
Sony ICF-7600 portable receiver £58.00
Siemens RK-702 portable receiver £49.00

£499

Display £250

Lowe HF-250 Receiver c/w FM/AMS &

D399

Yaesu Fr77 Bask HF with FM Blunt Fitted £295

speaker £499.00
Realistic DX -394 Receiver £189.00
learn 1C -R70 Receiver £449.00

Yam FT -1017D M1111+ FC-902/ECV-9010 in

Kenwood TS850SAT with Matching PSU - MINT

I

8799

£945

Kenwood TS680S HE & SM 1525

FC-7I0 boxed._ .........

Yam FT -102
Yaesu FT-10IZ

1375

Kenwood TS570D Lm/St HF with DSP £875

£299

Kenwood TSI20S - 1101W HF £295

Yaesu FT-757GX + FC-750SAT---._

8650

- .....

Kellwood TS -140S boxed

4041 FT-767GX + 2m/70anispeaker...__

-from £1300

2 r Icom IC -765 VGC

£275

Yaesu FT -707

Ynewi FC700 boxed ..

£99

W

Kenwood TS -520

Icom IC -751A

VHF/UHF
Alinc-o DJ -I80 Basic 2M H/Held with Charger £85

£275

Icon 215 Channelised 2M Portabk PSI £65

£700

Isom IC 2025 Portable 2M SSB Set [175
- 70ems HrBeld with Al and Keypad

!cam

MOBILEJRASE VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS

£135

1450

Kenwood TS-XOS

/225

horn 1C-229 - boxed

[(mood TR75I - 2M Multimude 25W Mobile

1TF.I.
from 1200

2 x FT -29001

Kenwood TR-75I - boxed.

Trio TR9130 2M %Irmo& NlohnIc £295
Yaesu F7-1700RH - 2W7(kms FM Mobile £295
Yaesu FT290011 2M NUmode Mobile Amp &

£325

VdC41

Bracket 8395

Yams FT70 Compact 70cms Handheld 1135
£99

lam IC -240 + MB/midland book ........
Kenu owl TR-9130

375

horn IC -207 - boxed..

1199

Kenwood TM -733 - mint condition

8299

RECEIVERS
Icom PC -R1000 Computer Controlled Scanner E299

Lout 11E250 - Adavnced HF Gen Cor Receiver
£495

RECEIVERSISCANNERS

Lowe HF2
1599

1C054 1C -071F boxed

£TEL

Regency MX7000
Lowe HF-225

£299

£TEL

Icom IC -R7100 boxed

horn 1C -R100 - mint condition ..............

£275

Yam FRG -7700M + ATU

8325

2 x Realistic DX -394
kern 1C-1171100

from 1125

book.

fT91.

Fanmate HP -2000 - boxed

180

AOR AR2700 - VGC

£90

HANDHELDS

knit 1CIE

1115

Kenwood TH79 as new boxed

1225

Yana FT -SIR boxed.
Yucu FT -11R 2m Kindle

1275
1151

horn 1C -W 2111/n.11113,1,kt

1175

MISC.
SDU-5000 Spectrum Display Unit - as new_.
AT -230 - box

ME1-784 boxed

Mutek 230C HF transceiver.
FC-90I

£599

Datong D-70 moot tutor
Datong Fl..3

DX.701 i Hi AS NEW.--.-19Mill
IC-706 94K -I AS NEW _____ IC -705 MK -I AS NEW

1C-735 (BOXE12)...-._------.1.490.81
JST-I35+ATU AS NEW
OOD TS -140S AS NEW.

_
.118911
OODTS-440SAT GOOD CONDMON JIMA

OOD TS-450SAT GREAT CONDMON1695.41
ICENWOOD TS -690S MINT HF + 6

-1719.11

KENWOOD T5-850SAT MINT ________1911.111

TRIO TS -520 HE TRANSCEIVER --019.911
YAESU FT -757 AVERAGE CONDITION --BIM
YAESU FT-757GX (BOXED'
YAESUFT757GX 'BOXED'

-

JAMAS

.

___1375.11

YAESU FT -840 AS NEW

. __BM*

YAESU FT890 Wind ALL ornoNs. .....
VIIPURF TRANSCEIVERS

ALINCO 01191 2-14TR HAND HELD __IOW

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TS -850S £899.00
Icom IC -720A c/w PSU £479.00
Yaesu FT-890AT £689.00
Icom IC -735 £549.00
Icom IC -745 with internal AC PSU
£489.00
Icom IC -751 £589.00
Yaesu FT-757GX £499.00
Yacsu FT -707 80 - IOM transceiver
£299.00
Alinco DX -70T HF + 6M £580.00
JRC JST- I 35 transceiver c/w matching
PSU £999.00

ICOM IC -2900 2 -METRE MULTI -MODE 25WHIE1
ICOM IC -475 70045 MULTLMODE ____.13514111
KENNOODT1128E DUAL BAND __.____1175-111
KENWOOD T11 -79E HAND

KENWOOD TR-751 2.k1111 MULTIMODE-X901

STANDARD C-508 (1ADPM01--------8191.11
YAFSU FT -108 2 -METER HAND HEID.--1139.11

YAFSU rr.29oR MK -I munstooe

.1191411

Y.AESU FT -1000M 13 -WEEKS OLD1 .... ----1335.61
YAESU FT -4800 (MLNT
YAESLIFL48OR (BOXED)._
YAESU FT69118 MK -2 (08DEMO)
05510
HOS
YAESU Fr/26 2/10/HF

_nal.

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
AOR AR :3010 SW' RECEIVER.

- HF Gen Cos RX 1325

VHF/UHF

Lowe HEI25 HE Gen Cm RX £265
Trio MOOS Ham Band HF Receirer £85
Yam FRG8S00 with VHF L495
Yaesu FRG7700 - General Coverage RX 4.295

MISCELLANEOUS
BNOS 144-5-100M 5W->I0OW 2M Amplifier £135
Diawa CNA1001 Auto ATLI £135
Diawa AF -606K Active Filter Unit £85
Chawa DK-210 Boctronic Never Unit L75

MEI 407B Keyer 149
Microset R432-90 90W 70ems Amplifier 8349
Microwave Modules 30W 7(kms Amplifier 195
Optoekctromcs Scout - Reaction Tune Counter £245

°Welts:traffics 33081- Frequency Counter £95
Tokyo Hy -Power HX240 261>HF Trartsverter
8145

Yaesu FT -4700 dualhand mobile £279.19)
Kenwood TM -701 dualhand mobile
£299.00
Alinco DJ -580E Dualband handheld
£219.00

Alinco DJ -F1 2M handheld £159.00
Kenwood TH-75E 2mT7Ocms handheld
£229.00
Kenwood TM -43I E 70cms mobile
£239.00
Trio TS -770E 2m/70cm% Base station
£469.00
Yaesu FT -50R 216/70ems handheld
£229.00

Kenwood TH-42E 70ems handheld
1189.00

OTHER ITEMS

Yam G500A Elevation Unit - VGC 1165

list, oar Wrhfor For [Arm Lot

PK-88 Packet terminal £89.00
FL -2 Audio Filter £89.00
FX- I GDO meter £39.00

1395.011

AOR AR-7030AS NEW --..

.1575.1111

DRAKE 08-E INCLUDING VHF .
ICOM ICR-7100 HENOLF/UHF AS NEW
1RC NRD 535 4 -MONTHS OLD...._.......
1RC NRD-535 I -YEAR OLD... ...... .........
1RC NRD-5.35 AS NEW .

ANSI

inus

KENWOOD RDOO GREAT CONDITION .-.12$5.11
KENWOOD 0-2000+ VHF AS NEW _....__...125910
KENWOOD R-2000+VHF (MIND
KENWOOD 0-5000 DELUXE SW RX
-1515.11
KENWOOD R-5100 DELUXE SW RX
LOWE HF-I50 AS NEW .-.....
--...-......122010
SANGFAN ATS-803/SAISHO M-58.03
SONY 20011) 'BOXED) FAULTY
SONY SW -55 AS NEW ...... _
.....
SONY SW -55 AS NEW
YAESU FRG- ICO AS NEW
.........
YAESU FRG41800 GENERAL COVELVX_32119.111
...... _ ....
YAFSU FRG-0800AS NEW
YAFS1.1 FIG -8800 VHF.
1305./11

MIA

SCANNE1LS

£199

BEARCAT 220-XLT HANDHELD HI SPEC 113110

150

PK-232143X
Yaesu FC-707 ATU

Icom IC -R 1 handheld scanner £169.19)
AOR-2000 handheld scanner £149.00
Fairmate HP -1(X1 handheld scanner
1149.00

DX.701 AS NEW .__.-_ __-____ISSILSI

T11711.57/0V7/MS7fWH7_. -

f175

1175

FIE-232-PAC Cam 220 boaed-

01480 406770

AOR 2800 VHEITLF SAY MUL11MODE _ ....URSA@
AOR AR -8000 (BOXED, AS NEW
1259M
AOR AR.s000 (BOXED/ AS NEW

1175

ASS desk microphones
SP -102 speaker

2000

ICOMIC290 2-6ML MULTIMODE ....

Yaesu FT290011 2M rsihnode Mobile 1325

Yaesa FT -290011 boxed

SCANNERS
AOR-3000 widehand scanner 1499.00

1395

Kellwood TH22E - 2M H/Held c/a Keypad 1175
Plessey PRC-638 30-80MHr Ex-Iray Ann}
Manpalo 6175

Yam 17-790R + linear

MULTICOMM
TRANSCEIVERS

HF TRANSUIVERS

HF TRANSCEIVERS
2 x Yaew FT7576X1 + boxed

Yucsu F7-747

PHOTO

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

180

fTFI
£40

ETEI

6orp./Ario$.1110I7111111Y.to

rag.

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess, use
or which cannot be licensed in the U.K, will not be accepted. While the
publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers
having complaints, under no circumstance will the magazine accept
liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, late delivery or faults in
manufacture.

BEARCAT 3000XLT(EXDEMO)-........--1175.01
ICOM ICR-I (NEWIMINI-SCANNER___1159.1111
SIGNAL 0.535 A1RBA.ND RECEIVER___ -.2335.111
SONY AIR -7 AIRBAND RX
STANDARD AX -700 AS NEW I BOXED). -.1369.111

_MAO

WIN108AIRBANDRX ......
....
_-8110111
.1110.10
YUMERU MVT-7100 (BOXED)
YUPITERU MYT-801:19 AS NEW___ -_-.1199.111
YUPITERU VT -I25 MK -7. CIVIL AIRIIAND...1121111
YUPRERU
1801IED1

-OKA

YUP1TERU

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!
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VHF REPORT
L-LJ

REPORTS & INFORMATION BY
THE LAST SATURDAY OF EACH
MONTH.

DAVID BUTLER G4ASR,
YEW TREE COTTAGE,
LOWER MAESCOED,
HEREFORDSHIRE HR2 OHP.

TEL: (018731 860679.

E-MAIL:
davebuO.mdlhr 1 .agw.bl.co.uk

Packet radio: @ GB7MAD
UK DX Cluster: @ GB7DXC
THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER
G4ASR HAS REPORTS OF
TROPOSPHERIC OPENINGS ON

THE VHF BANDS AND DETAILS
OF A MICROWAVE ROUND TABLE
MEETING.

I=1

C=

S

c_rD

C=

cr.;

O

There was little in the way of
any notable propagation
reported on the v.h.f. and u.h.t.
hands during the month of February.
Having said that there were periods
of enhanced tropo conditions
between February 13-18 and
February 25-26 which enabled
contacts to be made into central
Europe and Scandinavia. There was
also a reasonable auroral back scatter opening on February 17-18
allowing contacts to be made on the
144MHz band with stations as far
away as Estonia (ES) and Lithuania
(LY).
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O
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Conditions on the 50MHz
band however have been noticeably
poor in the UK during this winter
season although, as previously
reported, there has been an upsurge
of activity in other parts of the
world. Solar activity is inextricably
linked with world-wide F2
propagation on the 50MHz band
land h.f. bands of course).
Many propagation researchers
are predicting a surge in solar
activity over the next few months.
They expect to see a vigorous and
energetic upswing in solar indices
corresponding to the beginning of
accelerated sunspot growth. Indeed
spotless days are now becoming
quite rare as we continue the climb
to solar maximum of Solar Cycle 23.

O
68

TROPOSPHERIC
OPENINGS
Reports of tropospheric openings
were first reported during the
evening of February 13 by stations
in central and northern England

who were hearing Belgian, Dutch
and German stations at good
strengths on the I44MHz band.
Fortunately, the good conditions
continued into the weekend
bringing increased activity to the
v.h.t., u.h.f. and microwave bands.
On the 430MHz hand the
station of John Quarmby G3XDY
(1002) reported hearing EA I EBI/P
(IN731 at 59 and the u.h.f. beacons
DBOVC (1054), FX4UHB (IN06) and
HB9F (1N36). On the south coast
G1HWY 110901 made a number of
contacts on the 430MHz band
including DL3YEL 110411, DL4KG
(10311, FIMIC (1N06) and F6APE

FX4UHY (1296.883MHz) beacons
located in IN06.
The best tropo of the month
occurred during the period February
25-26. Although shoo -lived
(approximately 13 hours trom
17000TC through to 0800UTC)
there was some good DX to be
round, especially on the 144MHz
hand. From your reports it seems
that the band was open to DL, LA,
OZ, SM and SP. At the QTH of
David Dibley G4RGK (10911
contacts were made, mostly on
s.s.b.. with DKIKR (J0531, DI4IT
00331, DL5WG, DF7OG (1052),
DL7ANR (1062) and DL90A

ON971.

(1064).

Conditions on the 1.3GHz
band were equally good with ohn
G3XDY working many stations in
DL, F, ON and PA. Among the
stations contacted on s.s.b. were
D1611 0031) running 700mW,
DL3YEE and DL80BU (both in
10421, DG2BCP (1043), F1DUZ
and F6APE (in IN97), F5HRY and

The ducting also extended into
Poland, contacts being made with

F6CGB tin IN181 and F5ITA (1N08).

Later that evening ohn found the
band open across the North Sea to
Denmark and made an s.s.b.
contact with the station of OZ2LD
(10541.

The enhanced tropo conditions
extended right up into the
microwave region with the station
of PAOWWM (1022) hearing the
beacon at the QTH of Simon
Freeman G3LQR (1002) peaking
559 on the 5.7GHz band. Up on
the 10GHz band PAOWWM made
some excellent c.w. and s.s.b.
contacts with GOAPI (1080) at
476km, G3FYX (10811 at 485km,
G3ZFP (10911 at 344km and
G4BRK (1091) at 426km.
All contacts, incidentally, were
being made on 10368.100MHz, the
centre of narrow band Ic.w. and
s.s.b.1 activity. Even higher in the
microwave spectrum Simon G3LQR
heard the PI7EHG beacon peaking
559 on a frequency of
24192.100MHz (the 24GHz hand).
The 'lift' conditions declined
somewhat in the following days but
picked up again on February 18.
Jamie GW7SMV reported hearing a
number of DL and F stations on the
144MHz band from midday. Later
in the afternoon, around 162OUTC,
he heard the Swiss station HB9RDE
0N371.

Interestingly there was a fair bit
of activity from Luxembourg with
the stations of LX1IA. LX2DX and
LX/ON1DHR/P being worked on
the 144MHz band by stations in
central and north-eastern England.
Propagation on the 430MHz and
1.3GHz bands was predominantly
to central France with stations in
south-east England hearing the
FX4UHB (432.886MHz1 and

SP1E01 110731 and SP4MPB

(1(003). the best DX of the evening
at 1485km. Scandinavian contacts
were also made with LA2PHA
(10381, OZ5AGI 110561, OZ9ZX
(1065), SM7BOU 11066) and
SM7WT. David mentioned that the
propagation, although good, was
quite patchy on the 144MHz band
and that nothing was heard at his
QTH on the 430MHz, 1.3 and
2.3GHz bands.
Up in the north-east of England
Dave Storrs GBGXP (1093) found
DL3BRS (1072), DL5WG (1052).
DL7ULM 110621, OZ1SY (1045) and
SM6TZX (1067) on the 144MHz
band. Four contacts were made into
Poland with SP1E01 at 1060km,
SP3IQW (1094) at 1310km and
SP4CHY and SP4MPB (both in
K003) at 1450km.
Also in locator 1093 the station
of John Clark G6Y1N made s.s.b.
contacts with OZI XAT and OZBZS
(both in 10551, SM6TZX (1067),
SM7FMX 110651 and SP4MPB. As
mentioned by G4RGK there didn't
appear to be any activity on higher
frequencies although G3XDY did
hear the SK6UHF 0067), OZ1UHF
00571 and OZ7IGY (1055) beacons
on the 430MHz and I .3GHz bands.

AURORAL OPENING
On February 14 there was a corona!
mass ejection (c.m.e.) from the Sun.
This caused disturbed conditions a
few days later, resulting in planetary
geomagnetic A indices of 14 on
February 17 and 26 on February 18.
As a result of this geomagnetic
activity, there were a number of
auroral backscatter openings over
the period. The main opening was
overnight between 2300-013OUTC
with weaker phases between I 700200OUTC on February 17 and
1700-1800UTC on February 18.
Some operators were alerted to
the impending opening by auroral
observations of TV video carriers in
the 49MHz region. Others simply
noticed the 'spots' on the DX

Cluster (from 172OUTC) relating to
auroral activity on the 50 and
144MHz bands. Among the first
such spots was one from Nick
Peckett G4KUX (1094) at I 722UTC
who heard the SK4MPI beacon
(11370) on 144.412MHz peaking
55A.
In a Packet radio message Eltje
PA3CEE (1033) also mentions
hearing the SK4MPI beacon at 57A
but found activity surprisingly low.
He caught the first phase, making
c.w. contacts with LA3TL 00581,
()HI XT (KPOI) and SMORUX (10991
between 1800-19201_1TC. By the
way, Elite runs 400W into two 16 element F9FT Yagis at 22m above
ground. Others spots on the DX
Cluster included those from Clive
Davies G4FVP (10941 who reported
GMOOBD 110871, GM4ISM (10851
and MMOAMW (10741 on the
50MHz hand around 18001900UTC.
The main event, though, took
place around midnight and was
quite intense. Normally there is
relatively little activity on the
50MHz band during such late night
events but on this occasion the
word must have got around. Indeed
it was so good that there were even
a report of GM4W1A (1087) being
worked by G3XDY on the 70MHz
band. (Apart from a very few
dedicated enthusiasts it really takes
a big aurora before you can find DX
activity on the 70MHz band).
In north Wales the station of
GWOGEI (10731 worked GM31II
(1068), MMIAMW 110751 and
MM1 BUO (10871 with signals
ranging between 55A to 59A. At the
QTH of G4FVP the Finnish beacon
OH9SIX (KP36) was heard at
2305UTC with a mixture of aurora
(55A) and auroral -E (559).
Clive then made contacts on
the 50MHz band with LA2MJA
(IP60), LABWF (10591, OH3KKW
(KP111 and OY4TN (IP621 on the
Faeroe Islands. The beacon stations
OH1SIX (KP11 ) and OZ6VHF
0057) were also heard. However,
the Norwegian beacon SK3SIX
(1P71), usually an excellent
indicator of auroral openings, was
not heard. Subsequently, Staffan
SM31GG and Torgnv SM3HVU went
to the top of the mountain where
the beacon is located and
discovered that the antenna was
completely broken by the wind and
snow.
Up on the 144MHz band Eric
Gedvilas G8XVJ (1083) made s.s.b.
contacts with GM3111 110681,

GM7UGV (10871 and GM8LFB
(1088). He also contacted the
Swedish station SM4VQP (J079)
who was 59A over the 1290km
path.
Showing the value of using
Morse code during auroral events
Andy Cook G4PIQ 1)001) made a
number of c.w. contacts which

included the stations of BIM and
ES2R1 both in K029 over 1700km
away, LY2BAW (K0251 at 1625km,
LA3B0 and LA5K0 (both in 10591
and GM4AFF (1086). Andy also
made one solitary s.s.b. contact
with SM4VQP.
In Finland, the land of
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regular
perpetual auroras, lad OH1XT
IKP01) reported making 44 c.w.
contacts on the 144MHz band
between 1600-0115UTC. He uses a
Yaesu FT -736R transceiver with a

150W amplifier and two 15 -element
Cuedee Yagis. His best DX was with
the stations of GM4DGT (10851 at

1562km and 0Y9IDIIP62(at
1500km.
Contacts were also made with
stations located in DL, LA, LY. OZ,
PA, SM, SP. UAl and YL. He also
made one c.w. contact on the
430MHz band working LY2FE
1K005) over a path of 640km. Of
course the correct distance is tar
greater than this. The path lengths
quoted are point-to-point distances
and ignore the fact that the signals
actually go via the northerly auroral
curtain.
What was probably the last UK
observation of this auroral opening

50.110MHz but couldn't attract his
attention. However, this was wrong.
In fact ZUTPY did eventually work
W4DR but it took a telephone call
via W6BYA to achieve it!
The main problem seemed to
be the 'pile-up' which was ensuing
on 50.110MHz, the intercontinental
calling frequency. The moral to this
tale is to remember not to make
QSOs on 50.110MHz, but to just
use it as a calling frequency and
then move off when someone
answers. Better still, don't use it all
and prove that you are a real DX
operator!
During February the up -turn in
conditions on the 50MHz band
continued and although it didn't
quite reach the UK it was definitely
getting closer! On February 15 there
was a trans -equatorial propagation
it.e.p.) opening from Italy to
Equatorial Guinea.

Malta) at 133OUTC lasting for 30
minutes. Around the same time the
station of TR8CA was heard very
weakly in Jersey.
Another t.e.p. opening was
reported by 3C5I on February 21
from 123OUTC. The event lasted for
an hour with Alan making contacts
into France, Italy, Greece and Malta.
QSL cards for 3C51 incidentally
should go via PO Box 650232,
Dallas, Texas, 75265, USA.
On February 21 Cedric CT3FT
(located on the Madeira Islands)
reported that he was now getting
daily evening openings via t.e.p. to
PY2 and PY5 call areas. He also
mentioned hearing the Ascension
Island beacon ZD8VHF (11221on
most evenings around 2000UTC
and that he heard 3C5I on February
20 and 21 in beacon mode.

SOUTH AFRICAN
STATIONS

Fig. 1.

was that made by the station of
GM6VIU 110851 who heard the
beacon SK4MPI peaking 52A on the
following evening, February 18, at
180OUTC.

WORLD-WIDE OPENINGS
Last month I mentioned accounts of
the first F2 -layer openings on the
50MHz band between the USA and
Australia and New Zealand.
However, there is a small but
significant correction that I need to
make regarding the results made by
the New Zealand station IL2TPY.
I reported that he had heard the
station of W4DR (Virginia) on
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A number of Italian stations
including IOAMU, 101X, IKOBAL,
IKOFTA and IWOBET contacted Alan
Isaachsen 3C51111431 around
1300UTC. Alan confirmed that this
was his first opening into Europe on

the 50MHz band.
During the hour long t.e.p.
opening the station of TR8CA
(Gabon) was also worked and the
station 9GI AA (Ghana) in beacon
mode heard by a few Italian
stations. Two days later, coinciding
with the auroral conditions in
northern Europe, the Spanish station
EH7AHOM67) worked PY5CC in
Brazil. This took place on February
17 at 2221UTC with signals of 59
being exchanged.
The next day Alan 3C5I had
another t.e.p. opening into Italy (and

On February 22 stations in ZS6
(South Africa) had their first major
opening into Europe and Asia. The
50MHz band opened up at around
1245UTC and remained in good
shape for nearly three hours.
At least six ZS6 operators are
known to have caught the opening
working stations in F, I, ISO, IT9,
OD, YU, 4X4, 5B4, 9A and 9H. Ian
ZS6BTE reports that propagation
into southern Europe was excellent
with Italian stations coming in at
59+20dB (don't they always!).
Earlier in the morning Ian heard
the ZS1I beacon (28.202MHz) via
F2 backscatter. Reception of the
European Channel E2 video
148.25MHz) followed an hour or
two later complete with Italian
'pirate' radio stations on nearby
frequencies.
There were also weak video
signals on Channel R1 (49.75MHz),
the old OIRT block countries and
Russia, indicating that the F2 mode
path was limited to Southern
Europe. lan noticed that the
maximum usable frequency (m.u.I.1
peaked at over 54MHz with strong
signals being heard on Channel E2
Audio 153.25MHz) from Spain. He
also heard the low power beacons
SVISIX, YU6SIX, 5E340 and
9H1SIX.
Although none of these
openings reached as far north as
mainland UK, Ken Osborne G4IGO
(10801 did report positive
identification of F -layer television
signals on February 21. This
occurred between I005-1043UTC
on 49.740 and 49.760MHz and was
also observed at the QTH of
G4HBA. The incidence of these
openings are typical of what has
happened in previous Solar Cycles.
The propagation openings
appear in a cyclic fashion. First you
start with a dead band with no
apparent openings. Then there is an
outburst from the sun giving rise to
auroral backscatter openings for a
few days.
Then follows a period of good
F2 or Le.p. openings. This
eventually dies out, leaving a dead
band before the next (28 -day)
rotation of the sun when the whole
process start again. This is an

extremely crude model of how the
Sun affects propagation on the
50MHz band but as a generalisation
it's reasonably good. What it means
in practice is that there are auroras,
followed by F -layer propagation,
followed by a few days peace and
quiet!

MICROWAVE BANDS
If the thought of chasing DX on the
50MHz hand doesn't quite turn you
on perhaps you could try the
operating at the other end of the
spectrum, up in the microwave
region. Although it may sound
complicated and beyond the reach
of beginners (or even established
radio amateurs) this is far from the
truth.
Indeed building an i.m.
transceiver for use on the 10GHz
band can be relatively simple.
Although it can't compare to the
performance of a modern narrow
band (s.s.b./c.w.) transverter built on
microstrip with chip components a
wide band if.m.) Gunn oscillator
and separate receiver can easily be
built in few evenings.
The Gunn oscillator and
receive mixer can be based on
surplus lOGHz doppler radar
intruder alarms. This sort of
approach is very inexpensive and
far from specialised. The units can
be used for fixed line -of -sight audio
or video links or, if you wish to
extend the range, out portable from
local hill tops. The photograph, Fig.
1 shows the station of Dave Hall
G8VZT operating portable on the'
10GHz hand.
Some years ago the RSGB

Microwave Committee started a
series of Microwave Round Table
events with the aim of getting
inexperienced microwave builders
and operators together to exchange
knowledge. Round Tables are held
at various venues, normally at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
near Didcot, Oxfordshire, the
Crawley Radio Club, West Sussex,
the Flight Refuelling Radio Club,
Wimborne, Dorset and the BT
Laboratory at Martlesham Heath,
Suffolk.

The events typically include
measurement facilities for checking
or aligning equipment, a microwave
bring and buy table and a few
afternoon lectures. Most importantly
it is a meeting place for fellow
enthusiasts to get together to discuss
latest microwave developments.
The next Microwave Round
Table is being held at the
Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
(RAL) on Sunday April 26 between
10.00 to 17.00 hours. The usual
programme will take place, an
exchange of microwave and related
radio equipment, a comprehensive
range of supervised test gear
operated by experts, informative
and informal talks and a microwave
forum for you to give your opinions
to the Microwave Committee.
Please note that the function is
organised on behalf of the RSGB
Microwave Committee for
microwave operators to exchange
items and information pertaining to
microwaves. It is not a rally, nor is it
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a car boot sale. There are no
commercial dealers and no
computer related bits for sale.
Last year a few people arrived
with other expectations so please
make sure this is your kind of event.
The complex is located adjacent to
the A4185, approximately midway
on the A34 between Newbury and
Oxford. Further details of this
popular event are available from the
organisers, Geoff Grayer G3NAQ,
E-mail: graver@rl.ac.uk, Ion
Eastment GW4LXO, E-mail:

materialise this year. That's good
news for most operators, no doubt,
but it also seems that conditions on
the hands are steadily improving as
we work our way slowly towards
the next sunspot peak.
Our reporters this month all
indicate that propagation conditions
have been reasonably stable,
allowing most parts of the world to
be heard and worked almost daily.
There have been 'patchy' days of
course, but it looks as if there is a
definite improvement to most of the

de4rcru.rl.ac.uk or Mike Willis

bands.

GOMJW, E-mail: mjw@rcru.rl.ac.uk
That's it again for another
month. The first signs of this
summers Sporadic -E season will be
noticed very soon on the 50MHz
hand (and later on the 144MHz
band) so make sure your antennas
and station equipment are working
properly now! When the bands
open up I want you to let me know
what you've been working. Forward
any news, views, comments or
photographs to the address and by
the date given at the top of the
column,

THANK YOU FOR YOUR
LETTERS AND GOOD LUCK
WITH THE VHF DX. SEE YOU
AGAIN NEXT MONTH.

73 Ala Ofge
Flf FAR &
REPORTS & INFORMATION
(AND PHOTOGRAPHS) BY THE
15TH OF EACH MONTH PLEASE.

LEIGHTON SMART GWOLBI,
33 NANT GWYN,
TRELEWIS,

CE21.01.

MID -GLAMORGAN
CF46 6DB, WALES.

WHERE'S SEBORGA?

TEL: (01443) 710749
(9am - 6pm)

FAX: (01443) 710789
(9am 6pm)

1-s-I
LEIGHTON SAYS THAT THE
MONTH OF FEBRUARY WAS
VERY WARM. AND - GOOD
NEWS FOR SOME - NOT MUCH
ANTENNA DAMAGE HAS BEEN
REPORTED!

The month of February must
surely have been one of the
warmest since records began.
Certainly quite a few amateurs have
mentioned to me over the air that
they've suffered no antenna damage
this winter, due to the fact that the
freezing temperatures didn't
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DX NEWS
Over to DX news and the RSGB's
DX Newsheet, which is edited by
Chris Page G4BUE. There's news
that Anders SMOORV is operating
from Vietnam as XV7SV until June.
He'll be operating on 3.526, 7.026,
10.135, 14.212, and 21.235MHz
only, and QSLs should go to his
home call address.
From Sri Lanka, Mario HB9BRM
will be active as 4S7BRG until the
3rd of lune, QSL to home call. And
from the Malagasy Republic I read
that 5R8FK is still active, often on
10MHz around 0000UTC.
Meanwhile, IAOIHA will be
operating out of Zambia under the
callsign 912AM until the 31st of
December 1998. He's mostly using
s.s.b. using a cubical quad antenna
on 14MHz, but he will also be
building antennas for the low
frequency bands.
Down in the Antarctic, Dave
N2WNB is the new operator of
KC4AAC at the American Antarctic
Base Palmer on Anvers Island (QSLs
should go to K4MZU). While still in
the South Atlantic, CE9AAP is active
again from the Chilean Antarctic
Base Capitan Arturo Prat on
Greenwich Island, and QSLs go to

I've received a letter from Brian
Leach G3DXY of Gloucester, asking
for the whereabouts of Seborga.
He's worked and received QSLs
from TOORM from the 'State of
Seborga' but has no idea where it is.
loin the club Brian!
There have been so many 'new'
states formed in and around Europe
over the past few years that very
often it's been nigh on impossible to
keep track with them! I've heard of
Seborga being worked by various
amateurs, but having made a few
enquiries amongst the local
operators, I'm still none the wiser.
No doubt our intrepid readers
will be able to enlighten you. If you
can help Brian, he can be contacted
on Gloucester (01452) 520779.
Another interesting letter came
this month from Pat G3OUC. He's

the chap who uses kite antennas on
the 1.8 and 3.5MHz bands, as is
well known for his expertise in this
field.
Using his series of home-made
'Skyliner' rigs running power levels
of 500mW and 5W s.s.b., Pat says
he's been working all over the
British Islands on 3.5MHz of late.
But on 1.8MHz and using 'roach
pole' (fishing rod) vertical running
an output of 500mW on s.s.b., he's
racked up contacts with Finland and
Germany!
More from Pat in the 28MHz
slot, but if any readers are interested
in kite antennas, then Pat is your
man! He can he contacted at 15
Turnpike Road, Newbury, Berkshire
AG14 2ND.

PORTUGUESE PW
READER
I also received a letter from Augusto
Cebola CT1ABE in Odivelas,
Portugal, who says he's an avid PI',
and 'HF Far & Wide' reader, and hr.
also enclosed a photo of him in his
shack. (see Fig. 11. Augusto
managed to visit the Pickens Lock
(London Amateur Radio Show) last
year and enjoyed meeting the PW
team on the stand.
It's nice to know that we're
attracting attention from all places
'Far & Wide' Augusto. And of
course I look forward to some
reports for the column from
Portugal!

YOUR REPORTS
On to your reports now, starting
with 1.8 and 3.5MHz, and 'our Ted'
Trowel) G2HKU on the Isle of
Sheppey in Kent who's been busy
on 1.8MHz c.w. of late. His log
shows contacts with W2GD (USA),
0Y9JD (Faroe Islands), C3ILI
(Andorra), OHOMAN lAaland
Island), and C42A (Cyprus) all
between 1800 and 2000UTC. By
the way, contrary to information in
the February issue, Ted is an all c.w.
man, through and through!
Next comes the log from Derek
Blunden BRS 171057 in Westlea.
Swindon, who reckons that the DX
is pouring in! Derek's log shows
s.s.b. reception on 3.5MHz of
CP5NU (Bolivia) at 0740,
VE2PKNE3 (Canada) at 0841,
ZL1BOQ (New Zealand) at 0821,
FM5DN (Martinique Island) at
0834, VP8CXV (Falkland Islands) at
0744, VK3EUL (Australia) at 0925,
and W2YE (USA) at 2259UTC.

THE 7MHz BAND
I'll start the 7M1-1/ band slot with
the log from Sean Gilbert G4UCJ in
Milton Keynes, as he's been having
so much enjoyment out of this band
recently. Sean's log shows c.w.
contacts with LU1ZC (South
Shetland Islands), a QRP contact
with 9K2ZZ (Kuwait), PI5AA
(Netherlands Antilles),
WA4DANNP5 (Turks & Caicos
Islands), CO8ZZ (Cuba), 185M (St.
Vincent Island), TI7/DL6MPG (Costa
Rica), C56/DLIDWG (Gambia) and
another QRP contact with 7X2RO
in Algeria, all contacts taking place
between midnight and 0100UTC.
Next comes the log from Carl

Fig. 1.
Mason GWOVSW in Skewen, West
Glamorgan, who has been QRPing
around the bands. Carl says he's
had so much bad QRN (natural
interference) lately that it's been
difficult to operate, but he managed

low power c.w. contacts on 7MHz
with EA3BCU (Spain) at 2116,
ZB2IK (Gibraltar) at 0004, GD3TNS
(Isle of Mani at 1108, and SM7DRH
(Sweden) at 1224UTC, all with 4
watts output into a G5RV dipole.

PROPAGATION REPORT
Someone who has been operating
on the lower bands for a change is

Don Mclean G3NOF in the town of
Yeovil in Somerset. He's worked
FGSFC (Guadeloupe) QSL via
F6DZU and FM5DN (Martinique)
both on s.s.b. after 2300UTC.
In his monthly propagation
report, Don says: '7MHz was in
good shape most days from 2300
onwards, towards both North and
South America' adding that '14MHz
has been open most days during
daylight hours. From 0700 - 0900
14MHz was open to Australia and
New Zealand, while west coast
America and Canada came in from
1600 - 1800 with some African
countries heard at around the same
time.
"On some days the 14MHz
band was open as late as 2300.
18MHz was open most days to
Australia and New Zealand around
0830 - 1000, while African stations
were heard during the afternoons.
The hand usually closed at around
1800.

"The short path on 21MHz was
open between 1000. 1200 to Asia
and Australasia, and some African
states were heard during the
mornings and afternoons. North
Americans were prominent between
1300 and 1700 but the band closed
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special call CT98EEN (Portugal) at
1341, all on 18MHz.

Operation on 21MHz brought
Charlie VU2DK (India) at 0935,
3V8BB (Tunisia) at 1234, 9K2OK
(Kuwait) at 1259, A61AS (United
Arab Emirates) at 1018. Finally there
was special event station CT98DNP
(Portugal' at 1228.
Down in Yeovil, Don G3NOF
has logged s.s.b. contacts with
BV5BG (Taiwan), CT3/G3LQP
(Madeira Islands), HL3VQ (South
Korea), K4TZJAM (over the Atlantic),
[NCI (Mongolia), TF3FK (Iceland).
Aldso worked were TU5GV (Ivory

around 1800 on most days".
Thanks for the report Don!

Fig. 2.

Coast) QSL via F8BEM, VP2EKS
(Anguila) QSL via HB9KS, XT2DP
(Burkina Faso), YS1X (El Salvador)

your information and other
publication material, that's what
makes the column what it is. New
reporters are more than welcome,
so keep up the good work, and
good DXing to all of you!
Editorial note: It's essential - if
you wish to have your reports
included in this column - to ensure
that you provide full information on
transmission/reception mode, power
levels, frequencies, times of
operation and antennas used. The
column is aimed at helping
everyone to ,get the best out of
operation and not fo provide
personal score' listings' (*.fp
Leighton to help mu' Rob Mannion
G3XFD.

QSL via OH2BU, 6WIQV

THE 14MHz BAND
On the 14MHz hand. Carl
GWOVSW, again using QRP c.w. at
5W output, hooked up with K1GDH
(USA) at 1339, 3B8CF (Mauritius) at
1657, EA8/G3IXZ/QRP (Canary
Islands) at 1701, and 4X5ORE
(Israel) at 0811, while a brief
excursion on s.s.b. netted a contact
with VE3DOH (Canada) at
1553UTC.
Meanwhile, Don G3NOF
worked a nice one in the shape of
PA3HEN/MM off the coast of
Angola. Next came YB1YMN
(Indonesia), ZD7CTO (St. Helena
Island) QSL via KB2MS, 5H3HG
(Tanzania), and 9XOA (Rwanda) QSL
via DLSWM, all using s.s.b.
Back to Ted G2HKU now again

'on the key' who lists his 14MHz
contacts with 9K2ZZ (Kuwait) at
1500. Operating later, at 1700
brought in W6OV (west coast USA',
9X0A (Rwanda), EA8CN (Canary
klands), VE7NH (western Canada),
and ZS6QU (South Africa).
The 14MHz band is where it
was at in February for Sean G4UCI,
who worked 3W5RS (Vietnam) at

1634, YN4/TISSU (Nicaragua) at
2325, DF5WA/6YS (Jamaica) at
2310. Then came A45XR (Omani at
1633, 6W1RE (Senegal) at 1741.
BV7FC (Taiwan) at 0908, HFOPOL
(South Shetland Islands) at 2102,
HP1AC (Panama) at 1255, a QRP
contact with EP2MKO (Iran) at
1357, E21EJC (Thailand) at 1239,
and 5X1IZ (Uganda) at 1537UTC.
The 14MHz band also brought

in a lot of 'juicy' DX for listener
Derek BRS 171057. His log
indicates s.s.b. reception of IA6LIN
(Japan) at 0830, ZL2UO (New
Zealand) at 0920, VK3EUL
(Australia) at 0925, RZOSI (Asiatic
Russia) at 0751, and 7X5BE (Algeria)
at 0853UTC.

THE 18 & 21MHz BANDS
The 18 and 21MHz bands have
been the main 'hang out' for Charlie
Blake MOAIJ, even though he's been
busy with non -radio activities lately!
Charlie (See Fig. 2) works all s.s.b.
on these bands, and has hooked up
with A41LZ (Oman) at 1200 (QSL
via Box 2837, Ruwi, CP112, Oman),
ZB2AZ (Gibraltar) at 1057, and

(Senegal), and 8Q7AA (Maldive
Islands) - (QSL via N7TX).

THE 28MHz BAND
Last but certainly not least comes
the 28MHz band. Here, Pat
G3OUC in Newbury, having built a
IOW s.s.h. rig for 28MHz, has been
having some fun with it on the
band. Based on a design from the
Solid State Design for the Radio
Amateur book, in conjunction with
a dipole up at 10 metres.
Pat notes contacts with TA3D
(Turkey), ZSSPT (South Africa),
EK4GK (Armenia), 5B4IE (Cyprus),
UA4RZ (European Russia), UA9FGR
(Asiatic Russia), SV1DKL (Greece),
VE3SRE (Canada), and WD4NGB
(USA). All were worked in less than
five months, with a QRP 28MHz rig
- not bad for QRP sideband on an
often 'dead' band, eh? Keep up the
good work, Pat!

SIGNING -OFF
Well that just about wraps it up for
this month, and it's signing -off time
folks. My usual thanks to all
reporters and correspondents for

PW LISTENING & OPERATING WATCH LIST
All times in UTC
Charlie Blake MOAT) listens & operates: 0500 - 0700 on 7.061MHz s.s.b. with an NRD 525 receiver and sloping
wire antenna.
Steve Locke GWOSGL operates: 1100 - 1500 most days around 14.180MHz s.s.b. using a Kenwood TS -940 (beam
antenna temporarily out of commission due to damage).

George Woods G3LPT (Suffolk) operates: an open net on 29.570MHz f.m. every weekday morning (except
mondays) at 0930.
Don McLean G3NOF operates: 1030 Saturdays on 3 685MHz on the ISWL Net or 1030 Sundays on the Yeovil ARC
Net 3.665MHz s.s.h. using a Kenwood T5-950 & trapped dipole antenna.
Iohn Wheeler GOIUE monitors: 28.5MHz s.s.b. every evening between 1700 and 2200 regardless of conditions
using an Imm IC -706 and a two element TET triband beam antenna.
Leighton Smart GWOLBI operates: Some weekday evenings at around 2100 - 2300 on 1.949MHz s.s.b. using a
Yaesu FT -747 transceiver and a long wire Marconi antenna.

Rob Mannion G3XFD listens and operates: (weekdays & weekends) 1800. 1830 on 3.7MHz 100W s.s.b., &
3.530MHz QRP c.w. using an Aline° DX - 70 transceiver and long wire antenna. Also at 2300 on either 3.530,
7.025MHz (c.w.) or 3.7MHz s.s.b. Occasionally on 7.025MHz c.w. between 0100 - 0200. (All operation
dependent on PW work load!).
Sean Gilbert G4UCJ operates: around 0700 to 1100 and 2100 to 0000 seven days a week on 14MHz and 7MHz
c.w., using an FT -1117 and Alinco DX70 transceivers at 5/25W output and a GSRV dipole antenna in the loft space.

T. Ibbitson GOVT( operates : each evening between 1900 - 2000 on or around 7.020MHz c.w., or 14.035MHz c.w.
using a Ten Tec Scout at 50W.
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THAT'S ALL FOR THIS TIME, SO
UNTIL NEXT TIME CHEERIO.

73 teilkon, c
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RADIO ISCAPE
REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE.

MIKE RICHARDS G4WNC,
PO BOX 1863, RINGWOOD,
HANTS BH24 2ZD.

E-MAIL:
mike.elaine@thtinternet.com

WEB SITE:
hilp://www.blinternet.com/mikespage
MIKE G4WNC REPORTS ON THE
RADIO RELATED SITES HE'S

FOUND WHILST 'SURFING '
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THE WEB.

Following-on from last month's
session on the choice of high
speed modems for Internet
access. I'm glad to be able to report
that we now have an international
standard at long last.
Just to refresh your memories,
the problem came from the two,
incompatible, systems of achieving
56kbs data rates. Rockwell had
developed their K56flex system
whilst 3Com's system was known as
X2TM. Although both achieved
largely the same result, i.e. a
maximum transfer rate of 56k, the
systems could not talk to each other.
This left modem buyers with the
frustrating problem of not knowing
which one to buy.
The solution to the ongoing
arguments has come from the ITUs
Study Group 16 which finally
announced the new ITU 56K(a) V.90
standard on February 6 this year.
Not surprisingly, the new standard is
a compromise between both the
K56flex system and X2TM

Following the ITU
announcement, the next important
step was for the two main players,
Rockwell and 3Com, to start tests to
ensure their versions of the new
V.90 standard really would talk to
each other. The initial tests were
completed on February 17 and have
proved that their new V.90 software
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regular
business of moving files, let's take a
look at just how you get connected
to another computer on the Internet.
Once you've got your client
software you next need to find a site
to connect to.
Now most software clients
come ready set-up with most of the
larger FTP sites already loaded. If
yours doesn't, then try using the
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is a true standard with full
inlerworking between systems.
This is great news for you and
I, and means that it is now safe to
go out and buy that new 56k
modem - provided of course that it
has been upgraded to the new V.90
standard. Most manufacturers are
well advanced with the release of
the new modems so they should be
in the shops by the time you read
this.

If you've already bought your
modem, don't worry, as most
modern 33.6k modems are flash
upgradable. This is where you can
effectively load a new set of
software yourself.
The best way to see if your
modem is suitable is to look -up
your modem manufacturer on the
Internet. You should find that just
about all the manufacturers have
some form of on-line help for
software downloads. If it's not
obvious from the front page, try
going to their support page.
If you want to keep bang up-todate with what's happening with
V.90 take a look at the Internet 56k
site which can be found at
http://wvny.56k.com If you've any
hints or tips to offer please drop me
a line.
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Whilst most newcomers to the
Internet spend most of their lime
using just their Web browser to get
around, there are other systems that
can, at least in some cases, prove
much quicker. One that I find
particularly useful is File Transfer
Protocol. Although it sounds
complicated, it really is very simple
to use and can be a very quick way
to find and download software from
the Internet.
One of the reasons for wanting
to use more than one system to
work with the Internet is linked to
the way in which your computer
handles data travelling to and from
the Internet. I mentioned WINdows
SOCKets or WINSOCK last month
and it's this part of the system that
effectively gives you a number of
connections to the Internet using the
same dial -up connection. I know it
sounds complicated, but it's best
visualised rather like a mains
extension block that lets you
connect several appliances to the
same power outlet.
In the WINSOCK system you
can run several different programs
that each use the Internet at the
same time. The benefit of this
system is that you can be looking
around the Internet using a Web
Browser whilst leaving the File
Transfer Protocol (FTP) program to
download the latest software.
Let's take a slightly closer look
at what this FTP is all about. In
order to make use of FTP you first

following site: flp.funet.fi This
popular Finnish archive happens to
be particularly good for radio

need to get your hands on some
client software. This is not too
difficult as most Internet Service
Providers included an FTP program
in their main software package. If
yours doesn't then there's plenty of
shareware and freeware systems
available on the Internet.
A good place to look for
applications is Stroud's
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related software.
Once you've typed in the
address you can then ask for the
program to connect you. Not
surprisingly, when you log on to
another computer on the Internet
there has to be some restrictions as
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Fig. 1: A screen shot
from the CuteFTP
program which as
you can see is very
similar toWindows
File Manager or
Explorer.
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Fig. 2: Spectrogram
analysis of a Pactor
signal.

ammeseims

automatically default to anonymous
login.
Once you're logged -on,
moving around is really very simple
indeed. You can use the small folder
icon to move about the computers
disk space and to change
directories.
When you find a file you want
you just double click on it to start
the retrieval process. Incidentally,
this download is supplemented by a
progress bar that usually shows both
the transfer rate in bits/second and
the progress.
In the more sophisticated FTP
programs such as CuteFTP you even

have the option to make particularly
good use of the index file. This
index file is simply a text file that
contains a one line description of
each of the programs in that
directory.
With simple systems you have
to download and view the index file
to find out more about the
programs. In CuteFTP you can set
the program to automatically
download this file and display the
one line descriptions right next to
the program listing in the main
window. This really transforms
browsing around FTP archives.

SPECTROGRAM
If you've got Windows '95 loaded
on your PC then one item of radio
software that you really ought to get
yourself is the excellent
Spectrogram v4.1.2. This incredible
freeware program gives you realtime spectrum analysis at your
finger tips.
The latest version of the
Spectrogram program is particularly
useful because of its real-time
analysis modes. For the radio
amateur the Scan Input mode is
probably the most useful because
you don't have to make a recording
of the audio signal you want to
analyse. In this mode the program
will analyse and display the signal
in real-time without consuming vast
quantities of valuable hard disk
space.

The most obvious use for the
program is as a very sophisticated
tuning aid for anyone with an
interest in the data modes.
However, you can also use it very
successfully to look at all types of
audio signal.
If you want a copy of
Spectrogram you should find it at:
.1111..

Consummate Winsock Site which
can be found at
http://www.cws.com My personal
favourite is a neat program called
CuteFTP. this is one of the most
complete FTP applications around
and includes a host of really useful
features.

I've included a shot of the main
screen of the CuteFTP program in
Fig. 1. As you can see, it looks very
similar to a Windows File Manager
or Explorer. This is deliberate as FTP
is all about moving files from one
computer to another and what
better way to show the available
files than to use the File Manager
format.
However, before I get into the

ftp.funet.fi/pub/ham/misc/gram412
to what you can do within that
computer. Without these limitations
you can bet your boots that some
bright spark would take great
delight in deleting all the files!
The restriction operates by
requiring all users to log -on. If you
happen to be a fully authorised user
of that computer you will have
some form of username and special
password.
However, you can log -on with
read only access by using what's
become known as anonymous

'login'. With this system you just use
'anonymous' as your username and
your E-mail address as your
password. With many of the better
FTP packages you will find that they

.zip If it's disappeared from that site,
just search around the popular
archives for the filename.

SPECIAL OFFERS
If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm/IVFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer \Nith
the Public Domain and Shareware
Library IPDSLI. They have put
together a library set of all five disks
for just f 12 all inclusive.
Using PDSL also makes
ordering simpler as they accept all
the usual credit cards so you can
order by 'phone - you don't even
have to write a letter! Please direct
all orders and enquiries about this
disk set to PDSL Winscombe House,
Beacon Road, Crowborough,
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Sussex TN6 1UL. Tel: (01892)
663298 and request library volume:
H008739abcde.
The software is only available
as a set of five disks as follows: IBM
PC Software(1.44Mb disks): Disk A
- JVFAX 7.1, HAMCOMM 3.1 and
WXFAX 3.2; Disk B - DSP Starter
plus Texas device selection
software; Disk C - NuMorse 1.3;
Disk D - UltraPak 4.0 and Disk E Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.

hemisphere, higher frequencies tend
to be used during the daytime for
long distance transmission, so if tht
station you want appears to have
vanished, look up in the higher
megahertz bands.
KoI Israel's summer schedule for
English is now: 0400-0415 on
17.535, 11.605 and 9.435MHz;
1030-1035 on 15.650 and

really
well
suited
to the
task
in

hand.

15.640MHz; 1400-1430 on 1753;
and 15.650MHz; 1545-1557 on
17.535, 15.650 and 11.605MHz
and 1900-1925 on 15.650, 15.64,
11.605 and 9.435MHz.

THAT'S ALL FOR THIS MONTH,
SO UNTIL NEXT TIME 'HAPPY
SURFING'. SEND NEWS OF
YOUR INTERESTING FINDS
TOGETHER WITH ANY
QUESTIONS TO ME AT THE
ADDRESS AT THE HEAD OF THE
COLUMN.

STATION NEWS
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BROADCAST
REPORTS & INFORMATION TO
ME PLEASE

PETER SHORE,
C/O PW EDITORIAL OFFICES,

ARROWSMITH COURT,
STATION APPROACH,
BROADSTONE,
DORSET BH18 8PW

E-MAIL:
petershoreitpwpub.demon.co.uk
THIS MONTH PETER SHORE HAS
NEWS OF A DUTCH STATION'S
RECEIVER SHOPPING LIST
ALONG WITH LOTS OF NEW
FREQUENCIES AND PROGRAMME
SCHEDULES.
Has the fun gone out of the
high frequency bands, both
for Radio Amateurs and short
wave listeners? This is certainly an
impression which I have come to
accept in recent months, and it
seems to be one shared by a
number of receiver manufacturers
and retailers who I have talked to.
The number of people buying

traditional transmitting and
receiving equipment is falling as a
growing percentage of the
population - including a good
proportion of people who have
been long term amateurs and
listeners - hook themselves to the
Internet to talk to people around the
world and to listen to broadcasters.
And as the market shrinks, so
does the number of equipment
manufacturers. Try and find an
ordinary portable short wave
receiver, and you are limited in the
UK to just a couple of brands.
Grundig has all but pulled out
of the short wave market across
Europe, and its North American
distributor is sourcing models
specifically for that region direct
from the Far East. Gone are the days
when high quality equipment was
designed and built by engineers in
Germany who understood short
wave from beginning to end and
produced receivers which were
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yn powered medium wave
Thanks t, o new
transmitter RFI could be beaming programes to the
Middle East by early next year (see text).
new digital services, the speed of
implementation will pick up.
I'll bring you more information
about how digital a.m. is going to
affect you and me as listeners in the
coming months here in PW. In the
meantime, don't let the impending
digital revolution stop you from
buying a new short wave receiver if
you need one - it will still be a good
investment. The perfect place to
look for absolutely impartial and
highly accurate information about
the entire range of short wave sets
that are on the market is produced
by Radio Netherlands.

But perhaps short wave is about
to have something of a renaissance.
At least that's the plan of the world's
leading international broadcasters
and the associated transmission
companies.
At a meeting in China during
early March, a new organisation
was launched which intends to
revolutionise broadcasting below

30MHz. Digital Radio Mondiale is
promoting the digitisation of the
a.m. bands in order to deliver f.m.
quality sound over even the most
difficult short wave paths.
At a stroke all the interference
and fading which short wave suffers
will disappear. to be replaced by
almost perfect reception. And all
that listeners will need will be a
new receiver which. Digital Radio
Mondiale claims, will cost
little more
than £20
more than
existing short

LATEST EDITION
The latest edition of the Dutch
station's Receiver Shopping List is
now out, and is
available either
..... _ I how,
on the Internet at
www.rnw.n1 or
by ;)ost from PO
Box 222, 1200
IC. Hilversum,

4#kal:.'

wave sets.
Big names

i Iglitir.

't
.r

The

Netherlands.
The book is a
Ie.-- ., ...tvi -4°
vital resource
for anyone
who is even
remotely
receivers)
interested in choosing
committed to
a new set. or simply comparing
producing the new
what's on the market with the
digital receivers and
equipment you have at home.
getting them in the shops by 2003.
Digital a.m. will work
FREQUENCIES &
alongside conventional analogue
PROGRAMMES
transmission, so that people worldThe new season for frequencies and
wide will have a choice of listening.
programmes began at the end of
That's vital as the take up of new
March when most of the world
radio sets is going to be slow at first.
changed its clocks. During the
But with enough momentum, and
summer time in the northern
sufficient content available on the

are involved
with Sony and
Sangean (who
make the Roberts
Radio short wave

'1/4,110Z

rfr-,,

Rad° eddand

Radio Finland has changed the tin!,
of its half-hour English programme
for North American listeners. The,
new time is 02000TC and tht
frequencies are 9.78 and
11.90MHz. The morning
transmission stays put at 123OUTC
on 15.40 and 11.90 MHz on
Sundays only.
Radio Afghanistan is a station
which beams anti-Taliban
propaganda to Afghanistan. It
broadcasts in Dan. the national
language of Afghanistan, at around
023OUTC on 7.084MHz for an
hour, with a further 60 -minute
programme on the same frequency
at 143OUTC.
A new high-powered medium
wave transmitter could Ix' Iteamim
programmes from Radio Monte
Carlo and Radio France
International to the Middle East by
early next year. A 1200kW
transmitter may be built on Cyprus
to increase coverage of the
strategically important region tor the
two French and Arabic language
broadcasters. The frequency will be
1233kHz, which currently has a
6(X)kW transmitter installed.
The Voice of Malaysia has
English programmes on short wave
at 0455-0825 on 6.175, 9.75 and
15.295MHz. The first two hours
consist of the Voice of Islam.

UNUSUAL CATCH
An unusual catch reported by
German DXer Harald Kuhl is of the
Voice of Justice from the Republic
of Mountainous Nagorny Karahakh.
This station operates on
Wednesdays at around 1500UTC
and Fridays at 06000TC. both on
9.677MHz. The station's address is
Tigran Meds Street 23A,
Stepanakert, Republic of
Mountainous Karabakh.
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GOOD NEWS
Good news from Canada, with the
government giving CS15million
over the coming three years for
capital expenditure at Radio Canada
International (RCII, including new
transmitters which will be digital capable. Thank goodness that there
has been a change of heart after
years of squeezing RCI until it was
nearly strangled!

THAT'S ALL FOR THIS TIME. SO,

UNTIL NEXT MONTH, GOOD
LISTENING!

Perei
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The Complete Collection

AMATEUR RADIO SHOW COMMITTEE PRESENTS

'tom Datong Electronic_

7th LEICESTER

For further details on th.
data sheet

AMATEUR MI

170.44

AD270 Indoor Active Antenna (includes PSU)

193.94

14)370 Outdoor Active Antenna (includes PSU)

L F Convertor (10kHz - 500kHz)

146.94

H.F Convertor (1 44MHz - 146MHz)

155.17

'70 Morse Tutor

176.32

L3 Audio Filter

£152.69

SHOW
at a new venue
CASTLE DONINGTO
INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION CENTRE

he above prices include VAT at 1 7 596 and shipping within the Llk
,ainland

near juction 23A M1 motorway
ayment can be made by Visa, Mastercard, Switch, Cheque, Postal
)rder and cash (but don't send that in the post)

on

25th & 26th
SEPTEMBER, 1998

are advised to call us before ordering to ensure we have the goods

All the usual features but even bigger than ever.

For further details contact Geoff Dover,

For Converters, Filters and Active Antennas call now for
a catalogue and information.

G4AFJ. Tel: 01455 823344 or

Fax: 01455 828273
Datong Electronics Ltd

For stand and table bookings conta
John Theodorson, G4MTP.

Tel/Fax: 01604 790966

Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds. LS16 6QE

E-mail itheotic@aolcom

Tel 0113-274 4822 Fax 0113-274 2872

C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS)

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
visa
IT 01327 260178

Build Your Station in Easy Stages!
DC2000 SSB & CW Receiver Kit
Great for the beginner as well as the experienced QRPer. Plug-in band system.

DC2000 Kit £22.90 (one band module included) Extra band module kits.
£7.90 each, from 160 to 10M HA22R hardware (pictured top left) f18.90.

1X2000 QRP Transmitter Kit
5W CW RF output (adjustable) on160 to 20M bands, about 1W on 10M Plugin band filter Very clean signal. Use with Rx and linking module for transceive

TX2000 Kit: £24.90 (with one band filter) Extra band fitter kits £6.90 each
HA23R hardware pack (pictured lower left) £16.90

80M bands as standard. Optional extra
plug-in band modules available. Can link to
7X2000 or AT160for transceive (by adding

LM2000 linking module). Versatile and

LM2000 linking Module

popular. with great performance!

:

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DCS2 'S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HA2OR hardware pack £28.90

--

.-

. .transmmer.

Side -tone, muting. MT, CWfitter. Kit. E16.30

Total to build this QRP Station: £99.90 (plus postage/

An rune-m-fruik! low prover I (gth .tuner,

Multiband SSB Receiver
DICR20. Covers SSB and LW on 20, 40 &

Great projects for Holiday, Portable and the Home Station!
Audio Filter - £29.80!
Clean up your reception!

-..HOWES

Reduce noise and interference' Sharp
SSB/Speech fitter with faster roll -off than IF
tmer Printed and punched front panel All aluminium case

ristal tiltersi 3uotrz riandYriath

Simply connects between radio and external loudspeaker or headphones
Suits receivers & transceivers ASL5 Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80

Top Value Receiving ATUa

-

CTU8:
circuit. SO2

Efficient, flexible
matcl
500kHz
sockets Improve your antenna performance!

Factory Built: E49.90 Kit i including case and all hardware): £29.90.
C1119: as CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATU!
Factory Built £69.90 C1119 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

ACCESSORY KITS
Acnve Antenna 1SOkHz to 30MHz
4A4
25 to 1300MHz Active Antenna
413118 118 to 137MHz Active Antenna
AS08
P.O Antenna Selector/Attenuator
AA2

SL4

0052
..8A2

Internal 558 6 CW Filter for our Fits

Add-on Digital Readout for superhets E49 90
Digital Frequency Counter/Readout E54 90
Scanner Creamy 4 to 1300MHz
E1 S 90
Morse Side-tone/Practue Oscillator
E9.80

E8 90

DFD4

E19 90
E18.80

DFDS

[27 90

ST2

E 10.50

W830 SWR/Power Indicator. 30W 1-200MHz E13 90

'S Meter' for direct conversion RXs f 10 90
Counter Buffer (Id to Ra to feed DFDS) [5 .90

5PA4

XM1

Crystal Caltbratoc 8 intervals + dent [16.90

!optional hardware packs are avadable to su t -Y.,

the above Ws. pease elute)

74

Please add f4.00 P&P. or f1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations. full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website (URL at top) UK delivery is normally within seven days

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

INNOVATION FOR THE NEXT MILLENNIUM

y1

QRLD
K<N

ICOM
I

NIGHT VISION
from £3010199

C

w

SUNRISE

2
E

SR PALM PILOT
from 101199

(-)sL
7

/SA

T N D EIS

MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

T.1 -11-16-7J-./ --J1-27/
Fax: 0171-637 3728 E-mail: salesesun-rise co uk

229 Tottenham Court Road, London IN1

TRANSCEIVERS
Alinto DJ -190

Alinco DI -S41

Icom
Kenwood TI1-221:
Aline() DJ -GS

Yaesu FT -50
Yaesu FT -11

£149.99
£129.99
.1284.99
4209.99
£299.99
LCall
LCall

Alinco DR -140

£249.99

Alinco DR -430

4259.99

Yaesu FT -8100R

DIGITAL CAMERAS
from £299:99

All prices include VAT Next day delivery available

YUPITERU

M
LASER POINTERS
from SAWN

)

T

LCall

Yaesu FT -3000M

!cum IC -207H
Icom IC -2710H
Icom 1C -W328
Icom 1C -T8

4439.99
4494.99
£349.99
LCall

GARMIN
GPS III

MAGELLAN
GPS
3

GI'S 11

GPS II+

4219.99

GPS Pioneer

GPS 12X1.

GPS MAPI30

£209.99
4219.99
£499.99

GPS MAP135

SCall

Meridian XL

GPS MAPI'S

iCall

DIX10

GPS MAP 230

£Call

NAV 1200

GPS MAP 220

Kali

NAV 6000

GPS III new

£Call

NAV 6500

GPS 17
GPS 12 tre-worke(11

GPS 45XL
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0
0

0
0
0
X
L

£119.99
£149.99
£119.99
S129.99

GPS 38

1

SCANNERS
Icom IC-PCRI (Xx)
Welz WS -1000

Icom IC -RIO

Uniden 22OXLT

Uniden 60XLT
Yupiteru MV1-9000
Yupiteru MVT-7100

GPS 2000XL

£89.99
£139.99

GPS 3000XL

£r9.99

AOR AR8000

GPS 4000XL

£219.99
£239.99
£459.99
£234.99
S569.99
£739.99

Alinco DJX-In .

Uniden BC-80XLT

Yupiteru VT-125MK
Netset PRO -44
AOR AR3000

1(ton ICR-8500
Yaesu FRG -100

LCall

£229.99
£254.99
1169.99
£99.99
£379.99
£224.99
£129.99
£294.99
£349.99
£199.99
£129.99
LCall

41499.00
£489.99
75

SEND YOUR ADVERT TO ZOE CRABB, PRACTICAL WIRELESS, BARGAIN BASEMEN
preamp, as new, bargain, 1120 Pakratt
PK722 MBX Packet TNC all mode Packer.

FREE ADVERTS

RTTY, c w, etc , as new.1:200 MFJ 949E
Versa Tuner 2 top of the range h f a to .
covenng all bands, as new, 1125 Tel 1012941

chant
it, .coil III U
1,110111p:Iph 01 your egiiipmeni ra good
idea
it
s
really
unusuall
In
.01111,411, .our ashen. Please nine

463114

Kenwood TS-950SDX digital transceiver,
'mina ciliate, (1750 cvno Ken on 0191-253
0504 anytime

all photow yell ons he publicised
our discretion and arc nonreturnable.
When ...urine in your arisen. please
sum: cleans in 191.04.7k CAPITALS
I

ial

at

Microwave Modules 144/100LS. 2m
1144MHzI 100W linear amplifier, as new,
bargain, 1120 Pakten PK232 MBX, Packet
TNC, all mode Packet RTN, c w. etc . as
new, 1200 MFJ -949E Versa Tuner 2. top of
the range, h f , a to covering all bands, as

up to a 111.11l1M11111 of 40 words, plus

state your comae) derails. Pleat ii.'
the order form pros hied.

new 1125 Tel 1012941 463114

Military radios R209, 175 Cossor CC3, E30

MI manpack.f75 Recifon GR479

Advertisements from traders or for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the UK. will not he acceptc'

transceiver, 1195 USA PRO walkie-talkie
175 19 Set, complete with accessones,
1285 Ex RAF Rohde Schwarz vhf receiver.
199 o n o Tel 101482) 654915 after 6pm

No responsibility still be taken for errors.
You should state clearly in your advert whether the equipment is professionally built. home -brewed or modified.
The Publishers of Pr, i
IV.,, roll also wish ti noire out that it is the responsihi h
,.certain the suitabilu
offered for purchase.
r

For Sale

110. tree printer and monitor, buyer to
collect Len GOSJO 00101544131>:75

20 Jars CHIC components 100 valves
including S7213, 6146. 807, Bush VHF90

BCC69 2m 1144MHz1 a rn PR HBK, Decca
SFG545 stereogram, 30 transtormers, No19

set. valve spares. box, all offers considered

Chekom Len 135MHz) vertical, 170 Hustler
6BN vertical, 1100 Commercially made 6m
150MHz1 vertical, 115 2m 1144MHzl 7 -

element ZL special, never used, E25 15m
12IMHz1 Pro -Am mobile vertical. still in

Goldstar oscilloscope. 20MHz, dual trace.
built-in generator, 0-100MHz, boxed as new,
current model, 1295 ono VVin108 airband
radio, 108136MHz, 20 memories, leather
case, N,Cads, 199. Russ. S London Tel
01813081704

package. £t5 Tel Evesham 1013861 48356

Hallicrafters S37 wartime aid RX 128.
214MHz, g wo 1135 V rare model

TS7500. 2 off Afinco 144MHz hand-held U167
hand-held 170cm), loom 505, 6rn150MHz1.
al -mode, PC2286 thy Cmzen printer
9R590S RX, all v g.c , swap 767 fulty loaded

Cossor CDU150 double beam 'scope with
manual. has lash but tube is OK, hence. En
plus delivery or delivery free up to 60 miles
from Pwllheli Roy GW4KG0 on 1017581

Fellowcrypt Super. oak -cased, crystal set
with onginal BBC headphones, 1280 Racal
RAI7L handbook, leads, 1145 Guff war Iret
PRC439 portable, charger, handset, flee
Tel Yorkshire 101482/ 869682

moor Tel 0115 930 8096 for details

712108

9600 scanner by Yaesu. 60-960MHz all -

mode plus fi t converter by AKCi, good
condition and performance. may be
computer c ontrolled. 1295 plus P&P Rod

Drake RBA receiver, mint condition, one
owner, £750 Drake 4245 professional
receiver. in matching desk top cabinet full
working order and pristine condemn. offers

GWIRDV en 1013521 715244 answerphone

Tet Preston 1017721 704009 after 6pm

Admirably handbook Of Wireless

Drake TR4 5 -band valve kit fans added,
with MS4 power supply and speaker, well
used and working, 1125 63BUF, GTHR Tel

G3CPS on 101323)643172

1013) f m , FT7, TS7130 2m 1144MH21,

Heathkit RAI receiver, used condition.
working. with manual, 125 G3ZOF. QTHR
Tel 0181777 1315

N030 shod wave antenna, as new. 130 Gnd
dip meter, as new.£30 Anuon antenna, 125
Tel 1014871823879

Telegraphy c s 1 & 2.16 th pair ARR.
Handbook 1943, CIO. RSGB Handbook.
1941,16 RSGB burin Manual. El. OP
Handbook, 1966,11 AVO Tel 1012761 25191

1012631 661434

teem me. mint condrtion complete with
manual and brackets, selling on behalf of
silent key owner, lust been MOTerr. any
test welcome. 1200 postage Andy GOVYS

Dremel Multi 395 with 40 tools, only one
tool used, as new. 60 or vv h y / Complete
with instruction book, collect or postage

on 101%11 789324

bat virtually new arid mint boxed, with
manuals, hardly used. 650. may spirt buyer

extra John on 1016341 235058

us

collects Jim on 0181-4409130 evenings or
weekends.

Dual trace oscilloscopes, good condition
with manuals Gould OSI200 25MHz with
probe, 180 Telequipment type 43,18.

Allegro MX 2,50 computer 1 lgrg HD. 12

G3RSB, E Yorkshire. Tel 101 48 21 633569

6m (50MHz1
Mince DX7OTH h
transceiver, cow Alinco EDX1 manual tuner,

meg RAM, 10 x CD Blaster modem S VGA
monitor sound card, etc ,1395. FT -840,
immaculate, 695 Yupiteru MVT-7100, 1175

gaxl

Transvener RN Electronics 28/50 Inew,
boxed). 1150 AKD 2031 transceiver, 170 Teti
109761 647244

kom IC -R1000 thi. receiver, 25MHz to
2GHz. coverage c w., a m , s.s b., f m mods,

Corby Tel 10153612605%

plus aerial, £495 Also Yaesu FT -23R 2m
1144MHz1 hand-held transceiver, 1150 o.n.o.
condition Greg on 1010261 338587 or E -mad

Moseley rotating dipole 20, 15, 10 heavy
duty, new condition. 4 months old, 1150
Yaesu G450X1 medium duty rotator, 4
months old, 1200 on o Tel. Won Keynes

gregoryfox4compuserve corn

1019081 265546

kom ICR-71E receiver with optional
IC6X257 f m unit and RCII remote controller,
boxed with manual, mint condemn. cost
£1100, want 600, would consider exchange
for amateur adlo gear Tel 101%11844197

New Kenwood AT720 a to and s w r meter,

kom 870 communications receiver with
fm unit fined mu. mint condition with manual
and aerial tuner and amplifier, made by
Hamper, 1400 Tel Nelson 1012621618548.

Nordnrende Galaxy 4404 5-18MHz, f m not
warring, hence only, £60 ovno Grundig
3105 solid state 16 to 30MHz, 170 Grundig
RR -640 professional stereo 616 s w tape
deck, I w, m w., f.m.,
ovno Hacker
Herald m.w/I w..160, v h f. model, 170

Both boxed with manuals, excellent

kom twins IC -215 2m 1144MHzI f.m
portable, fully crystalised and IC -2025

c wris s h portable, both good condition
with manual Eddystone 750 with Howes
digital read-out onginal speaker and S
meter G3HCM York Tel (019041608733.

kom 290E tin 1144MHz1 IOW

s b.lc.w/f m.. boxed transceiver with
manual and microphone, 1103 Collinear
base antenna, preset a to also available.
110. DRAE v hfiu h f wavemeter. £20. PSU.
120 John G4UBB on 0181.868 7684

Kenwood TH-77E 44,430MHz I m dual.
bander, charger, manual, etc .1180 Nerset
PR044, still boxed, brand new. 170 Realistic
DX -394 short wave receiver, brand new,
1110 Alan, Stockton -on Tees Tel 1016421
535621 Ext 261 after 6pm

Colour monitor 65 New keyboard. 110

on six and two, never been used mobile,
MAX mod done, s s b narrow filter Ittted,
650, no offers, post paid Don GWOPLP,

Tom, Northants Tel 101536) 522007

11995 FT -900 CAT, as new. 1745 Carl

Cardigan Tel 1012391 811157 answer
mac hine 11m a shift workerl

G4G1W, Southampton Tel 1014891789960

370143

Amstrad PCWIO world processor with 9 pin matrix printer. 74 pin Epson 10100
master discs, manuals, tractor drive for
continuous paper, g w o 1100 or no, w h
Buyer collects John on 1016341 n3058
AOR 7030, boxed. 1450. R-2000

v h f., like

FT41Efl 2m 1144MHz1 multomode, excellent
condroon, boxed with manual, 1250 o n o
Lowe PR -150 pre -selector, with power
supply and manual, excellent condemn,
1110 0 n o Nigel on 101279, 721680

band, v g.c., 1125 Zenith 1000 cow hide
case, like new, otters Sony T7. boxed. 1180
Tel Middlesex 0181-813 9193
AR3930, new 16197, Collins 2 5kHz fitter'2m
1144Mitzl converter fitted, cost 1684 boxed,
manual anti power supply. plus G5RV
antenna, 50h. C7118 a t u short wave freq
book, sell, 1450 Bill. Morecambe Tel

Standard C8800 f rn 2m 1144MHz I. good

radio. fl 10 Both with manuals. MML

Kent Tel 1017951 873100

144/100S linear amp with pre -amp, al. plus
postage, instant Morse CO ROM. 120 Tom
Burke G I LXU, GTHR Tel 1014721 602335

F7 -726R dual -band multi base 1600
Kenwood PS31 20A, £120 Microset RU20
70cm 1430MHz) amp - Gasfet pre -amp, 65.
Realistic HTX100 26.30 mobile, 525W, 1150
FT-101ZD. no p s u , for spares or repair. 015
Everything mini Tel 104681 756762
FT -540, mint with all optional fibers heed,
1590 Tom G30L8, QTHR Tel (012521 990283
evenings or 1014941 792433 days

1015241 833516 answerphone

FTDX 401, boxed, 1160 With scope, £25
Denton IkW at u 150. Midland DB, 120

ARM, 1940s, 1110 o n o RA17 in steel
cabinet. 1110 0 n o Eddystone 840C, mint
condition, 1105. Tel 1014821 654915 alter
6pm

Kenwood M/C85 base mid., 145, all good

CC TX= psu. complete. E225 C42 at u
wing, box, 130 P&P CII1R210 24V ps.u.,
150 P&P C11/R210 mains es.u..1101).
P&P Wanted C11 WM, C13 TX(RX, C41
u Tel 1019761 70919

Cheap RTTY AMTOR Morse FAX with AEA
COM Pakratt 125 Commodore 64 computer,

76

1795 e n o Sony Monica FD7 10X zoom dig,
camera, 1459 Tel Kent 1013221 528182

Icon 706, E595 KW 10l a tu , 195 KW s w r
match, 115 Heathkrt 'scope 1018U.125
RSGB 1997 Callbook, 12 All as new, offers,
plus carriage or collect Ted Trowel' 62860.

ET -410R, v g c , not used mobile, 1240

new, 1215 Racal 17 MkII, v g.c ,1100.Sony
1CF-7600G. s s b, 170 FRG -7000. excellent
radio, like new, 1150 Grund,g 2100 multi -

kom 706 MkII, mint boxed, manual. etc

order Brian GOKOU on 1012451 266122.

Gamin GPS45XL GPS hand-heldl as new,
1125 o.v.no Sony AIR7 scanner, £75 Tno
70-9000 2rn 1144MHz) multi -mode, v g c.,
otters to Brian on 1019771 684394 evenings

Goldstar 20MHz 2 channel oscilloscope
with function generator 0S90206. cost over
1400, slut boxed with instructions, also
probes, only used once, £250 o n.o Tel.
Middlesborough 1016421 879703 after 3pm

Isom 737, feted 9MHz & 455kHz c w. fitters,
HM10 mic . handbook, hosed, in pristine
condition, with DRAE 24A os tr, buyer
collects or carriage extra. £850 Gordon
G3ZFZ. Barrow Tel 1012291 827701

kom 820H dual -band all -mode transceiver.
2m70cm 1144.130MHz) boxed, mint £850
MuTek transverter 2m to 6m I 144-50MHH.
1130 Martin GNOX on TeIIFAX 1017751
517379

tom 235041 dual -band mobile radio
excellent condition. boxed, 1275 Kenwood
TH-215E 2m 1144MHz) hand-held, soh case,
battery and charger, spare AA battery case.
speaker microphone, boxed, excellent
condition, £140 Mark MOBLT, West
Midlands Tel 1013841 279966 after 6pm
please
lean IC -281H mobile TX 144.146 TX, 430
440 RC, as new, 1150 Timewave OSP9
audio noise reduction filter. £50 All plus
Postage Bill on 1017821 624838

kom11-773 multi -mode transceiver, full
coverage plus FC-700 a t u .1425 Datong
Morse Tutor. 60 Hr -mound Morse key, 140

transceiver. 5-1050W guaranteed, new,
boxed and new W-30 2m 1144MHz1 antenna,
1175 o n o Tel 10124617364%

Peter, Cheshire Tel 1019281773628
anytime

11.0-515 10-30MHz continuous coverage,
three filters 10.6, 24 & 61 POT a,* matching
speaker, excellent condemn, boxed with
manual, £430 o n o Tel 0161-2831689

Pair PRC77 Vietnam backpackers'. 650
Deutsche, Kleinempfanger C Lorenz AG
Third Reich Bakelite, 1250 Eddystone 740.
serviced, 175 Eddystone speaker, round,

Kenwood TS -440 SAT, boxed, immaculate
condition. leads and mic., internal a tu 4011
Tennamast telescopic eft type, 440SAT,
1650 Mast, 150 Tommy MOBOC. Rochdale

241054

Tel 1017061 665435

thought to be OK, contains EF86. ECC83.
ECU32 and level indicator DM71,135 Tel

Kentwood TS -50, fitted c w filter, matching
auto a to AT50 PG 4m control lead to boot
mount the a tu all as new, original packing.
manuals, mic , etc., Manson 30A metered

1013491 862482

p s u., £650. G4FEEI on 1019771 669170

plus I m memones. manual. 175 o n o Tel
Middlesex 0181-575 7984

Amiga MID, games, Joystick mouse,
disks, p s u., black and Mule TV, can be
used with Amiga. all cable included. 60
David Welch. Milton Keynes Tel 1019081

1125 o n o ADI AR -146 2m 1144MHz1 mobile

138.88 Sets. 130 18 Set 140 Tel. 1013261

team 7E6 Mk1 h 1,16/2 clean radio, only used

IT-10000 200W heavy duty budt-in p s.u.,
dual RX, 1400 of fitters Inc hipass filter, mit.,
box, manuals, very reluctant sale, as new,

MM transverters. all 2m (144MHz1 Input. My
info , leads, attenuators 1, 432MHz c w
repeater shift, 1100 2. 70MHz, 1100 3,
28MHz, 125. All 10W115W p e.p I output
buyer inspects and collects Barry G4LKF,

Kenwood TS-530SP c w and s s b filters,
boxed, manuals, plus VF0230. excellent
condition, buyer collects or pays carriage,
1500 o n o Mike G3TMB, QTHR Tel 1017041
214012

Kenwood TS -570D h f. d.s.p transceiver,
100W outpui, s s b fitter fitted, as new,
boxed with manuals, bargain, 1795 plus
carnage Terry G4OXD on 1014621435248
alter 6pm
Kenwood TSU-7 CTCSS board unused. 128
1C-575 front panel, new, unused, 118 FT -757
IC -728 front panels. 110 each. MDI desk
mic .145 Microset 70cm 1433MHz) amp .
pre -amp, unused, 65 Stoma 4000.125 Tel
Wanon 1019531884305

Philips 1950s reel-to-reel tape recorder,
type E1352704, belts perished, otherwise

Phillips synthesised world receiver model
02935 including amateur bands with b to

Power reducer 20W IOW, 115 2000 to 100V
100VA. 117 Mic, Teardrop, cost 148. accept,
125 Grundig 5000 satellite wireless, offers
Wanted decoder, price around 1100-150,
low pass fitter, 21.30MHz John on 1012831
221870 alter 6pm

Racal 9901 freq. counter Omer, 50MHz, good
condition with manila.. 150 Sony AIR -7

airband scanner, (also converts broadcast
long, medium and f m I, boxed with manual,
excellent condroon, 1115 o n.a Tel Yorks
1019041608733

Racal RM17, Racal side -band fine tuner
converter, Racal RA17 power supply, 2 x 6V
2A, matching 18n front panel, all working,
must clear. 1150 the lot o n o G3PNH, QTHR

Lowe HF-150 with manual and p s u , good
condemn, 1230 e n o , looking for desk top
scanner of similar value, make not
important as long as it works well Cohn on
,01475. 7868:"

Tel: 1012491 653548

Medium duty Emotator rotator with support
oeanng and brackets. 2m and 70cm
1140430MHz1Vargarda antennas. cables,
etc . buyer inspects and collects, 1100 0.n 0

1015351 630361

G8XLC, Cheshire Tel 0161-962 7927

MVT-71143 scanner, boxed. as new, few
hours use. 1175 o n o Nigel on 1012791

Microwave Modeles 144/1M1S 2m

721680

Racal RA171 plus I

f

12.980kHz unit in Racal

case, absolute mint condition and working
order, inside like new, buyer can listen but
collects only, bargain 1295. no offers. Tel

Realistic PRO.2042 base scanner boxed, as
new, tew hours use, 1200 a n o Yuprteru

I144M H2 I 1 COW linear amplifier well audio

Pract ical Wireless, May 1998

r, ARROWSMITH COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH 1 8 8PW
&Wont from mil -Ms to current. offers.

interface, suit 850/950, £20 All V g c

Tel 1014941 530018

wanted Heil headsetMoom mic w h
John, Dorchester Tel 1013051 854039, E-

Realistic PR034 200 channel hand-held
scanner, a cAl.c , complete with charger,
manual, good condemn, u h f h f all usual
frequencies covered. 095 including
postage Dave Wilkinson on 1019831 854 766

Receiver R7020 by C 8 N Electrical, 11,
3MHz bands between 600kHz and 32MHz,
full data and circuits, £100 Tony on (019051

mail swaymartacumpuseme.com

offers please David on 101E341 220747 any

Tel 1013231487919.

time (leave message if necessary'

NEMS Clothes, DEI, W!J, SDU, a tits, AT-

Yaesu 101W 61k111, WARC, tm . manual,
new p a FC-902 a to , SP901 speaker, all in

perfect condition, selling as lull line up,
f500 Tel Cheshire 0161-4271809

M. Redden, Joyrnatch, Mizuho KX-2,
Hamgear. ERA Microreader 4.2, RS -232,

also test equipment Bob Wnght 247 Sandy
Lane, Hindley, Wigan, Lancs WN2 4ER, Tel
1019421255948

boxed as new. £800 Alinco DJ -580 twin band hand-held, case. extension speaker,
mic , spare battery, charger and manuals.
£195 Outbacker Perth with triple mag
mount £125 Ter 0181 854 9589

Tel Oxon 101865) 374868

Receiver, Marconi ctrioaa 600kHz to
30MHz wilt manual Receiver R210. 2016MHz with circuits, etc Power amplifier,
Zetagi BM v h 1. ss tilan 35W, electronic
multimeter CT47IC with manual, reasonable

Receivers 57.19 Mk111, BC -342N, 88, BC 348, HRD AR813, 2I74A. 1307A, TCS6, HF-225.

Yaesu MO, box and instruction book, plus
1m 1144MHz1 converter, also indoor Datong
aerial, model 270, 2270 the lot Also
Microreader ERA RS232 with printer port,
E160 for both, good reason for sale Tel

Yaesu 0(250 rotator and control box,
a most lee: I rotator has been in loth,
includes instruction manual, very good
condition and working order, £100, includes
postage by registered post. Tel (012731
720007

Old valve linear needed for medical
experiment 'Diathermy 100W or above. 2r
28 harmonic suppression unimportant)
Stuart on 0181-8096119, Email
stuarruhrustil dungeon com

Zetagi R300P 12V 3-30MHz 300W mobile
amp with pre -amp, very little use. as new,
boxed, £65. Yaesu MD1 base mic, 245 FT -

Circuit diagram for a Motorola MCX100
mobile transceiver or information on how to
disable the time out circuit Paul GOMIH,

10130 spares, cm filter, f25 FM board, 125

C1THR. Tet (016221663014 or

Cooling Ian, f10 Tel Watson 1019531884305.

gOrnh4tilinternet tom
Circuit diagram plus details for following
receiver Lida. CR70A, AR IS, KW Viceroy

to 2m 1144MHz1 amateur band. very clean
with all manuals, ideal tor newcomer, £130
Alan. Sheffield Tel 0114.288 7088

Heathke SW717. Coder CR70A, Eddystone
840, w.h y 0 Tel. 1014531 379217

fitted with 2kHz selective filter, s s b filters
and dry cell battery holders. Ella Timestep

Datong auto speech processor. 070 Morse
Tutor. Microwave 2m (144MHz) pre -amp.
Phydel trap dipole (newt Wanted h.t
vertical or exchange, why., G3NOX on

OFC7 digital read out for FRG -7. £20

1017721 7133957

Thunder digital CR0 adaptor. f45 John

Yaesu FRG -775 conununications receiver.
150kHz to 30MHz, good condition, book,

Eachange my mint Sony TC-720 33/4,
7 I rips speed 4 -track professional reel-toreel stereo recorder in original box for Sony

TX. instruction book for KP200. Kenpro
memory keyer, also wanted Eddystone or
any vintage valve receivers or 1)(s Ed Kelly,
Cregganavar, Breaffy, Castlebar, Co Mayo,
Eire, carriage paid
Codar128 RX, other Cedar gear, w.h.y.?
Also dual paddle key Tel (014531845013.

bits, please 'phone for info. Peter on 0117-

549 2612

FT -7288 dual -band base station, f.m., c.w.,

USA.

sattelite module fitted. totally mint
and original inside and out, would
exchange for IC -706, must be mint condition
or wh
hit gear Tel Norfolk 104681

Eddystone 1837/2. must be as new, good
price and carriage. Tel Dublin 01-4536452

756762.

Sorrenerkarnp FT -2774 160-10m i I 828MHz1. d c -d c converter. 12V on 240,000
o.n o Yaesu FT -7B 50W out, variable mobile
hi, £195 o n o Alinco DR1167 2m (144MHz)

Andy, Watford Te1.1013231 441866

loom RVE RX far Racal h.1 comms RX, type
RAI 792, difference if any settled in cash.
will collect Tel N Hampshire 0118.912 476

5145W mobile, CTCSS, used daily, £100
o.n o Alan G4OJN, OTHR Tel Essex 1012771
624386

Sony MOM with mains p s u and manual.
£100 BNOS 2m (144MHz) linear, lOW
160W out £100 Tel 1013921 274607

Swan 100MX 100W 5 band transceiver with
elm. and nann000k, £150 a ii u G3KIP,
OTHR Tel Kent 1018921 547643

Sony AIR7. boxed, hst, excellent condition,
£150 Sony ICE -7603D, mint E75 Panasonic
0822, good performer, many features, MO
, airband, good
condemn, £220 o no. Tel. Hull (01482) 353192
evenings

Yam FRG -7700 receiver. a 15-30M Hz with
FAT -7700 a.tu immaculate, 1200. IC -211E
2m 1144MHz1 MuTek front-end, £250.
MML144/100 linear amplifier, £80 All in
v g c., one owner, original boxes and
manuals Terry MOBLC, Rumford Tel
1017081 449335

,

Yaesu FT -736R v h t/u h t transceiver
2m170cm (144/430MHz1 voice module fitted.
matching SP767 speaker mei filters, all
mint and boxed. carriage extra. f 1050 Craig
91013 on 1012461410409

Signal 13535 v.h

hew FT -73R u.h.l. hand-held, ISO
Kertwood TM251E 2m 1144MHzI mobile,
£200. KPC3 TNC, boxed, £60 Neil. Plymouth

Standard C528 hand-held dual -band inc.
CTCSS board, £150 o n o Tel Doncaster

Te1.1017521 481558 evenings/weekends

(01302) 852411

Kama F1-747 ctw mic, c w filer, but no
f m, £330 o n o GW3f DI. Attersoch Tel

Tektronix twin beam oscilloscope, model

1017581 712675

2225. 50MHz with probes, £280 Two modern
power units MML 200W, MML 600W by
Omega, adjustable 0/Ps. offers. Wanted
Philco radio model 444 Tel 1018721 862191

Yam FT-747GX Lin board fitted, FP21
power supply included, v.g.c , f325. Paul on

Tokyo 111106 6rn15061Hrl sal. transceiver
or similar. w h y Also 5 or 6 -element beau
for 6m 150MHz1 MWOBBU on 101646)

Transverter
in 50MHz out to frt on FT -757
Yaesu h f radio or anything that does same
job, advice on a mod for radio, etc very
welcome Stet an 2E1GG13. Suffolk Tel

1017081 340304

(017281 724186 or 108601 920900. E-mail

n

monze©lanie demon co uk
Eddystone receivers, still seeking EC10. 960,
870A and scrap sets for spares Peter.

exchange for solid state h I transceiver,
must also be in mint condemn. 'corn 740

Surrey Tel 101372) 450381 or (03741128170
anytime

Trio AT1213 aim and YK88C 500Hz c w filter
Alan GOPHT on (015091550420

Grundig Sateen 2400 stereo, professional 9

Tube for Tektronix 453 oscilloscope
(Tektronix type T453031
Hobert on

band short wave radio or Grunk model

(018461648760

1 i

Swap my vaned collection of domestic
receivers valve!, ,ncluding BaKeote
wooden cased. console sets, portables,

1433 or Grundig model Satelln model 3400 in
p w o Hugh McCallion, 8 Strathard Close,

Coleraine. Co L Denny. Northern Ireland

Wanted dead or alive Kenwood SP -9450.
also HC -10 world clock John MacDonald

etc .(1rst available/ for good h f
communications receiver or old VOX guitar

BTSI 3ES, Tel 1012651 43793

on (012221598945

amp Tel 1014821 869682

Handbook, memory unit and hand mic for

Watson home base antenna 2mi/0cm

Yaesu FT -107S. also 70MHz hnear

1144/430MH21. approx 2-310 long, must be

Vend FT -77 microphone. power lead.
mobile mounting bracket workshop
manual and FC-700, manual, ate., leads.
operating manual for Icom 6m multi -mode

transverter with 28/30MHz if num or

reasonably priced inc postage Jim on

similar Ian GW8VUG. OTHR Tel (014921

(01242)511783

or Icom 210170cm 11441430MHz) multi -mode
duel -bander G4XPP CITHR TM 1013881
747018 after 1830

HE sm. receiver with switched bands. solid

518499

kom 41501.1144.. please write or 'phone

Wireless set No. 38 PAM, Wireless Set No
19 Mkl, good pnce offered for either set in
any condmon, also wanted Wireless Set
No Il and 21 Set Bob Warner, 45 Eastry
Close, Ashford. Kent TNI3 58S, Tel. 1012331

G3PTN, OTHR Tel Leeds 0113-265 4644

636185

Instruction book or photocopy for Vacua
20741 hand-held receiver, thanks John On

hew active antenna unit for FRG -1800,
also wanted user manual or book for Sony
Air 7, photocopy booklet acceptable, in
readable condition Tel 0181-549 2612

state John on 1016341 233058

Wanted
1019831 821608 after 5 30pm

2111(141Mitz) ORO amp, home-brew OK 2X
4CX250, must be full working order Kevin

1019831 521103 after 1730hrs

G7SVF on 1013e31 296924

Trio TS -5305 hi transceiver, spare p a
valves and handbook, £215 David G4JHI on
(014031252101 after 6pm or weekends

please Niels GDONO on 1012441347930

698436 anytime

Panasonic NV -R338 VHS -C camcorder,
complete with battenes, charger, tripod,
films, in mint condition, used twice only.

757221

duplicate sets for swaps Bill on 0181.505

Eddystone model 1002. g.w.o. and
condition, urgently required to finalise my
small Eddystone collection, also Plinth
speaker, type 989 Jim McGowan. 20 Keats
Avenue, Rumford, Essex RM3 7AR, Tel

type GWOOSEL Pontypool. Tel (014941

Veesu FT -293 MkII, boxed, good condrtion
multi -mode with rechargable cells, U75
o n o Henry, Kent Tel (013721274999

TS -1701 or PK-732 Tel 1017231 363982

Standard C58 handbook or circuit diagram
wanted to enable to check alignment

Tel 0161-7431570

hem FT-101ZD, a.t u., speaker, f300 or
swap for 8 track reel-toireel tape recorder

Small lathe such as Peatol for cash or
would exchange 2m 1144MHz) transceiver

0838

Global ate E35. postage extra Tel 0181-

Cheltenham Tel: 1012421 739196 evenings

on 1017321 8134920

1LN. Tel 1019E31 567665

2rti 1144MHz) and 7Dcm1430MHz1, rigs and

FLDX 100 TX with manuals plus mic., g w.o..
excellent condition, £175 Richard,

Radio Amateur Callbook 17 edition Alex

RS8. Russian R353, R354. have some

Eddystone 850/4 low frequency receiver.
no iunk Harry A Weber, 4845 West 107th
Street, Oak Lawn, Illinois 60453-5252.

Samaritan" FRDX 500 FIX and Yaesu

(014821669682

museum). Douglas Byrne G3KPO, 52
Westin' Road, Ryde, Isle of Wight P033

£185. VHF unit for FRG -7700 or 8800. £35

s

Racal transmitters, receivers. accessories
test gear etc., wanted by collector also
Racal spare parts and manuals, in fact
anything made by Racal, large or small
considered Please 'phone with details Tel

Spy radio sets waffled: B2, AMK3,
Wriaaduri Mk15. Mk7 MKXX1. MR3, 0P3.
AP4, APS, American SST/RI, Delco 5300,

Shack clear out gear for h f 6m 150MHzl.

Yaesu FT -1012 h.f. Fuvrx. good condition.
£250 Multi -Dana aerial available if required,
f60 Tel W Yorks (01484)718353

BFPO 57

Coloured plastic sheets to fix in front of
Moo/ TV to 'convert' to colour' fine for
cricket pitch, but gnm for newsreader' nor

older type Mot compactl world zone
receiver or sell Interested party collects.

963 3306

Power plug for TCS-12 TX, also microphone
and lack. your pricer PAP Peter G4VUN on

on 1012541 812797

RF pa. valves, new, boxed 6JE6C USA, £30
the pair. 61468 USA, f20 the pair Pa' Et 50,

G7EJK, Uttoxeter Tel 1018891 5644 77

Almost given up hope al finding Yaesu
external V f o model FV-200 and Yaesu
mobile d c power supply model DC -200750,
lair pnce paid. GW4ZCM. EFT1413 Tel. Imo

One HRO bandspread coil pack (has 2
trimmers per Lod -cam, any pack above
2MHz considered Cash or would swap for
vintage wireless parts. Tel (01235)764995

on 1012791 721680

115 receiver, unmodified it original RAF
transit case for Digital short wave radio or

30MHz. v g c , E175 Eddystone 9905, v.g.c ,

510400.

Pye NYWII) PCR2 perspex tuning dial, also
Command serves transmitter and receiver,
40 or 80m (3 57MHz1 version. unmodified it
possible (to be sent to my UK home address
by arrangement' K. G Barnes, cio 0 C
Cyprus Calibration Centre, C E U.. Akrotin

Yana FRG -7 receiver with fitted extra fillet
m squelch and extended cover attend up

Yaesu FRG -7. 500kHz to 313MHz receiver.

G4ERU, 5 Luther Road, Winton,
Bournemouth 811911(4, TeVFAX 1012021

1012871634397 Sim tii Shin

WR2 6C1W.

E80 TN Poole 1012021 6E43446

251520

All early wireless gear, crystal sets, valves,
horn speakers, top prices paid for items
made by Marconi, Burndept Pye, 8TH,
Gecophone, Ericsson, serious collector, will
pay well and collect any area Jim Taylor

Bondi* TA12C TX. handle required for front
panel (to complete restoraeore, also mating
socket for plug Mt please help Eric G3LPS

Exchange

Scanning receiver JIL SX400 base/mobile
12 14i/ o c 2ti-520MHz, no gaps. all moue.
20 memory channels. 2 speed scan, new,
unused, £200 Kenwood R600 150kHz to

101536) 522007

the 2m 1144MHzi transverter 28,144R, its
worth a pint or twos Marlyn on 1014221

851917

Rochdale 1017061 666383 no calls after 6pm
please

Kirkden St. Fnockenherm, Arbroath,
Scotland

Microwave Modules circuit diagram '

Yupiteni MVT- 7100 scanner receiver
boxed. as new, only a few hours use,
bargain at £175 o n o Lowe PR -150 pre selector with power supply and manual,
excellent condition, £110 on o Nigel Clarke

RF coils transformers and modules by
Elecooniques, Edaystune and Denco, s a e
for list Tony, 19 Ja comb Road, Worcester

for valve list send sae G R Balfour. 6

A mini beam for 10m (28MHz), also rotator
for same, lair price paid, will collect
reasonable distance Tom, Northants

hew FT -90047, immaculate condition,
Two sectioned TS steel mast, rotator.
control unit, two 8 -element 2m 1144MHz1
yagis. £150 DRAE power unit, Microwave
Modules 304 pre -amp, es.w.r. meter, £100.
Yaesu 2900, complete with charger. £150

Watkins Johnson 3734 RX. 500kHz-30MHz
c , f250 Racal RA1772 OX. 0-30MHz
v g c .1350 Racal RA1792 RX. all tillers, 0
30MHz v g
£1050 Reclean R800 vi 1 ygc
f500 Motorola HF10-30MHz, all filters.
digital professional RX, as new. f1100
Eddystone 1650 all options. as new, £1100

641759

quad antenna, every single nem pristine
condition and still boxed, never used. f700
the lot, will not spiel Mark on 0181-558 7892

Instruction manual (or copy/ for a Kenwood

Vaasa FT -7476X with 1m , excellent

condition, complete with microphone
power cable and manual, F375, no offers
Buyer collects or pays carriage, genuine

6m 150MH:1 module and CTCSS writ for
Yaesu FT -726R desperately sought by

disabled enthusiast unable to upgrade to
less than 10 year old gear, satellite
enthusiasts, is yours surplus to
requirements? Mr K Burrows, 10 Basil

TS -430S, PS -430S, SP430, narrow c wzs s b

reason for sale. Simon GMOFHS on (018661

filters mint boxed. manuals. £600 FRG -100
es u mint, boxed, manuals. Global AT1000

822679

a tu , C300 GOLDM. Hants TeL 1017051

601174 evenings and weekends

hew FT-757GX hi transceiver with FC757, fully auto a to unit and 20A power

Street, Stockport Cheshire SK4 1CIL,
(messages with luck) evenings only on
0161.477 5303

19-520SE sit transceiver with d.c.-d.c.

supply. E503 ono or swap FT -690 and cash.
house move forces sale. Stefan 2E IGGC1.

converter for 12V operation, handbook.
£225, buyer collects Tel 0118.9693173.

Suffolk Tel (017281724186 or 108601 920900.

TS-163SAT. v.g.c.. 0300. TS -130S. 003 FT -

Yeerall FT -75768 Mkll, Yaesu FP-757HD

53013 inc. spkrimic - spare battery. £260
YK88CN stet TS -830133. f20. Serial

p s.0 . Yaesu FC. 757 a t u . Yaesu desk mic

11,12,21 Sets. any military sets, keys, old
brass mil types, crystal sets, basket weave
coils, Eddystone ECIO, EB35, nave spare
128. 46. 19, BE -201, exchange for other sets
Ben on (01562)743253 or
10E312 10354compusenre cam

E-mail monzalatanie demon co uk

M01 C8, Yaesu hand no., MH1 88. PDL 2
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TS -930S, will pay for costs and postage.
etc thanks. Mark on 1013841 279966 after
6pm please

Instruction manual for Advance signal
generator, model E2 wanted by Novice
vintage wireless collector Tel Leicester
1015301 831407

Kenwood SP910 speaker John MacDonald
2MOAPB on 1012221 598945

Kemvood TS -820 mains transformer or
non -working, TS -810, also SP940. SP950

speaker, must be in good condition Pete on

Please use a Form
from a previous issue
to send your advert
in or write it neatly
on a postcard.

1012031 384534

77

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Whilst prices of goods shown in advertisements are

correct at the time of going to press, readers are
advised to check both prices and amilability of goods
with the advertiser before ordering from non -current
issues of the magazine.

To advertise on this page see booking form.

Computer Software
& Hardware

Valves

For Sale

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157

QUARTZ CRYSTALS 2kHz-100MHz at £1.50.
Transmission power and test equipment. For
lists phone Electronic Design Associates.

PC SSTV-DATA Tx/Rx pack E35.95. Other

Tel: 0181 391 0545 Fax: 0181 391 5258.

Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: (01253) 302979.

Super Demo-Utils disk

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,
HRO.
£5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds

G8SLB, 36 Davington Road, Dagenham RM8 2LR.
Tel/Fax: 0181-595 0823.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KTB8, PX4, PX25,
DA100, EL34, EL37, CV4004, ECC83. Valves must

available. SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens,
Ilford, Essex IG 1 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

be Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve this

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage

price. Ask for free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors please phone for an

appointment (we are

very busy Export
Warehouse). Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
a

West Sussex RH14 9EZ. Tel: 1014031 784961.
Fax: (014031783519.

E-mail: BillingtonExponLtd@btinternet.com

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,
Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH(, 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4L2.
Tel: 01484 654650. Fax: 01484 655699.

E-mail: wilsonvalves@surflink.co.uk
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.
CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33/35 C6.
ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £40. KT88 £65. EL34
£20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70. PX25 £130. GZ34 £8.
GZ32 £8. DA100 £150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.
Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, Unit 5, Huffwood

Trading Estate, Bookers Road, Billinghurst, W.
Sussex RH14 9RZ.
Tel: 01403 786559. Fax: 01403 786560.

E-mail: cuacomellOcolomor &mon co.uk

TOP PRICES PAID

Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor GwilliamRees, Savoy Hill Publications. 50 Meddon St,
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon,
EX39 2EQ. Tel: 01237 424280.

E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net
Visa & Mastercard accepted.
INTERESTED in vintage wireless? Send 2 x 1st

Highcroft Farmhouse, Gay Street, Pulborough. W
Sussex RH2O 2HJ. Tel 01798 815711

Pass your exam the easy way with an ARC home

study course. For details write or phone THE
RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX400, Tuition
House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 0181-947 2211.

Wanted
WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of

microwave semiconductors for broadcasting,
communication and industrial use. T. Yoshihara,
Osaka. Japan. Fax: 816-338-3381.

Government surplus wireless equipment and

RESTRICTED SPACE AND FULL SIZE
MULTIBAND AERIALS 28/132ft, built, kits.
parts, baluns, data. SAE. Aerial Guide £1.50.

obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most

G2DYM, Uplowman, Devon EX16 7PH.
Tel: 01398 361215 anytime.

CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FYI 2EU.

CLANSMAN ACCS, Morse keys ajust on base

£16.50. Headset with boom mike

valveswanted for cash, Must be unused and boxed.
Tel: (01253) 751858 or Fax: (01253) 302979.

swt
modern style padded £19.50. Spk mic with P. T.
swt lapel clip TNC Ae connec. £12.50 all fitted 7

Shareware

pin clans plug. Prices inc P&P. List 64 free on
request. B Slater, 6 Palmer Rd, Sutton on Trent

HAM/SCANNER SHAREWARE External range.

P.

T.

NG23 6PP.

Miscellaneous

SAE for samples: Adur Village Press (G4BUE),

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM.

JAPANESE TRANSMITTING TUBES and

Surrey CRO 2QP.

HIGH QUALITY BUT LOW PRICES personal and
specialist designs from 'standard' to B&W and full
colour photographs including SWL, fast service.

Peter Lockwood

Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

EKCO BAKELITE VALVE RADIO model U245.
Good cond. Long and medium wavebands. £40.

QSL Cards

£1.

Educational

class stamps for latest list of books, hits &
pieces etc. Old Time Supplies, PO Box 209,

for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.
Langres Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

PC/AMIGA SSTV/Packet Interfaces. SAE leaflets,

Free disk list, Tel: 01732 852146. Pentium systems
also sold.

Holidays

Tel: 01772 463444.

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan

-

camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas.
bunkhouse

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff
Davies (Radio), Tel: (01788) 574774.

-

open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho. Pwllheli.
Tel. 01758 740712

DISCLAIMER Some of the products offered for

SANDOWN PARK will host the BARTG '98 rally
on Sunday 13 Sept. Doors open 10.30am. Details
from Alan, G8GOJ. Tel 0181.688 2564.
VIDEO TAPE CONVERSIONS NTSC PAL SECAM
digital processing. Includes tine conversions. Fast
service. G3LOP OTHR. Tel 0181-642 4956.

sale in aaverusemenis ,n this magazine may have been
obtained from abroad or from unauthorised sources. Practical
Wireressadvises readers contemplating mail order to enquire
whether the products are suitable for use in the UK and have
full after -sales back-up available The publishers of Practical
Wireless wish to point out that it is the responsibility of
readers to ascertain the legality or otherwise of items offered
for sale by advertisers on this magazine

this fo rm if you prefer

ORDER
FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
BLOCKPlease CAPITALSphotocopy

centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept, Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
available issue of PW) for
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
(42p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name:

Address'

Telephone No
Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate
Category heading:
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Lake Electronics

worto, cop PRICES PAID
All makes. type - models of any vintage, domestic. military.
professional radio equipment including any accessories.
adaptors. etc. Also test gear. valves, components. literature
in any condition or quantity.

,

Per

Centre Electronics
i..- ......... c,

,..

5,)

SAL wm I IN411105

LAUDS`, OS SIROIX75037 OM(

DTR Series Transceivers
A choice of three single band, CW, transceivers for 33,
7.0 or 10MHz. All rated at a nominal 5 watts output,
."1111
all include a quality case, hardware and ALL
components. Kit price: £97.80. Built to order. C168.00. Postage (UK) E4.

TU4 Antenna Tuner

345 Stockfield Road, Yardley, Birmingham B25 8JP.
Telephone 0121-706 0261
Si -43P cpristsict HOMY Mondat

E-mail: 100775.730ecompuserve.com

= Web site: http://our world.compuserve.com/homepages/radkit

pal,

Please telephone or write to: -

"1-

Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NGIs 1BX. Tel/Fax: 0115-938 2509

v,,

:.

; 9prri Thursday. Friday & Saturday 104pm

k1

NATIONWIDE COLLECTION SERVICE

Conservatively rated at 811 watts and covers the HF spectrum. Incorporates a
sensitive SWR meter - only needs 1 /2 watt to give full
scale deflection - and a 4:1 balun. 50239 connectors
plus terminals for end -fed wires or balanced feeder
1
s
s
operation. Kit, including case and all hardware: £68.00.
Ready built: £88.00. Postage (UK) £4.
-

Jr1/4-e.sut:rNtr%"$$$R-V/S. at.V. etVw-VILlerv'Sx11/4"-M
vseivet9:ss-Vet'-'4'Yvdcinr-drirw4wst
&drs...0-1"..0"'set

YAESU, ICOM, AOR etc.

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
RADIORAFT DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG

SALES 6 SERVICE Holdings of Blaclibum Ltd. Inc. 1952.Yamu Agents
since 1972. G3W. 40Fyrars in electrons.' Best prices for alert Ivy us web chest,

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way 'D' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version las above, with variable hysteresis) £19.99
TRANSMIT version (Pocsag Rx * FaiCSSTYHamComm Tx) £24.99
25 to 9 way Adaptor £3.00 Shareware on 3.5' HD Disks
JVFAX7 + HamComm3.1 + PKT/IAON 12 + *NEW, POCSAG (PD2.04) f2.50
RADIORAFT Version 2.12 !
DL4SAW SSTV 1V1.21£2.50
.

or 'real money' if you want to bargain) only ay1 and sell to pay so we (V'
Brie good prices - valves and CW Filers for old Yaesu eg Pr,
open Thursday. Friday and Saturday Lund.. 12 DP 30 out 6,
a fry, '5,51,.1

G3LLL HOLDINGS.AHATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET. BLACKBURN. 082 I EF
(01254) 59595

.

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE
NOW ALSO INCLUDING RADIORAFT
DL4SAW IGSHPCI SSTV (V2.21) £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99
POCSAG (P02.04) £19.99 RadioRaft Version 2.12 £19.99

LAR COMMUNICATION CENTRE

Fprices Wake inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT
All products (except software) carry a full money back guarantee
'ni il_m_Cmlit Card order _C15,00_12atside British Isles add £2.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236
http://www.pervisell,com e-mail ham@pervisell.coin

PHO6NE

0181
1166

=

E

AW

84

71i1

VISA

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD
DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.

Tel: 0113-232 8400

r

We are open Mon to Sat 9am to 5pm We have ismer ii,StOrner parking

CMS

FAX
0181 684

3056

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS
I

p

KT 66 China

600

KIN Chine

C L33

10 00

578

850
350

042
082
003
003

E88CC
EI8OF
E810F

EA8C81
EB91

EBF80
EB189
EBL31
ECC33
ECC35
ECC81
ECC82

ECC83
ECC85
ECC88
ECC808

ECM
EC H35

EC 042
ECH81
ECL82
EC L86

EC LL800

EF37A
EF39
EF40
EF86
EF91

EF183/4
01.33

0134
01340
E136
0141

0184
EL95
01360

01509'519
EM34
E5081/4/7
EN91
0280/131

0Z32
G23.117

061

10 00
12 00

5240 1
EARS

6A135

150
150
150

PCF80
PCL82

P015.7805

800
300
300
300
300
200
200
250

15 00
12 00
12 00

PCL86

2 50

6806

P0500

600
300

6E1074

P130
PL81

2 00

688E,

P1504
P1508
P15091519
PL802
PY500A
P18002801

300
300

60W6
e8W7

10 00

bBZ6
6C4
6CB6A

20 00
2D0

300
350
500
3 50

600
IS 00

150
350
3S0
300
350
350
25 00

350
275
400
10 00

200
200

15 00

3 DO

2AU7
2AX2

24X74
2AX7WA
2846
213E6
213117/A

2BY7A

20W7
2E1
3E1

10 00
12 00

6046

3D0

8334

6CW4

600

66641

6005

17 50
10 00

UCHI2

800
150
550

UCL82

2.00

6F07
6GK6
6J5G
6J564
6J7

00003-10
001/03-20A
110V06-404
U19
11400813

0C183

400
300
150
12 00

500

200

11F89
LIL41

4.00
12 00

ULM

3.00
4.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
10.00
15.00
3.50

1.16135

100
150
350
850
600

6E187

1.00
3.00

bCL6
6CG7

U130026

11941

15 00

68E6

100

6V651
604
6X507
2477

5728

800
600
500
350
225
200
1200

6846

6V6G

300
200
300
500
300
750

15 OD

15 00

6AS70
6AU5GT
6AU6
6AW8A
684G

3.00
2.00

2003
750
400
200
100
2100
ISO
150
200
200
100
100
100

019105/30
VR150/30
2759
..:803U
2021

3828
4CX2508

58409
5046
5U40B
5046
50361

1200
45.00

750

6C066

6006 0
6F6G

813

872A
9314
20504
5751

5763
5814A
5842

60724

27 50

6080

6JE6C
6.1S6C

2150

61468

27 50

6201

60661

100

6L6G

15 00

6L6GC

15 00
10 00

6L6WGB
607
6SA7
6SC7

5Z3

5.00

5240

600

61.1134

250

8114
8124

6JB6A

6S67
6SJ7
6510
651761
6SN707

10.00
10.00
4.00

600
750
100
600
400
300

805
807

300
3 DO
3D0

300
300
300
500
500
150

300
300
350
500
7.50

THE VINTAGE WIRELESS LISTING
Published regularly containing 100s of out of print and collectable wireless books
and niaginines. Vintage and raise communications receivers, rakes and
components for the short ware enthusiast and amateur. Send six first class stamps
for next listing or IF for next four listings or 18 for next four catalogues and eight
issues of "The Vintage Wireless Trader- containing our latest aquisitions and
subscribers :rants and sales. Published at approx six week inter, als.

NEW BOOKS
\.n al l ummand and Control hi.

610
ZCO

200
10.00
7.00

1510
1010
85 00
95 00
45 00
7 50

25 00
55 00
27 50
85 00
20 00
30 00
25 00
12 50

600
600
500
12 00

600
600
15 00

hivilogt

It
T Packeitham Published by Brassecs WeIpitns arid
GIVC, cletads of naval comntand ales trona warfare systems - ante arwl

mcierwartir sanrilLmte, radar and 10521 ONTIMUlliCal1011s Int lulling HF, broadcasts, ship to shore

anons. Many phons Lipp 18.50 P&P 12S0
I lit. I lira -Magic Urals iq R F Smith A well researt.ht3lhook in ultra
l

i n tdmg a Lbkinalliig much of the technokimes. persorukt

breaking operations

and 114111110k of Britain and .Amenca's

tint m%stenous secret - the piloting of their cryprological intellegera-e against Gemunv and Japan
hie luck's recently released (141311s of BletrItYy Park operat NIS and is tune ttf.he few Ixarks published

41 (NI-tract:item operations 2-o pages. PuNcshed al .S1 94 Our price /11.50 P&P /2.S0

R.IISS Receiver Data. Coritains cin-uirs Anil let-Mutat notes

1- large format pages. fat-stmile

-limit LI 1.75 int I l'&1'
Fddystooe Communications Reseiver Data 1950.1970. A facsimile repnru of the occult
liagrams, general dc,inpw in and rime 5cniLc unto, tear 5415 Lags. fitmul 0 lopes £9.75 Hui
Radar by P S flail let all In abstwhing and inkantanve study hv audit as Mint The Royal Milieus.
of Science. Covers the unpin. development and gyration of m titan radar from Chain

limit. to Patna. (IC

NSIMCIOUS phOT(ry .11111 1111159:1(11111k Of taptipnitsd .and ns Onlli pit, of

Iteration 1 -app Puhlisherl ht. Brasses, Weapon Technology series at Us Our price /7.50 P&P

850

63364
65504
68830

35 00
25 00
15 00

7025
70274
7199
7360
7581A
7586
7587

750

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY.

Fax: 0113-232 8401

Approved dealers for Kenwood, AOR, Icorn, Yaesu and many others. We sell
amateur radio equipment, scanners, shortwave receivers, antennas and over 800
dcressones. Books, PW and SWM Our atter sales service is second to none.

1 MAYO ROAD CROYDON SURREY CR0 2QP

AZ31

:21

12 Station Road, Crossgates, Leeds LS15 7JX

25 00

1500
75 00
15 00
15 00
70 00

i I to 1 communications Receiver Data. A facsimile repnnt I if circuits and data for nwitlels1100.
I IHS1(i,

1100-5R. FIR() M. 1101.7MX. Illt().M.KR. 11120 TM, FIR -SR

lust's large tonal

59.25 mil P&P
Vintage Radio Valve Line-up Guide. 1930s -1930s. Thu invalwitile hook aimams the %alit- hue and irpLit eincin 14.11l!C 11 11,1116111.

rAllos. pint war 111(1

1)1 r(S1.11

Callers welcome at our vintage wireless shop, address below.
Open Tuesdays. Thersdays. Fridays and Saturdays 7fhrmApe, lots of interesting items

This is a selection front our stock of ore 6000 types Please enquire for types not
listed Obsolete dens are our speciality. Valves are new mainly original British or
American brands Terms CWO/ mm order (10 for credit cards

(Dept MI CHEVET SUPPLIES LTD.

P&P 1-3 valves 12.00. 4 - 6 valves 13.00.
Add 17.5% VAT to total including P&P.

Tel 1012531 751893 f ax 101293/ 302979
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IIll pages

£12.501(1,1 1'51'

157 Dickson Road, BLACKPOOL FY1 2EU
VISA

Telephone orders accepted
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The books listed have been

selected as being of special
interest to our readers. They are

supplied direct to your door. Many

titles are overseas in origin.
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THE UK SCANNING DIRECTORY 6TH EDITION
IIONOrder now and save the postage!'

of the

MONT

The UK Scanning Directory is now in its 6th edition and is still being 'billed' as Britain's largest and
best selling 'scanning' directory. The frequencies covered by the UK Scanning Directory are from
26MHz through to 1.8GHz, many of which have been revised and updated. This book is now divided
into three parts and this, together with its larger format, makes it easier to use as a reference source.
The UK Scanning Directory would normally sell for £18.50 plus £1 P&P. however if your order this month we'll pay the postage
for your lUK orders only. Overseas readers please add f2 to cover the P&P cost.)

To order please use the form on page 82 or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW5.

LISTENING GUIDES
Airband

SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK Lawrence Harris
SATELLITE TELEVISION A layman's guide Peter Pearson
SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE 5th Edition John Breeds .
'..VEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edison Dr Ralph E Taggart WEL8DOT
WFITH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE 1997 Edition Bart Kuper..
.

AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition David J. Smith
A1RBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Edition Graham Dote
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 61h Edition Graham Doke
AIRWAVES 97 ...
CALLSIGN 98
INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK. David J. Smith
UNDERSTANDING ACARS3rd Echtion

192 pages

69.99

96 pages
112 pages
100 pages

C6.99

(8.95
(8.95

..192 pages

09.99

VHFILIHF AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE & CALLSIGN GUIDE
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
2nd Edition. Robert E. Evans

C1.00

76 pages. C15.00
192 pages. E15.50

366 pages C18.95

06.99

.__...,..___ 156 pages

Armlet Communications Addressing and Reporting System. Ed Flynn. .....

.....[14.99
73 pages_

pages

C9.95

290 pages. (17.50
260 pages [19 .95

Scanning
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311
SCANNER BUSTERS 2 D.0 Poole
SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Peter Rouse GUIDKD
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE
8th Revision Peter Rouse.
SCANNING SECRETS. Meet Francis

I

D Poole

IIK SCANNING DIRECTORY. NEW 6th Edition

151 pages

C4.99

100 pages

(6.00
761 pages (10.95

271 pages (10.95
780 pages (16.95
540 pages. (18.50

Oatamodes
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell
GUIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS 16th Edition Joerg
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES 17th Edition
Joerg Klingenfuss
INTERNET RADIO GUIDE 2nd Edition Joerg Klingenfuss
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES Philip Mitchell
RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL. 15th Edition Joerg Klingenfuss
.

88 pages C11.50
pages C35.00

436 pages 12600
350 pages. U1.00
C7.50
_32 pages.
. 604 pages C28 00

DXTV
31 pages
DXTV FOR BEGINNERS Simon Hamer
C395
GUIDE TO DX TV Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
_36 pages
C3 95
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS
[4.96
THIS IS BBC TV FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith...._..38 pipes. (4.95
THE FIRST 30 YEARS OF BBC -2. Keith Hamer & Garry Smith
-14.95
THE STORY OF BBC COLOUR TELEVISION
.C5.95

Frequency Guides
1998 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE Joerg Klingenfuss
1998 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST CD ROM Joerg Klingentuss
FERRELL'S CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 10th Edition
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 1998
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1998.
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1998
SHORTWAVE INTERNATIONAL FREQUENCY GUIDEVHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE Bill Laver
.......................
WORLD RADIO TV HANDBOOK 1998

£23.00

£2500
..450 pages. £19.95
C3.95

528 pages. (15.50
112 pages (4 50
£12 95
..... _192 pages E12 95
.-608 pages. (18.95

General
EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY Michael Cannon.
FROM INTERNATIONAL WATERS 160 YRS OF OFFSHORE BROADCASTING1.
Mike Leonard

(17.50

582 pages (10.95

AMATEUR RADIO
Amateur Television
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR TELEVISION

Mike Wooding G6IOM & Trevor Brown G8CJS
SLOW SCAN TELEVISION EXPLAINED Mike Wooding G61()M
THE AMATEUR TV COMPENDIUM Moe Wooding G610M

_C5.00

[5.00
(3 Iso

Antennas & Transmission Lines
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125 E M Nate

.63 pages.

01.95

25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136 E M Nnii............._..........60 pages.

Et 75
C1 95
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132 E M Noll.-- ..... __el pages.
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E M Noll...................,.....B4 pages. C1 75
ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS. W I Orr W8SAI & S D Cowan
P014 ES 95
ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE IRSGBI Peter Dodd G3LDO
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING IARRLI Wilfred N Caron
es (E1155 50
00
.195 pages.
104 pages (4.95
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP30, I.
Poole
ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING 1 ARAL i
394 pages. (15.50
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 18th Edison 1997
732 pages (24.00
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One
.175 pages. C7 50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two
-208 pages. [10.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three Edited by Jerry Hall K ITO ______236 pages C1050
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Faur
.204 pages (15 50
ARK ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five
200 pages C15 50
768 pages (8 95
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK. W. I Orr W6SAI & S. D Cowan W2LX
125 pages C18 95
BUILDING & USING BALUNS Jerry Sevick.
BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition Andrew Porter
208 pages (15.95
CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edison
'William Orr W6SAI and Stuart Cowan W2LX
E8.95
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278 H C Wright
70 pages.
(3.50

GETTING ON TRACK' ITH APRS Stan Horzepe WAlLOU________----..165 pages. E11.50

G.C1RP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK

POP WENT THE PIRATES Keith Skues
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS Peter Rouse GU1131(0.
SHORT WAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS
SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT INEW 3RD EDITIONISHORTWAVE LISTENERS GUIDE Ian Poole .
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENERS HANDBOOK 4th Edition
Hank Bennen. Harry Helms & David Hardy

CoMpiled and edited by P. Linsley G3POL. & T Nicholson KA9VVRI.GWOLNCIL ......__155 pages. 07.25
HE ANTENNA COLLECTION IRSGBI Edited by Erwin David G4L01
233 pages (10.99
322 pages C14 65
HE ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS IRSGBI. Les Moron G6XN
MORE OUT OF THIN AIR rENVPI
112 pages (6 95
E6
PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES John Heys 03500
3
29
PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph J.Carr
100 pages C8 95
PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys 038130
RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W I Orr W6SAI & S D Cowan W2LX 188 pages. (8.50
RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr
189 Pages C17.50
SIMPLE, LOW COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS

568 pages. E15.95
187 pages

£4.50

(13.95
.450 pages C25.95

(14.99

321 pages (21 95

Marine
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE SSB OPERATION Michael Gale
GMDSS EDITIONS MARINE VHF OPERATION Michael Gale
GMDSS FOR SMALL CRAFT. Alan Clenunetsen
SCANNING THE MARINE BANDS F F O'Brian
SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E Richardson
SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES Ken Devoe*.
SIMPLE GPS NAVIGATION MO Cheery

96 pages

i

95

07.95

94 pages (11.95
152 pages E 9 50
195 pages C 16 50
95 pages
C5 99
96 pages 110 95

Satellite
AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS BP326.F. A Wilson
ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY 4th Edition
NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV Derek Stephenson
NEWNES SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS POCKET BOOK. James Wo.oI
SATELLITE BOOK A Complete Guide to &Kerte TV Theory and Practice
John Breeds
SATELLITE E XPE RIMENTE
HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.
Marta Davidoff K2UBC

80

230 pages
..150 pages

05.95

(9 50

371 pages (18.95
220 pages C12.99

280 pages (32 00

313 paw, 145 50

W I Orr W6SAI & S D Cowan W2LX

188 pages

CB 95

W1FB'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK !ARAL i Doug DeMaw W1FB.

123 pages

(7 50

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGINNERS IRSGBI. Victor Brand G3JNB
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO NEW EDITION Ian Poole G3YVVX
BASIC RADIO PRINCIPLES & TECHNOLOGY. Ian Poole G3VWX
BASIC RADIO & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS. Ray Petri GOOAT
AN RAE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK Bob Griffiths G7NHB
HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS. EXAMINATION IRSGBI
Clive Smith G4FZH and George Benbow G3HB
NOW WE'RE TALKING IARRLI
PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS IRSG8 i John Case GW4HWR
THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK 113P3751

65 pages

(3.50
(4 99

,an Poole G3YVVX

150 pages

Beginners lint RAE)
(1499
.013.95

[6.95
B8 pages. E11.75
......[15 .50

165 pages E12 50
CA 95
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Packet

THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL
Fifth Erbtern Ray Petri GOOAT.
RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION/END OF COURSE TEST PAPERS.
Ray Petri GOOAT

(13 9t,
£13.95

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS HANDBOOKASGB
RAE MANUAL IRSGBI. G.LBenbow G3HB
RAE REVISION NOTES IRSGBI. G.L.Benbow G3HB
THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENTS NOTEBOOK John Case GW4HWR.
SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
Anita Louise McCormick KA8KGI.
TRAINING FOR THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR IRSGBI
John Case GW4HWR
WEB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS IARRLI. Doug DeMaw W1FB
YOUR FIRST AMATEUR STATION IRSGBI Cohn Redwood G6MXI.

£21.00

Ill 50

NOS INTRO. TCP/P OVER PACKET RADIO Ian Wade G3NRW
PACKET RADIO PRIMER IRSGBI Dave Comber GBUYZ & Marlyn Cortt G8NZU
PACKET. SPEED & MORE SPEED APPLICATIONS IARRLI
YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WB131MY

127 pages.

C8.75

92 pages.
121 pages

15.25

Propagstion

(5.00

AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J.G. Lee..

176 pages. E13.95

GRP

101 pages.

(6.75

155 pages.

C8.95

G.ORP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK. Edited by Rev G Dobbs G3RJV
INTRODUCING GRP. Dick Pascoe GOBPS
W 1FBb ORP NOTEBOOK IARRLI. 2nd Edition. Doug DeMaw WIF8..

..266 pages

CB 95

148pages (10.50
.170 pages 17 50

.

116 pages

(3.95

96 pages

0.00
(6.95

175 pages

17 50

15.75

Test Equipment

Ca I !books
RSGB CALLSEEKER 98 ICD-ROM for Windows '951
RSGB YEARBOOK 1998 EDITION. Edited by Brett Rider G4FLO
JOINT INT'N. AMERICAN CALLBOOK CD-ROM 1997

.113.50
512 pages. C13 50

. 05.00

Computing
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME 8P408 .
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP177

R A Penlold
ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR YOUR PC BP320 Fi A Pentoid

.115 pages.

(5.95

72 pages.

12 95

102 pages.

EMAIL ON THE INTERNET BP420..
EXPERIMENTING WITH PCs P &tinning
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR PC HARD DISK BP280
HOW TO EXPAND. MODERNISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271
R A. Penlold...
INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272.R- A. Penlold. MS OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME iBP4021
MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405.
NEWNES COMPUTER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
.

Michael Toolm

13.99
06.95
C24.00

90 pages.

166 pages C 599
86 pages
1499
77 pages
05.95
175 pages. (5.95

(1499
........... ........ 111 50

(HE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shertey.
.......................
WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED IBP400/

130 pages. 1595

--.--.. ..... .. 175 pages.

C5.95

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK. William R. Nelson WA6FOG
THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC IRSGBI Robin Page -Jones G1PAR.

250 pages
117 pages

(9.50
CB 95

Historical
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL. Edited by Hugo Gernsback
OLD TIME RADIOS - RESTORATION & REPAIR. J Carr.
CRYSTAL SET PROJECTS Phil Anderson
EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION 119321

..

HENLEYS 222 RADIO CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS I19241
HOW TO BUILD YOUR RADIO RECEIVER !Popular Radio Handbook No- 1/
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS IRockey1

260
.256

pPaugg.:a

THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 4. Phil Anderson WOXITHE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL 5 XTAL NEWSLETTER.
Phd Anderson WOXI
CRYSTAL RADIO HISTORY, FUNDAMENTALS AND DESIGN. P. A. Kinds
THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS 11929 - 19341.
WIRELESS FOR THE WARRIOR VOL 1 (Wireless Sets 1881
VISION BY RADIO 119251 Llenkin)

' 119 95

(9.50
312 pages C1175

.271 pages 0 45
16.95
127 pages. 07.95

(4.95

SEEING BY WIRELESS THE STORY OF BAIRD TELEVISION. Ray Herbert
THE XTAL SET SOCIETY NEWSLETTER. Volume 1 & 2 Combined
Phil Anderson WOXI
THE CRYSTAL SET HANDBOOK & VOL_ 3x-roki. NEWSLETTER.
Phil Anderson WOXI

VHF
ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. I Orr WBSAI
'VHF, -UHF HANDBOOK IRSGBI Dick Eliddulph GIIPDS

£13.00

ELECTRONICS
A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP287 F A Wilson....431 pages
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTROINIC COMPONENTS BP285
166 pages
..................
.....
pages
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 BP321. R A. Penlold
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 BP322 R.A.Penlold
214 pages

(595

FAULT FINDING ELECTRONIC PROJECTS BP391
GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP365. Owen Bishop.

04.99

E7.00

£6.50
£6.50

( 5
E67;0
C27.50

__TAO pages. ('7.90

Maps and Log Books
AMATEUR RADIO WORLD ATLAS Alt WEI

(8.00

NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART .

740 K 520oiryi

C4 95

198 pages (4.95

NEWNES AUDIO AND HI-FI ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
Vivian Capel
NEWNES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK. Keith Bondley
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76. R. A Penlold.
PREAMPLIFIER & FILTER CIRCUITS BP309. RA Penlold.

.210 pages. (12.95
.306 pages £1295
89 pages
099
92 pages
£3.95
89 pages
(495
439 pages 013.95
136 pages 0499

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS 8P393 A Flied.
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP248 R.A Fanfold.

104 pages

THE ART OF SOLDERING BP324 R Brewster
UNDERSTANDING BASIC ELECTRONICS IARRLI
W1FB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK IARRLI I Doug DOMAW WIFB

13.99
£3.99
C15.50

195 pages

C

Data
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug DeMaw W1FB
ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK BP396 R.A. Penlold
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.

A Wilson

.260 pages
242 pages

(8.95

249 pages

1395

15 95

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP316. Owen Bishop.
RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK. Ste. Money.
SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN. Joseph Carr
SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR IARRLI
Les Hayward W7201 & Doug DeMaw W1FB

327 pages (5.99
40 pages 115.95
405 pages 119.95

TOWERS INTERNATIONAL MOSPOWER & OTHER FET SELECTOR
TOWERS INTERNATIONAL TRANSISTOR SELECTOR UPDATE 5
TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES 113P4011

140 pages 11995
476 pages 124 95
178 pages 15 95

256 pages £11.50

SPREAD SPECTRUM SOURCE BOOK..£15.50

BUILD YOUR OWN INTELLIGENT AMATEUR RADIO TRANSCEIVER.

Randy L Henderson

350 pages. U4.95

106 pages 0 95
HOW TO DESIGN & MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121 R.A. Penlold......__66 pages
(2 50

COIL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION MANUAL SPUN). 5.13 Babani

18.50

OTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE NEW EDITION
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD. NEW EDITION .
RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK IRSGBI.
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE

1080 s 680rmn
980 a 680rnm

(7 00
(7.00

MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP192 RA Penfold

13.75

PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS & SWI, BP304. R.A. Penfold ............

05.75

RADIO RECEIVER PROJECTS YOU CAN BUILD
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275 R.A. Perdold .....

Morse
MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS IRSGBI
SECRETS OF LEARNING MORSE CODE Mark Francis

28 pages
84 pages

(4 25
(6.90

134 pages

E3.95

Microwaves
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP3121 F. A. Wilson
ARRL UHFIMICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Various
ARRL UHF.MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL IARRLI
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - COMPONENTS & OPERATING VOL 1 IRSGBI
MICROWAVE HANDBOOK - CONSTRUCTION & TESTING VOL 2 IRSG81..MICROWAVE HANDBOOK BANDS & EQUIPMENT VOI 3 IRSGBI
(1575 OR BUY ALL 3 FOR

446 popes (15 5£
400 pages £15 SC

E1050
£15 75

134 00

Operating and Handbooks

.

I

..290 pages. £16 50
..249 pages C12 23
124.00
£30.00

92 pages
.92 pages

12 95

(395
.(1995

.

88 pages

(3 95

Valves/Tubes
350 pages (21.95
ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Fathauer
..
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS ITUBES & TRANSISTORSI 'Original publishers General Electric,
475 pages £10 50
Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply lArizoned.
HANDBOOK OF RADIO. TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE &
VALVE EQUIVALENTS
(2 95
60 pages
RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1.5
(295 each
RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL lOnginal Publishers Radio Corporation Of Americal
Re -published by Antique Electronic Supply lArizonel
384 pages CIO 50
RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES

Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America) Re -published by Antique
Electronic Supply lArizonat
...
TUBE SUBSTITUTION HANDBOOK

ALL ABOUT HAM RADIO. Hurry Helms
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL IRSGBI Ray Eckershry G4FTJ
ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 75th Edition
ARRL HANDBOOK 1998 ON CD-ROM
ARRL OPERATING MANUAL NEW EDITION
COMPLETE DXER Bob Locher.
HAM RADIO MADE EASY IARRLI. Steve Ford
HINTS AND KINKS FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
Edited by Charles L Hutchinson and David Newkirk
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO IARRLI Jim Kearman KRIS
....
SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300
D. Poole
TRANSMITTER HUNTING RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED
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14.95

Projects

AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK IRSGBI

Joseph 13 Well & Thomas N Curl.

133 pages

14.99

HOW TO TEST ALMOST EVERYTHING ELECTRONIC..................._....................115.95

F

.94 pages

. 163 pages 18.85
£18.75

13.90

.256 pages. C12.95

J PASSPORT TO WEB RADIO 1997
PERSONAL COMPUTERS IN THE HAM SHACK IARRLI.

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239 R A Pentnlit
102 pages (2.95
HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Barry Ross
728 pages (19 95
HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT BP267 R A Penlold 104 pages 0.50
MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249 R A Penlold.......... 102 pages (3.50
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A Fanfold
96 pages
12.95
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315. F. A. Wilson.
122 pages 1195
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOVICES. John Case GW4HWR.
126 pages £10 90
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Ch. South G4FIH
170 pages 110 95

318 pages. C10.50

215.50

10t.
Stunning Kit las featured in ENV July 1997
see also Experimenting with Computers book In Computing sectionl

£46.00

.C18 50

204 pages 19.50
204 pages 111 50
129 pages
121 pages

19.50

81 pages

(3.95

16.00

325 pages 120.95
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CI Practical Projects
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ACTION

1:1 News

CI Radio Scene
GI Valve & Vintage

Tex Swann G1TEX has more hints and tips for all you electronics
enthusiasts.

9),
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ICOM

IC -746 -

everyone's asking for!

*owl°s*
soi\*°*
tztot's\''

The IC -746 is ICOM's latest HF/VHF transceiver, providing wideband
coverage; HF to 50MHz through to 144MHz. Rave reviews confirm
why this is the transceiver to buy in '98.
1 8MHz-144MHz multimode coverage

100W output for all HF, 50MHz and
144MHz bands

Tone squelch standard with 50 -tone

Auto antenna tuner with preset memories

frequencies

Compact size 287 x 120 x 317 (mm)

Ample CW functions with 4 -channel

Memo pad with 10 channels

DSP fitted as standard

Continually adjustable noise reduction

memory keyer

Large, easy -to -read
function display

12.5kHz FM narrow capability
Quick split, ideal for DX'ers

Selectable APF with
3 passband widths

3 different antenna connections
2 -step pre -amp (single for 144MHz)

Twin PBT, first in
a mid -range radio

Optional UT -102 voice synthesizer

Auto notch filter
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Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
e-mail. icomsales@icomuk.co.uk
internet: http://www.icomuk co uk

Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.

Count on us!

FT -847

S

Ultra -Compact Satellite
and All Mode Transceiver

FEATURES
All band performance )SSB. CW FM, Af'
100 Watt output on HF;50MHz bands
50 Watt output on 1441430 MHz bands
Cross -band Cull Duplex operation

NormeReverse tracking for
satellite operation

CTCSS 8 DCS encode]decode built-in
High resolution 0 tHz tuning steps
for ultra smooth tuning

Digital Signal Processing titters
(Bandpass Notch. Noise Reduction(
Simplified tuning with Shuttle Jog control
Direct frequency keypad entry
Dedicated satellite memones.
with 8 -character Alpha Numenc Labels
1 8 - 5C (amateur band)

RX Freq (MHz)

0.5-30/50-54

144-148430-440

4 into 1 does go!

108-174;420-512

Emission modes LSB. USB, CW. AM, FM
PACKET(96001200bps External input )

and revolutionary features, the 17-847 is
truly the one radio that can do it all!
Massive band -width coverage from a single'
unit, the FT -847 has many features to keep
it at the top of the evolutionary pile. These
include crystal clear 100 watts on HF and
50MHz, a massive 50 watts on 2 meters
and 70cms, Yamu's effective DSP for
bandpass, noise reduction and notch
filter, and direct input of frequency on the
supplied keypad. Silky smooth tuning with
0.1MHz tuning steps, Cross band and full
duplex, CTCSS and DCS encode and
decode built in. And for Satellite
reception, normal and reverse trackingg.
A matching ATU (Automatic Antenna
Tuning Unit) is also available as an option.

Technology moves inexorably
onward, evolving, adapting, forever
changing. At the same time, today's
Radio Amateur puts even more demands
upon designers to build quality, sophisticated, but easy to use stations for Voice,
Packet, Satellite, CV4 VHF, UHF, Hl, just to
mention a few Yaesu 's designers took on
that challenge, and following in the
footsteps of the revolutionary FT10(X),
FT1000MP and FT920 are now proud to
offer today's Radio Amateur the station in a
box - the all new FT -847!
The Yaesu FT -847 Ultra -Compact Satellite
and All Mode Transceiver has jumped the
technology with a transceiver ready for the
new millennium. With it's high-tech design

TX Freq (MHz)

Freq. Steps(Min) 0 1Hz for SSB and CW
10Hz for AM and FM

Modulation Types
SSB J3E Balanced. littered tamer
AM A3E Low-level (early stage)
FM F3E Vanable reactance

FSKJ1D. J2D. F2D Audio frequency
shift keying (external input), F ID
Frequency shift keying

(VAJHF external input)

Options
FC-20 Automatic Antenna

Tuning Unit (External)
FVS-1A Voice Synthesise]
ATAS100 Active Tunrrto Arrenna Svs,

YAESU
...choke of the World's top DX'ers
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Its price class with
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FT -920

Specifications subject to change without notice.
Specifications guaranteed only within amateur
bands. Some accessories and/or options are
standard in certain areas. Check with your local
Yaesu dealer for specific details.

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 2, Maple Grove
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Business Centre, Lawrence Road, Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR, U.K. 0181-814-2001
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